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‘The sun, the moon, the stars, the seas, the hills and the

plains,

Are not these, O soul, the vision of Him who reigns ?

‘ And the ear of man cannot hear, and the eye of man cannot

see
; ,

But if we could see and hear, this vision—were it not He ?

The Higher Pantheism.
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TO THE READER.

A FEW brief words will suffice to explain the

aim and object of this little volume of

life-studies. The fields of physical science are now
of such vast extent, the workers therein so nume-
rous and so busy, that no specialist has time to

give even a general view of what is going on.

Yet all branches of physical science are so inter-

dependent that it is difficult to understand one
branch thoroughly without some knowledge of the
rest. A stigma is supposed to rest, for some
mysterious reason, upon the person who ventures
to write upon any branch of science without being
an original discoverer. 1 am at a loss to imagine
why it is considered almost wrong to write about
physical science without having made original
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experiments. A historian is not required to have

fought in the battles he describes, nor a geographer

to have personally traversed the wilds of Africa.

Why cannot a wide view be taken by some com-

petent person of the results of the labours of

hundreds of scientists, so that we may more clearly

see what manner of fabric is being reared ? This

little book only ventures to indicate what a great

work lies ready for the man of genius who will do

for science what a Motley and a Freeman have done

for history.
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ON SOME CURIOUS FACTS CONNECTED
WITH THE EVOLUTION OF THE EYE.

S
INCE Darwin opened to our view new paths

leading towards the discovery of the great

laws governing evolution, hundreds of zealous

disciples have pressed forward in the same field. I

am old enough to remember that most of the facts

in zoology which were considered special stumbling-

blocks in accepting the theory of evolution, proved
special triumphs from the attention which they
drew. Amongst other objections, it was said that

if horses had been evolved a five-toed form must
have existed, and the five-toed form has been
found

;
that marsupials must have been specially

created for the regions where they are found—viz.,

Australia and South America—yet behold, mar-
supials were found amongst the earliest known
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fossil mammals in Europe. In the same way,

many things which the prophetic eye of the great

master saw would be found out as to evolution,

were specially ridiculed. That mammary glands

would be found to be modifications of sebaceous

glands, and that eyes would be found to originate

from modifications of epidermal cells, were among

those prophetic utterances which all recent re-

searches prove to have been true.

I only propose to take a very small portion of

the great subject of evolution—viz., a few curious

facts relating to the evolution of the eye. They

will, I hope, illustrate the importance of both

the great branches into which zoology tends to

divide—namely, phylogeny [or the tribal descent

of animals as revealed by embryology aided by

palaeontology], and the discovery of archaic sur-

viving forms. The other great branch of the

science—also of surpassing interest— deals with

the modifications of organs by use and disuse.

I will first deal with the modifications of organs

by use and disuse. These modifications are pro-

found, and are, perhaps, more striking in animals

of parasitical habits than in many others.

Semper gives the following description of Sciccu-

lina and other cirripedes,'* degenerate crustaceans

of parasitical habits :

< As a rule, almost without exception, the larvae

* Type : barnacle.
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of parasites move about freely in water. During
this stage the larvae are usually high in the scale of

structure. Those of the parasitical Cirripedia—
for instance, Sacculina—have, in what is known as

their nauplius form, external organs of locomotion
of a complicated character, a muscular system of

the crustacean type, a well-developed intestinal

canal, and usually have special organs of sense

—

eyes. Gradually this nauplius, after attaching

itself to the tail of a crab, loses its organs of

locomotion, the greater part of its muscular and
nervous system, its organs of sense— including, of
course, the eye—and often its mouth, stomach, and
intestinal canal. The lively crab-like larva is trans-

formed into a shapeless sac, exhibiting no trace by
which its crab-like nature can be recognised.’

‘To these examples,’ continues Semper, ‘I will

add one more, which I myself have studied. There
is a peculiar family among the crabs—the Pinno-
theridce—of which various species live in the

branchial cavities of many molluscs. Others,
which I have found in the Philippine Islands, live

in the water-lungs [as they have been called] of
holothurians.’ Holothurians are the beche de mer,
or sea-slugs, so highly valued by Chinese epicures.

When the parasitical crabs have entered the long
branched tubes, known as water-lungs, of the sea-

slug, they irritate the organ and stop up the tubes
more and more till serious degeneration sets in.

1—

2
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The young of these crabs are in due time set free,

and appear in the zoea form common to all crabs,

and they have well-developed eyes. Even when

they enter the animal they still preserve these eyes,

but as they grow they gradually become blind, or

half-blind. The brow grows forward over the eyes,

and finally covers them so completely that not the

smallest trace of them is to be seen through the

a
,
Zoea stage of pinnotheres b, Degenerate adult form,

holothurise magnified. natural size.

thick skin
;
while, at the same time, the eyes them-

selves degenerate. The pinnotheres are far from

being the only instances of parasitical degeneration

in crustaceans, and most ot the blind parasitical

forms have young with well-developed eyes.

Animals adopting a sedentary mode of life tend

also to lose their sense organs, and especially their

eyes. The free-swimming nauplius, of the sessile
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cirripedia, develops six pairs of strong swimming
feet and a pair of composite eyes. AVhen the cirri-

pede has settled down for life, ‘fixing itself on its

head and kicking its food into its mouth,’ as Miss
Buckley described it, it has no further use for its

eyes. It is glued head downwards in its shell, and
only the modified ends of the feet appear.

The ascidian in its giddy youth possesses not
only a tail, but a median eye, situated zvithin the
head. Some ascidians, as we know, kept their

larval tail, and in all probability their median eye,
and developed into the ancestors of vertebrate
animals. Others continued in a mode of life com-
paratively free from vicissitudes and dangers,

quietly anchored themselves, gave up their eyes
and rudimentary backbones, and became little else

than shapeless sacs. Which ascidian has been the
more fortunate I, for one, can hardly tell. Which
is preferable : a life in the sea, where one is fixed

beyond the power of storms to move, and daily

food comes with every ocean current
j
or the fierce

struggle for existence, and cruel sufferings of the
weak, which higher reason brings ?

An interesting history of tribal descent is shown
in the eye of the dibranchiate molluscs,*1

as com-
pared with the eye of nautilus. The eye of nau-
tilus is among the most interesting structures of

Type, cuttle-fish.
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that remarkable animal—a sole survivor of a long

extinct -species. No other animal so high in organi-

zation has so simple an eye as that of nautilus.

When looked at from the surface no metallic lustre,

no transparent coverings, are seen. It is simply a

slightly projecting hemispherical box like a kettle-

drum, half an inch in diameter, and in the middle

of the drum membrane is a minute hole. It was

very naturally thought some membrane had covered .

this hole during life, and had been ruptured in the

specimen studied by Owen. But further researches

showed that this hole is a natural opening into the

globe of the eye, which is accordingly filled with

sea-water during life. In short, of all the parts

which in common parlance are called the eye,

none exists in this most primitive optical apparatus,

which is arranged to form an image on the prin-

ciple of the ‘pin-hole ’ camera. There is no cornea

and no lens, and the naked retina is bathed by sea-

water on one side and on the other receives the

fibres of the optic nerve.

The most interesting consideration connected

with this eye of nautilus is this—that the elaborate

lens-bearing eyes of the dibranchiate molluscs, such

as the well-known cuttle-fish, pass through an

embryonic stage of development, in which they

have exactly the structure of the eye of nautilus

—

namely, of simple open sacs. Such, too, is the

structure of the eye in the limpet.
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I come now to one of the most recent and

curious discoveries in the history of descent. As

every zoologist knows, a special interest attaches

to all transitional forms
;
the most apparently in-

significant animal becomes invested with the

highest value, where it can be said to form a link

between the different branches of the animal king-

dom. The ascidian, the lancelet, the mud-fish of

Australia, are all examples in point. Peripatus, a

most insignificant-looking animal related to the

family of centipedes and millipedes, is now the

observed of all observers, because it forms a link

between the worms and arthropods.* Hatteria, a

lizard of very ancient type, has long possessed a

similar interest, now intensified through the recent

discovery which shows the unquestionably inverte-

brate descent of this vertebrate animal.

An English and a German scientist, working in-

dependently of one another, made the wonderful

discovery that, in the brains of some reptiles they

were dissecting, a hitherto mysterious body known

as the ‘ pineal gland,’ was truly an optic lobe con-

nected with a highly developed eye ! The pineal

gland or ‘ epiphysis ’ is a small reddish body about

the size of a cherry-stone, lying below the cerebral

hemispheres [/.<?., that part of the brain concerned

in the highest intellectual functions], and in that

region of the brain where the nerve-centres for

* Arthropods : types, lobster, spider, insects.
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sight are situated [optic thalami]. In animals of

low intellectual development, owing to the small

Brain of Turtle, side view (Solly). A, Olfactory ganglion
;

B, Cerebral hemisphere
;

C, Optic ganglion ; E, Cerebellum

;

G, Ganglion at root of vagus nerve
; J, Pineal body.

Brain of Horse, longitudinal section through its centre,

showing internal surface of Cerebral Hemisphere. (Sol y,

after Leuret.) c c. Corpus callosum, between it and the

Fornix below and behind, is the ‘ fifth ventricle, p ,
Thala-

mus ;
c o, The middle or soft commissure ;

t q, Corpora qua-

drigemina, in front of which is the pineal body, with one of

its ‘ peduncles ’ passing forwards along the upper border of

the corresponding thalamus, and behind it the cut surface

of the middle lobe of the cerebellum. Olfactory lobe
,

o, Olivary body.

size of the cerebrum, the pineal body lies near the

top of the skull, just under what is known as the
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parietal foramen—viz., that part of the skull which

remains open and unossified in early life, and

where an artery can be seen to beat in the heads

of new-born infants.

In both amphibians [frogs, newts, etc.] and rep-

tiles the pineal body becomes divided into two

parts, one retaining connection with the brain, and

the other a bladder-shaped structure, which is

usually completely separated from the former. In

Anguisfragi/is [a degenerate lizard commonly known

as the blindworm] this bladder-shaped structure

resembles a highly organized invertebrate eye, but

without any ?ierve. In Hatteria this portion also

becomes an eye, but an eye provided with a well-

marked nerve. Hatteria is probably the sole sur-

vivor of an otherwise extinct order of reptiles with

beak-like mouths, which flourished in the triassic

period. Varanus, a more modern type of reptile,

has also a pineal eye with a well-marked nerve.

These pineal eyes are of the invertebrate type,

probably older by untold ages than the paired eyes

of back-boned animals. In eyes of invertebrate

type the optic nerve spreads over the retina, having

the rods and cones, the active agents of vision,

turned towards the light. In the paired eyes of

vertebrates the optic nerve passes through the so-

called ‘ blind spot/ and turns back to spread over

the retina, the rods and cones being turned away
from the light, and vision absent where the nerve
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passes through the blind spot. Now, as the pineal

body is found in all the higher vertebrates, in-

cluding man, we have a convincing proof of their

Section (magnified) through pineal eye of Varanus gigan-

teus. o.v, Optic vesicle ; P.s, Pineal stalk (optic nerve)

;

L, Lens ; p, Pigment
;

R, Rods of retina ;
r1? Specialized

rods at entrance of nerve fibres
;

c.T, Connective-tissue

;

B.v, Bloodvessels ;
p.b, Parietal bone.

descent from a form as low as that of the existing

ascidians, as foretold by Darwin. Both in Hatteria
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1

and Varanus, and indeed in all reptiles which have

been examined, these eyes show the various de-

generative changes arising from disuse. In Hatteria

a scale on the skin of the head is transparent, so as

to be fitted to act as a cornea [that part of our eyes

Pineal eye in Hatteria. a, Nerve
; b, Bloodvessel

;

c, Retina
; d, Greatly elongated rods and cones of retina.

which reminds one of a watch-glass]. But sight is

prevented by a dense mass of pigment-cells imme-
diately beneath—themselves a token of degenera-

tive changes. In Varanus there is nothing to

prevent vision in the shape of pigment-cells, but
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there is no modified scale to act as a cornea. In

both creatures the rods and cones of the retina are

immensely elongated at one point, as though

straining to get the last glimpses of vanishing

light.

In the American Naturalist for October, 1888,

Professor Cope contributes a deeply interesting

paper on the pineal eye. He is of opinion that

both the pineal eye and the functional eyes of

living vertebrate animals have very probably been

derived from the median eye in tunicates

[ascidiansj. He says the structure of certain

primitive vertebrates ‘strongly indicates the origin

of paired eyes from the single median eye.’ Pro-

fessor Cope describes Diadectes, a Permian reptile,

as having an ‘ enormous pineal eye,
5

and adds,

‘ there is some reason to suspect that the diadectes

relied exclusively o?i the pineal eye for their sense op

sight.’ And stranger still appear to have been the

arrangements for seeing in an extinct crocodile of

the trias, Belodon buceros
,
which had an enormous

pineal gland and no opening in the top of the skull

[parietal foramen] at all; light cannot, therefore,

have been admitted from above, but must have

come through a large canal extending through the

posterior wall of the orbit.* Diadectes was a reptile

of subterranean habits, whose fore-limbs were as

well adapted for digging as those of the mole-

* Orbit : Bony socket of the eye.
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Belodon was a carnivorous reptile, seeking its food
probably on the shores of estuaries.

Sir John Lubbock, in his recent work on the
‘Senses, Instincts, and Intelligence of Animals,’
speaks of the peculiar eye-like bodies developed in

connection with the ‘ muciferous canals ’ of fishes.

The muciferous canals extend along the sides of
fishes, and are connected with the exterior by
tubes running through openings in a peculiar line

of scales easily to be noticed along the bodies of
fish. They are richly supplied with branches of
the most important nerve of the body [pneumo-
gastric], and are endowed with special sense-
organs; but their functions are at present absolutely

mysterious. These canals are specially developed
in deep-sea fishes, and develop in their neigh-
bourhood eye-like bodies which approach very
nearly to true eyes. Whether or no they serve as
organs of vision [and many competent observers
consider that they act as functional eyes], there is

no longer any doubt that they are luminous. In
the abysses of the ocean, where an eternal calm
and black darkness reign, many of the deep-sea
fishes have more or less completely lost their eyes.
In others, on the contrary, they are well developed

;

and, moreover, these creatures may be said to be
a light to themselves. In some species there are a
large number of luminous organs within the area of

and in relation to the muciferous system, while in
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others they are variously situated. The light is

evidently under the will of the fish, which, swim-

ming in the black depths of the ocean, can sud-

denly flash out light from its luminous organs, and

thus bring into view any prey which may be near
;

while, if danger is disclosed, the light can be at

once extinguished. It may be observed that the

largest of these organs is situated just under the

eye, so that the fish is actually provided with a

natural bull’s-eye lantern. In other cases the light

may rather serve as a defence, some having as,

for instance, in the genus Scopelus a pair of large

luminous organs in the tail, so that a ‘ strong ray

of light shot forth from the stern-chaser may dazzle

and frighten an enemy ’ [ ‘ Challenger Reports,’ vol.

xxvii.]. In other cases they probably serve as lures.

The ‘sea-devil’ or ‘fishing-frog’ of our coasts has

on its head three long, very flexible reddish fila-

ments. The fish conceals itself at the bottom in

the sand or among the seaweed, and dangles the

long filaments in front of its mouth. Other little

fishes, mistaking them for worms, unsuspectingly

approach and fail victims. Several species of the

same family live at great depths, and have very

similar habits. A mere red filament would,

however, be invisible in the dark, and therefore

useless, and they have developed a luminous organ

—a living ‘ glow-lamp—at the end of the filament,

which doubtless proves a very effective lure.
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Dr. Gunther, one of the very highest living

authorities on fishes, says :
‘ The organ of sight is

the first to be affected by a sojourn in deep water.

Even in fishes which habitually live at a depth of

only 80 fathoms, we find the eye of a pro-

portionately larger size than in their representatives

at the surface. In such fishes the eyes increase in

size with the depth inhabited by them down to the

depth of 2oo fathoms '

*

Dr. Gunther had previously said that the rays of

the sun probably do not penetrate to, and certainly

do not extend beyond, the depth of 200 fathoms.

He continues :
‘ Beyond that depth small as well

as large eyed fishes occur, the former having their

want of vision compensated by tentacular organs of

touch; the latter, the large-eyed fish, can only see

by the aid of phosphorescence. In the greatest

depths blindfishes occur
,
with rudimentary eyes, and

without special organs of touch. Many fishes of
the deep sea are provided with more or less

numerous round, shining, mother-of-pearl coloured
bodies imbedded in the skin. These, when large,

are placed on the head, in the vicinity of the eye
;

the smaller ones are arranged in series along the
side of the body and tail. The former kind of
organs possess, in the interior, a body like the lens

of an eye
,
and are considered by some naturalists to

Hypertrophy of the external organs of vision is now
recognised as a sign of commencing degeneration.
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be true organs of vision, developed to catch the

phosphorescent rays emitted by numerous deep-sea

organisms.’

I now come to a case of extraordinary develop-

ment of the visual organs. Upon many of the

coasts of the Pacific Ocean is found a mollusc of

the genus Onchidium. This mollusc has eyes of

the ordinary invertebrate type placed upon its head.

But the greater number of species of this genus

have other eyes situated on the shell-less but rough

back of the animal. These eyes, simple as they

are in structure, are extremely interesting, for they

are identical in type with those of vertebrate

animals, and are the only example known of eyes

so constructed in an invertebrate.

‘ During many years of travel,’ says Semper,

‘these eyes were totally unknown to me, but I had

devoted much attention to the mode of life of the

Onchidia. They live exclusively on the seashore

or in brackish marshes
;
they creep along close to

the edge of the water, hiding in clefts of the rocks

or under large stones. Together with them in

small spots live the genera of fishes, Periophthalmus

and the nearly allied Boleophthahnus

;

these skip

along the strand with long leaps, seeking their food,

which consists principally of this very genus of

Mollusca. This, it seems to me,’ continues Sem-

per, ‘ seems a way of accounting for the develop-

ment of these dorsal eyes.’
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‘The Onchidia are terribly slow creatures, per-
fectly incapable of escaping or of withdrawing
rapidly into a crevice for shelter. They eat nothing
but sand, of which, of course, they digest nothing
but the nutritious organic particles mixed with the
sea-sand. Thus, in order to seek their food, they
must often be exposed to the gaze of the swift fish

that leap rapidly along the edge of the sea. Fly
they cannot

;
a house into which to creep, as many

molluscs have, they have not; they have neither
spines nor jaws with which to defend themselves
and the eyes on their back can do no more than
warn them of the approach of danger. It would
be very strange if such eyes were developed in that

particular position, unless some weapons were pro-
vided, too, for rendering the eyes of service. Such
weapons do exist, in point of fact, in every species
that has dorsal eyes. The skin of the back is

thickly set with minute glands, closely surrounded
by circular muscles. Feeble contractions of the
skin cannot force out the minute globules which
are secreted by the glands. But, supposing a
Periophthalmus approaches suddenly and with
rapid leaps, it rises as I have often seen—several
inches into the air. The mollusc has all its eyes
and I have positively counted ninety-eight on one
specimen—turned upwards in various directions.

Suddenly becoming aware of the fish or its shadow,
it instantly draws up its whole body, thus con-
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trading the glands on the skin with its whole

force. The minute globules of secretion will be

thrown into the air, in hundreds and thousands,

towards the pursuing fish. The fish, hit by the

shower of minute shot, retires from the pursuit, and

0?ichidiuin is safe.’

Semper gives this only as an hypothesis, because

the globules, being microscopically small, could not

be seen by him to fly in showers. But what is

certain is that Onchidium has these dorsal eyes of

vertebrate type on all coasts where its dreaded

enemy is found; but on the Atlantic shores of

England and France, or the high northern coast of

America, or the west coast of North and South

America, and the Galapagos Islands, there is no

Periophthalmus,
and Onchidium has neither dorsal

eyes nor dorsal glands. Whether it is worth while

to develop ninety-eight eyes on one’s back in order

to be ready to shoot perpetually at a terrible enemy

is an open question. It would seem more peaceful

and easy to be swallowed up at once than to live

in such a perpetual state of apprehension.

The question as to the blindness of the mole,

once so hotly disputed by naturalists, may now be

considered solved, and an account of its greatly

degenerated eyes—useless for purposes of vision-

will be found in the chapter entitled ‘Some In-

teresting Facts in Evolution.

I think all the instances I have given will show
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in what an extraordinarily interesting way the en-
vironment of an animal will act upon its visual
organs. Gradually, in the course of ages, the
highest animals of all the higher divisions of the
animal kingdom have found the head the most
useful position for eyes for all purposes. But
Nature was quite prepared to develop eyes upon
any part of the body, and has by no means for-

Periophthalmus Koelreuten
, a fish which pursues On-

chidium a land mollusc—on the sea-shore. The large ventral
fins serve for a forward leap.

gotten how to do so still. The star fish has an
eye-spot at the end of each arm, as though a
dog had an eye at the end of each paw. In the
ChitomdcE (gastropod molluscs) Thoresby has de-
tected more than 10,000 eyes on the exposed surfaces
of their shells. The scallop has eyes placed all along
its mantle. An annelid, Polyophthalmus

,
has a pair

of eyes on every segment of its body, and some
worms have eyes on the last segment of their

2—

2
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bodies. Some have eyes on their tentacles and

others on their gills.

People are sometimes fond of constructing

romances, where in imagination they visit other

planets. The people in these planets always turn

out to be distressingly like ourselves. It appears

to me that if planets were described as inhabited

by invertebrate animals grown big and intelligent

we should have very novel and amusing conditions

of society to describe. A planet inhabited per-

manently by a set of old maids, where gentlemen

were grudged even a few days of life, and one

matron presided over the whole community, where

also there were no paupers and no starvation, and

children were brought up as in the Republic of

Plato, would be very new. And so would a world

be where everyone had their mouths in the middle

of their bodies (rivalling the Anthropophagi), and

their eyes at the ends of their fingers and toes.

The conditions under which one would go to a

dinner-party or look on at a play would be very

different to anything to which we are accustomed.

The contemplation of such a state of things

might even be too exciting to the imagination, and

we might find our reason tottering, as that of the

clergyman did, who wished that all his congrega-

tion had tails they could wag when they were

specially pleased with his sermons. The unfor-

tunate divine is said to have been so possessed
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with this ‘happy thought’ that he was finally

obliged to retire from the pulpit
;

he was so

occupied with wondering who would wag their tails

and who would not, that he utterly lost the thread
of his discourse.



THE MAMMALIA: EXTINCT SPECIES

AND SURVIVING FORMS.

^T^HE lovers of zoology find their favourite

study become ever increasingly fascinating,

as the discoveries of modern palaeontology

more and more triumphantly vindicate the theory

of evolution. Although that theory received its

greatest impetus in England and on the Continent

from the works of Darwin, yet it is evident that

the great master himself had only grasped one

form of the law governing evolution. He sought,

at least in his earlier works, to account for all

changes in animals and plants by natural selection;

whereas we now see that the infinite, delicate

variations in the world of organic beings are

owing to the intense irritability and susceptibility

to molecular changes of protoplasm, and the

consequent action of the environment upon it.
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Natural selection evoked some unknown force
vaguely of the nature of will. The action of the
environment upon protoplasm requires nothing but
ordinary and well-known phenomena of organic
chemistry.

In 1861 Darwin thought the ‘direct action of
the conditions of life cannot but have played an
extremely small part in producing all the numerous
and beautiful variations in every living creature.’
But in one of his later letters we see how much he
had seen reason to change his views on this point,
for he says : ‘In my opinion, the greatest error I
have committed [the italics are mine] has been in
not allowing sufficient weight to the direct action
of the environment, independently of natural
selection.’ Natural selection is by no means
excluded, but plays only a subordinate part in the
great drama of development.
The zoologist can now trace pedigrees to which

the longest human pedigree is but as the flash of
a second; a pedigree showing the most delicate
and gradual changes : a cusp of a tooth disappear-
ing here, a joint becoming anchylosed there, yet
by slight, constant variations effecting the most
startling changes of structure. He can trace the
camel, the horse, the dog, the cat, to their primi-
tive, or rather to their more simple forms. For the
truly primitive forms from which the higher animals
are descended are as yet undiscovered—possibly
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buried for ever beneath the ocean, but ever sought

with unwearied skill and patience.

The labours of the embryologist and the com-

parative anatomist enable us, through the ‘ scientific

imagination,’ more or less imperfectly, to recon-

struct these ancient forms. But the oldest mam-

mals known, though almost reptilian in develop-

ment in comparison with the mammalia of the

present day, are yet highly differentiated, and must

have had long lines of ancestors.

The problem to which I chiefly desire to attract

attention in this article is that of the extinction of

species. It is usually assumed that some catas-

trophe must have led to the destruction of any

given species. The Glacial period accounts con-

veniently for the disappearance of many forms. It

is gravely stated that the oceans are now not large

enough for all the whales that formerly flourished
;

and a general drying up of swamps is supposed to

account for the disappearance of the earlier pachy-

derms. But we have every reason to doubt a

theory which requires constant catastrophes to

make it tenable.

Another theory, which has an undoubted ming-

ling of fact to support it, is that the lower animals

necessarily die out in the struggle for existence

before the higher ones. But, as I hope to be able

to show, though the lower orders of mammals tend

to disappear before the higher ones, yet species,
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and even orders, die out where there has been no

competition with higherforms.

It will make the difficulties of the question to be

solved appear more clearly if we go through the

main orders of mammals, and see how few species,

comparatively speaking, survive, and how myste-

rious are the laws governing their appearance and

disappearance. We will consider the marsupials

first. In this order, as is well known, no placenta

is developed, and the mother animal transfers the

embryo in a very immature condition to an external

pouch. Until lately it was thought that the mar-

supials made their earliest appearance in Europe,

and it was plausibly urged that they had necessarily

died out before the higher placental forms. In the

Miocene period they had become extinct, both in

Europe and in North America.

This theory is highly satisfactory till we examine

into the history of the marsupials in their own
island-continent, Australia. Australia was cut off

from the rest of the world before the Cretaceous

period, and before the placental mammals had had

time to arrive on its soil. Here the marsupials

were the masters of all they surveyed. What
happened ? They flourished and developed in all

possible ways. They became differentiated into

vegetable-feeders, into insect and root-eaters, into

formidable carnivorous animals
;

they lived in

trees, flew after the fashion of bats, burrowed in
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holes
\
and, in short, mimicked most of the great

animal orders in other parts of the world. Some
attained a gigantic size, and must have been as

much as sixteen feet high, the largest existing

kangaroo measuring about five feet. The living

genus Alacropus (the kangaroo) was represented
in the Post-Tertiary deposits by species in all es-

sential respects agreeing with the recent forms, but
of immense size, one species being as large as the

rhinoceros. Diprotodon had a skull more than a
yard in length, and was about sixteen feet in height.
‘ It was,’ says Owen, ‘a giant kangaroo, but without
the power of leaping.’ Thylacoleo was named by
Owen the 4 Marsupial Lion,’ which animal it rivalled

in size. The dentition was not the same as that of
the carnivorous marsupials of the present day, but
was of so powerful and formidable a character as

iiresistibly to suggest the habits of a beast of prey.

1 he wombats are represented by fossil species,

partly corresponding with them in size and partly

far exceeding them. JVotothenum
,
for instance, far

exceeded the living species in size, and had the
most hideous skull imaginable— very nearly as

broad as it was long. The living marsupials of

Australia are evidently, therefore, but diminished

and scattered survivals of the marsupials of the

past.* All these fossil marsupials, too, belong to

the most recent geological period. On the Darling

* Schmidt.
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Downs, Leichhard collected bones which were so

little like fossils that he expressed a hope that he

would find living specimens of the same animals

further in the interior of the continent. Here, in

Australia, the marsupials had no rivals. There

was no glacial epoch which has so conveniently

killed off all sorts of animals in Europe. Things

have gone on in Australia since Post-Tertiary times

much as they are going on now. Man himself has

probably only recently become a denizen of this

‘fifth quarter’ of the globe. He appears in the

rudest and most primitive state, and was unable to

kill off even the diminished kangaroos of the present

day. Therefore, it seems safe to say that there is

a law goverfling the duration of species. As a man
may die by accident or disease after a longer or

shorter life, yet must at last die of old age, so it

seems to be with species and even orders of animals.

They may Xxtprematurely destroyed by glacial epochs,

or drying up of marshes, or inundations of the sea,

but if they are exposed to no possibility of perishing

by external accidents, the species dies out of old age.

The Liberal-Conservative animals, if I may be

allowed to borrow a term from politics, seem to

have the best chance of comparatively long dura-

tion : those which do not change too quickly or too

slowly. The frogs have outlived the enterprising

Deinosaurs * by long ages, and the elephant has

* The highest type ever attained by a reptile.
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persisted longer than the much bigger and more
formidably tusked mammoth. Deinocercis (whose

reptilian brain could suggest no method of making

a mark in the world except by growing six horns

on the top of his nose) was doomed to a particu-

larly speedy extinction.

Having shortly examined the marsupials of Aus-

tralia, and seen how they died out or diminished,

notwithstanding every advantage in the struggle for

existence, we will next examine the Proboscideans,

of whom the only living representatives are the two

closely allied species of modern elephants. No
animals apparently could be more fitted to survive

in the struggle for existence. They were mostly

of gigantic size, with a formidableness of tusk

and a thickness of skin which made them almost

invulnerable. Their huge, compressed molars,

growing from persistent pulps, served them through-

out the longest life. Their food, consisting of

leaves and vegetables and branches of trees, was

unlikely to fail them. Yet we have but the meagre

survival of two species in the present day. The
Glacial period appears hazily to account for the ex-

tinction of the mammoth, though he seems to have

lived pretty comfortably through it, and to have

survived to sit as artist’s model to primitive man.

But allowing that the mammoth died—say, of

regret that the Glacial period was passing away

—

what killed the mastodon and the Deinotherium ?
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The mastodon survived the Post-Pliocene times
;

the Deinotheriuj?i grew tired of a naughty world in

one short Tertiary period, the Miocene. Yet, ap-

parently, it might have found swamps to its heart’s

content down to the present day.

Three species of extinct elephants appeared in

the Upper Miocene of India alone, where certainly

there were no climatic conditions to interfere with
their continuance. They ranged over Britain,

Europe, Asia, and North America. They are
found of all sizes, some being no larger than goats
or donkeys. The pigmy elephant of Malta was
four feet and a half in height, and the Elephas
Falconen of Busk was still smaller, its average
height not exceeding two and a half to three feet.

But they have passed away just like their larger

brothers. One is often tempted to think that un-
wieldy size is one of the factors in the extinction of
species; but evidently the tiny elephant of Busk
did not perish for that reason.

From the Proboscidea
,
we come to the most

primitive of all surviving Ungulata
,
the catnel, of

which there are but two closely-allied living species,
the two-humped Bactrian camel and the dromedary,
a native of the deserts of Arabia. The true camels
appear with startling suddenness in the Old World.
They are found there developed precisely as they
now are in the Siwalik Hills of India. But the
genus Camelidcz (camels and llamas) appears with
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an immense wealth of species in North America.

Procamelus only differed from the existing camels

in having four premolars on each side of the

jaw instead of three. The family history of the

Camelidce is as perfect and almost as interesting as

that of the horse. Their earliest-known ancestor

seems to have been the Miocene Poebrotherium
,
in

which the bones of the foot had not coalesced, and

the mouth was furnished with a complete set of in-

cisor teeth, through Protolabus
,
whose incisors are

present in full number, but fall out readily
;
Pro-

camelus, with incisors like those of our present

camel
;
and metatarsals (bones of foot) which have

coalesced and become the ‘cannon-bone’; and

finally, Pliauchenia and Auclienia
,
leading up to

the present llamas. A more and more continuous

delay in the formation of the teeth is observed

;

the teeth eventually no longer cut the gum
,
and

finally disappear completely—a process repeated

in many other lines of descent, as in the foetal

teeth of many rodents, ungulates, and whales, and

called by Professor Cope ‘ the Law of Retardation.’

Four families of Camelidce survive in South

America, but in North America— to all appearance

the original home of the genus—they have become

totally extinct. A llama larger than any existing

camel survived in North America to Post-Pliocene

times. How shall we account for the disappearance

of these swarms of the camel tribe from North
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America, where all conditions of existence seemed
favourable to them, and how shall we explain their

sudden appearance in Asia, and continued survival

in the Old World? Possibly, as the camel is

now no longer to be found in a wild state, this

archaic form has only been preserved through its

serviceableness to man.*

It may be interesting to those who are not pro-

fessed zoologists to explain that the great distinction

between the camels and all other living ruminants
is that they have six teeth in addition to the molars
in the upper jaw, whereas other ruminants have no
incisors or canines whatever in the upper jaw.

The teeth in the lowrer jaw are also less highly

specialized than those of oxen or sheep. The feet

have two toes, encased in small, imperfect hoofs,

and the sole of the foot is broad and horny, but
the skeleton of the foot is that of a true ruminant.
The genus Equus (horse, zebra, and ass) has had

an equally curious history of long and slow develop-
ment, of a palmy time, when it roamed—with
numerous species and countless herds—over the
plains of North America; of an extinction ap-
parently as sudden as its rise was slow, an ex-
tinction complete and unaccountable. For the
American horse survived almost to historical times,

and the genus, when re-introduced into America
by the Spaniards, throve and multiplied in a wild

* Since this paper was written the camel has been found
wild in Central Asia.
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state in a manner which showed that continent

was still eminently suited to it, both as regarded

climate and mode of life.

The pedigree of the horse is one of peculiar in-

terest, owing to the high state of specialization

reached by this animal, and the completeness with

which every step in its progress has been followed.

In the early days of Darwinism, evolutionists were

scornfully told to produce a five-toed ancestor of

the horse. Accustomed only to the narrow range

of historical time, the opponents of evolution

thought that because animals—such as the horse,

the bull, and the cat— were the same in old pictured

inscriptions as they are now, that, therefore, they

must have been originally created just as wesee them.

We will briefly give the pedigree of the horse.

As it is the most perfect and curious of animal

pedigrees, so it is also the most widely known. In

the' Lower Eocene of New Mexico are found the

remains of Eohippus,
an animal about the size of a

fox, which had the full number of teeth (44) and a

rudimentary thumb
,
besides four toes on its fore

feet. The hind feet had three toes, and all the

digits terminated in hoofs.

In beds rather higher than those containing

Eohippus
,
Orohippus is found. It was of about the

same size as Eohippus
,
and possessed four toes on

the fore feet and three toes on the hind feet
;
but

the third digit is the largest
,
and the rudimentary
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thumb has disappeared. It has still 44 teeth, but
a long interval separates the premolars from the

canines, a peculiarity which still more strongly

characterizes the modern horse.

In the Lower Miocene, Mesohippus appears, an
animal about as large as a sheep, but with longer
legs. The fore feet are now three-toed, and a

‘splint-bone’ only remains to represent the little

finger. Anchitherium
,
of the European Miocene,

represents one step further in advance. There
were three toes which reached the ground on each
foot, but the middle one was the largest, and
even the splint-bone representing the fifth toe had
disappeared.

In late Miocene and early Pliocene times, a
much more distinctly horse-like form made its ap-

pearance, though the anatomical differences be-

tween Hipparion and its predecessor are not great.

The central toe (third digit) is now the only toe

which touches the ground, whilst the second and
fourth digits, though visible externally and furnished
with small hoofs, are so much reduced in size as

to take no part in supporting the weight of the
body.

Finally appears the true horse, in which the
useless second and fourth digits of Hippuvion are
reduced to ‘splint-bones,’ concealed beneath the
skin.

In America, two forms of perfect Solipedes were

3
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evolved : Pliohippus—which, like Hipparion
,
was

about the size of a donkey—and our modern

horse. As the toes can be traced step by step in

their modifications, so we can also follow the

specialization of the teeth. This, though very

curious, has not kept pace with the extraordinary

modification of the toes. The modern horse still

possesses 40 teeth, but the first premolar, which

was a good ‘working tooth’ in Eocene and Miocene

species, is in all modern horses rudimentary, func-

tionless, and early lost. The canines also have

greatly diminished in size, and are rarely present

in the mare, so that practically a very large number

of adult horses have eight teeth less than their

predecessors.

No fossil Solipede was larger than the horse of

modern times. In this respect, the horse forms

rather an exception among the land Mammalia,

showing that it is now probably at the highest

point of perfection of which the species is capable.

The anthropomorphic apes and the genus Equus are

amongst the few land Mammalia which can show

no extinct members of their order excelling them

in size. Man belongs to an order which has not

yet degenerated. What his ‘ expectations of life,’

as a species, may be, can be guessed from the fate

of other species. Historically speaking, his en-

durance may be very long
;
geologically speaking,

it will probably be brief.
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The Perissodactyls (odd-toed, hoofed animals)
survive in a more fragmentary form than perhaps
any other sub-order of Mammals. Of the seven
principal families of Perissodactyls, three alone
survive, and one only has not degenerated in size

(Equus). Of the genus Tapiridce
,

one family
alone the tapirs—survive. They were represented
by an enormous amount of forms, ranging from
the Eocene downwards, and varying from the
size of a hare to that of a rhinoceros. The
rhinoceros is a heavy animal of conservative type,
which has managed to exist from Miocene times,
and is represented, even in the Eocene, by allied

genera, differing chiefly from the existing rhinoceros
in possessing no nasal-horns. The most highly
specialized form of rhinoceros

(1?. Tichorrinus
,
the

celebrated woolly rhinoceros), which had the nasal
septum completely ossified to support the horns,
died out sooner than the less specialized forms.
As is well known, it was an inhabitant of Britain,
and lived to be the contemporary of man. Quite
recently, one of these enormous animals has been
suddenly revealed in his ‘habit as he lived.’ Part
of a river cliff, in Siberia, was broken away by a
thaw, and there stood a perfect woolly rhinoceros,
perfect in hide and hair, as in life. An admirable
illustration of the animal appeared in St. Nicholas
for March, 1886. Its life, as a species, was
remarkably short. It is ‘essentially a Post-Glacial

3—2
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Mammal, and is mainly found in quaternary cave-

deposits and river gravels ’ (Nicholson).

Our modern rhinoceroses are therefore amongst

the most ancient ‘ survivals ’ among Mammals, and

have diminished very little in size, though wofully

in number of species, there being only one living

genus. The extinct families of Perissodactyls were

mostly clumsy animals of low specialization and

undeveloped brain. In Coryphodon of the Eocene,
4 casts of the brain-case indicate that the cerebellum

was large, the cerebral hemispheres much reduced

in size, and the olfactory lobes large, and entirely

in advance of the hemispheres,’ and the ‘ dentition

was complete ’—an infallible sign of low develop-

ment. Each of the five horny toes, also, was

functionally complete. The extinct Brontotheridce
,

from the Miocene of North America, had brains as

low in type as that of Coryphodon. Their feet and

teeth were rather more specialized, and they had

two large horn-cores upon the maxillary bones.

The Palocotheridce show affinities with both the

tapir and the horse, and probably included amongst

their number the ancestors of these latter animals.

Macrauchenia had affinities with both the camel

and the horse. In short, in Eocene and Miocene

times, whilst orders were more or less clearly

marked out, species were still in wild confusion,

and everything appears to have had affinities with

everything else.
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Amongst the Artiodactyls, or pair-hoofed Ungu-
lates, we have a most curious surviving example in
the hippopotamus, of the primary type from the
Eocene. I he ‘ Eocene animals, with tuberculate
teeth, and likewise the Early Tertiary ancestors of
the ruminants, with crescentic teeth, had to dwell
principally in waters and marshy ground. Their
descendants, for the most part, adapted themselves
gradually to life on dry ground, and this is con-
nected with the advantageous reduction of the toes.
The hippopotamus family has taken an opposite
course

; from being an animal that liked the
marshy soil of primaeval forests, it has become
almost an aquatic creature (suckling its young in
the water), and accordingly has preserved the com-
pleteness of hand and foot, the four toes almost
fully developed. As regards dentition, also, the
hippopotamus shows signs of being, geologically,
very old. The skull of the unwieldy creature re-
minds one of a clumsily-formed box. The breadth
and height of the muzzle are produced by the
enormous development of the middle incisors and
canines, all of which teeth are furnished with roots
that are not closed, but open wide apart.’*

I he great antiquity of the hippopotamus is also
brought home to us by the fact that species have
been found in Madagascar, where their remains
were embedded in marshy deposits, together with

* Cope.
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those of the colossal bird Apyornis. Now, grant-

ing that Africa and Madagascar were, at one time,

connected by land, their separation must have

taken place early in the Tertiary, and accordingly

the stability of the genus hippopotamus is also

proved from a geological point of view.

Nature has certainly improved in her conceptions

of animal beauty as time has gone on. The

ancient reptiles rivalled one another in hideousness

of form, and the more ancient types of mammals,

which have survived to our own day, are gro-

tesquely ugly
;
such, for instance, as the elephant,

the hippopotamus, the rhinoceros, and even that

useful friend of man, the pig. Most of their early

contemporaries seem to have been still uglier, but

at least they did not live to distress the artistic eye

of man with their uncouth forms. And man him-

self has much improved upon the ancient Miocene

form, which survives, almost unchanged, in the

modern anthropomorphic apes. Though the law

of natural selection plays a less important part in

the development of species than we once thought

it did, at least we can give to its action the credit

of having made improvements in beauty.

The pedigree of the other family of tuberculate-

toothed, hoofed animals—the Sm'dce
,
or hogs and

peccaries—is a very ancient one. It can be traced

back to the Eocene, when the genera Paleochcerus

and Chazrotherium had already the dentition of
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the pig species, but still had the full number of

functional toes. The hogs and peccaries, though

so nearly allied, have two distinct lines of

pedigree. America possessed a line of pig-shaped

animals, which may be traced from the Eocene

Eohyus up to the modern peccary. Immense

numbers of collateral branches were thrown out,

some attaining the size of a hippopotamus. In

speaking of Eohyus of the Lower Eocene of North

America, Professor Marsh observes :
‘ In every

vigorous primitive type which was destined to sur-

vive many geological changes, there seems to have

been a tendency to throw off lateral branches,

which became highly specialized and soon died

out, because they were unable to adapt themselves

to new conditions. The narrow path of the per-

sistent Suilline type, throughout the whole Tertiary,

is strewn with the remains of such ambitious off-

shoots
;
while the typical pig, with an obstinacy

never lost, has held on in spite of catastrophes and

evolution, and still lives at the present day. In

the Lower Eocene, we have the genus Parahyus
,

apparently one of these short-lived specialized

branches. It attained a much greater size than

the true lineal forms, and the number of its teeth

was much reduced. In the Middle Eocene we

have on, or near, the true line. Helohyus. All

these early Suillines, with the possible exception of

Parahyus
,
app ear to have had at least four toes, all
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of usable size. In the Lower Miocene, we find

the genus Perchoerus
,
seemingly a true Suilline, and

with it remains of a larger form, Elotherium, are

abundant. Elotherium lived both in America and

Europe. It affords another example of the

Suilline offshoots already mentioned. Some of the

species were nearly as large as a rhinoceros, and in

all there were but two serviceable toes, the outer

digits seen in the modern pig being represented

only by small rudiments concealed beneath the skin.’

Enormous numbers of transitional forms existed

also in the three Tertiary periods, presenting

characteristics both of the pigs and the ruminants.

Of these, one of the most curious was the family of

the Anoplotheridce. Anoplotherium of the Eocene

was about the size and shape of an ass. It pos-

sessed a long-pointed tail. Its molar teeth re-

semble, in some respects, those of the rhinoceros,

and its dentition is peculiarly primitive, as it

possessed 44 teeth, the crowns of which were

nearly on the same level. The feet, on the con-

trary, are very highly specialized and deer-like,

there being but two toes. The Miocene genus,

Chalicotherium
,
which occurred in North America,

China, India and Europe, was of an allied family,

and comprised species as large as the existing

rhinoceros. None of these animals survived the

Miocene period. Another family, which was too

‘ mixed up ’ in type to have a chance of survival,
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was that of the Oreodontidce
,
of the Miocene and

Pliocene of North America. The family is termed

by Leidy ‘ ruminating hogs.’ Their canines were

large and pig-like, their premolars were of rumi-

nant type, and the molars had the doubly cres-

centic form of the typical Selenodont Artiodactyls,

or true Ruminants. Their feet had four toes, and
their number of teeth was complete, in which, of

course, they differed both from hogs and sheep.

Not content with these confused attempts at be-

coming sheep and hogs at the same time, they

developed tear-pits like the typical deer. Ex-

hausted with these incongruous efforts, the Orio-

dontidcz disappeared for ever in the Pliocene.

We have wandered a long way from the true

hogs, of which I will only say that though they

have persisted in type in a wonderful manner, they

have as usual decreased both in size and in number
of surviving species. The ‘Erymanthian Wild
Boar/ found fossil in Attica, was larger than any
existing hog, and an immense wild boar existed on
the Siwalik Hills of India. The common hog (Sus

scrofa
)
once wandered wild over the greater part of

temperate Europe and Asia, and was an early

inhabitant of Britain. Its remains are found in

the Post-Pliocene forest-bed of Norfolk, but it was
completely exterminated as- a wild species in that

region many centuries ago.

The majority of living Ruminants are divided
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into the large families of the Oxen, Sheep, Ante-

lopes, and Deer. The typical Ruminants are

highly specialized, both in their limbs and their

dentition. There are no incisor teeth in the upper

jaw, their place being taken by a callous pad

of hardened gum. There are also no upper canine

teeth, and the only teeth in the upper jaw are six

molars on each side. In the front of the lower

jaw is a continuous and uninterrupted series of

eight teeth
;
then there is a vacant space, followed

by six grinders. The dental formula, then, for a

typical ruminant animal is :

i
o—o

FT
o—

o

c.
- 3—3

3
—

3
’

in.
3—3
3—3= 32.

The departures from this typical form occur in

camels, the Chevrotains (
Trcigulus), and in some

of the deer. The Chevrotains are survivals of the

Miocene family of Tragultdce. 1 hey are charac-

terized by a total absence of horns, by the

possession of canine teeth, and by other pecu-

liarities of structure which make them an inter-

mediate form between the hog and the deer.

They are the smallest and least specialized

Ruminants existing. The true Ruminants, though

animals of a peculiarly modern type, have yet seen

their palmiest days. The Post-Pliocene was the

age when the true stags attained their largest size

and greatest abundance. The Irish Elk ( Cervus

Megaceros) was remarkable for its great size and
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the enormous dimensions of its spreading antlers,

which attained' an expanse of as much as ten feet

from tip to tip. It appears and disappears in the

Post-Tertiary period. Another remarkable type of

stag, with antlers of complicated form, is found in

the Norfolk forest-bed.

Of the family of the Cavicornia (oxen, sheep,

goats, and antelopes) the sheep appear to be the

most recent. No remains of Ovidce are found in

any deposits older than the Post-Pliocene. Nor

have they diminished in size, though the beauti-

ful Big-Horn of the Rocky Mountains seems

threatened with extinction by man, and the Musk-

Ox ( Ovibos Moschatus) has found its last refuge in

Arctic America. Formerly, this curious ox-like sheep

roamed throughout the Quaternary deposits of

Europe and Asia. Doubtless, though the sheep have

not yet diminished, the hand of fate visibly points

in the same direction for them as for other species.

The oxen are much older than the sheep,

extinct species of the living genus Bos being found

in the Upper Miocene of India, together with the

extinct genera, Hemibos and Amphibos. The
palmy days of the oxen were the same as those of

the stag, in the Post-Pliocene period. And
probably it would not be too much to say that if

the ox had not been peculiarly useful to man, the

genus would now have been extinct in Europe

—

would have disappeared as the American bison is
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now disappearing. The wild bull survived to a

late historical period, and was one of the most

dreaded feros naturce of Scotland.

‘ Mightiest of all the beasts of chase

That roam in woody Caledon,

Crashing the forest in his race,

The mountain bull comes thundering on,’

sings Sir Walter Scott.

It is doubtful whether the wild cattle preserved

in Chillingham Park are degenerate descendants of

the mighty Urus (Bos primigenius), or only the off-

spring of a domestic breed run wild. Their com-

paratively small size and evident tendency to vary

in colour seem to point out the latter as the more

probable view. A Welsh breed, white with red

ears, similar to the Chillingham cattle, existed in

Wales in the ioth century. Welsh chroniclers

relate that the anger of King John was once ap-

peased by a gift of 1,400 of these white cattle,

showing that the latter were sufficiently under

control to be collected and conveyed from one

part of the country to the other
;
in short, that they

existed at that time as a domesticated breed.

The gigantic Urus is, then, in all probability, ex-

tinct. It ‘appears to have been domesticated

amongst the Swiss lake-dwellers, abounding then

and down to historic times in the forests of

Europe. Caesar describes it as existing in his time

in the Hercynian forest, in size almost as large as
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an elephant, but in form and colour like a bull.

Its immense size may be gathered from the fact

that a skull in the British Museum, found near
Athole, in Perthshire, measures one yard in length,

whilst the span of the horn-cores is three feet six

inches.’

1 wo other species of cattle, Bos lo?igifro?is and
Bos fro?itosus

,
are now extinct, but were probably

the progenitors of many races of domestic cattle in

Europe.

The Aurochs, or Lithuanian bison, can hardly
be considered as a fossil form, as it is preserved
with great care in the forests, belonging to the
Emperor of Russia, in Lithuania. But the remains
of this large ox are found abundantly in various
prehistoric deposits, and we cannot doubt that the
Aurochs owes its present existence, as a race, to
the care of man. Bos primigenius was a con-
temporaiy of the mammoth, woolly rhinoceros,

cave-lion, cave-bear, Irish elk, and sabre-toothed
tiger, all of which exceeded the corresponding
forms at present existing in size, and all of which
have completely passed away.

We will now inquire how the Carnivora have
fared in fhe struggle for life. The least specialized
family of Carnivores is that of the bears, which,
however, holds its own in the world, quite as well
as the more highly specialized forms, and, in fact,

has something of the dogged persistence in not
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improving too fast which characterizes the pig. In

walking, the bear applies the whole sole of the

foot to the ground, thereby keeping close to the

primitive type of foot. The teeth, also, are only

partially adapted to a carnivorous diet, for though

the incisors and canines have the ordinary carnivo-

rous form, the ‘ carnassial’ tooth, so characteristic

of the flesh-eaters, has a tuberculate crown, instead

of a sharp, cutting edge * The bears proper make

their appearance at a comparatively late date
;
the

oldest-known types belonging to the genus Hyosnarc-

tos of the Miocene. But forms, leading up to the

bears, can be traced much further back, till at last

we come to the bear-dog, Amphicyon
,
from which

can be traced the descent of both bears and dogs

(Oscar Schmidt, Heilprinn).

The bear-dog, Hycenarctos
,
had a more special-

ized dentition than the bears, and died out

early. The true bears have rather increased than

diminished in number of species, but in size, no

living bear, not even the dreaded ‘grizzly,’ could

compete with the gigantic cave-bear (Ursus Spe-

laeus) of the Post-Pliocene period. The ‘ grizzly
’

itself is probably identical with ‘ Ursus feroxj of

the Tertiary. No fossil remains of bears are to be

found in America, so that we may safely conclude

the Ursidce to be of European origin.

* The bears are in progress of losing three premolars on

each side of the upper and lower jaw.
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The most powerful and highly specialized Carni-

vores are, of course, the cats (Feltdce), in which
the teeth are reduced to thirty. The canines are

formidably developed, and all the molars and
premolars are trenchant, except the last molar in

the upper jaw. The claws are withdrawn within

sheaths when not in use, and so kept always sharp.

The cats have a world-wide distribution, and are

the most formidable of modern flesh-eating animals.

But they have diminished in size since Post-Pliocene
times. The cave-lion, which hunted its prey as

far north as Yorkshire and the frontier of Poland,
resembled Felis leo in all but its superior size.

Our chief interest, at present, however, centres
in a member of the Felidcz

,
which was more highly

specialized than any existing form. This most
terrible of all the cats was Machairodus

, the cele-

brated sabre-toothed tiger. Its teeth were reduced
to twenty-six. The canines were extraordinarily

developed, trenchant and sabre-shaped. There is

a theory that Machairodus died out because it

finally could not shut its mouth. This theory may
serve as well, or as ill, as any other, which, with
our present knowledge, attempts to account for the
dying out of species. Its range was very wide, for
the remains of the sabre-toothed tiger are found in
Britain, in Europe, in India, and in North and
South America. It appears first in the Miocene,
and disappears in the Post-Pliocene.
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An equally terrible animal, Hycenodon horridus
,

is found in the Eocene and Miocene of Europe.

It had the complete number of teeth, 44, but these

were all of the carnassial type, intended for tearing

flesh, and it had no tubercular molars. There

were many families of this genus, but though they

were apparently perfectly capable of shutting their

mouths, they disappeared, as afterwards did the

sabre-toothed tiger.

The family pedigree of the cats is a long and a

most satisfactory and interesting one. In Oscar

Schmidt’s ‘ Mammalia ’ will be found the account

of the descent of the Felidae,,
through the Viverrcz

from the Viverrine dog, Cytiodictis
,
which possessed

the dental formula of a dog.

The line can be traced, literally, tooth by tooth,

from Cynudictis of the Eocene, through Prailurns

and Pseudcrturus,
to the genus Fells

,
and even

further on to Machairodus. These transitional

forms have been mostly traced in Fiance, by

Filhol, from the Eocene deposits of South-

Western France, to the lower Miocene deposits of

Saint Gerard le Puy on the Allier, and the upper

Eocene Phosphorites of Quercy. The pedigree

given by Oscar Schmidt of the Felidce and Viverrce

will be found interesting :
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Viverrine Dog
( Cynodictis).

.
I

Viverrse

I.

Plesictis

I

Stenoplesictis

Praelurus Palaeoprionodon
I

|

Pseudselurus Weasels.

Cats

Sabre-toothed tiger.

It will be seen that two ancient forms, with the
dentition of dogs, were the ancestors of the dogs,
bears, cats, and weasels

; Cynodictis of the more
highly specialized Carnivores, and Amphicyon of
the wolves and bears.

The Cetacea (whales and dolphins, etc.) are, as
Nicholson says, 1 not particularly interesting from
a palaeontological point of view,’ insomuch that the
remains of comparatively few extinct species are to

be found. Their fullest development occurred in
the Miocene period, when there were both large
and small whale-bone whales (the small from two to
ten feet long), dolphins, and the two entirely
extinct genera, Zeuglodon and Squalodon. They
have rather increased than diminished in size in

modern times; the modern whale sometimes reach-
ing a length of from 90 to 100 feet. But from the

4
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point of view of evolutionists, the Cetacea present

some extraordinary and (so far) insoluble problems.

Certain points in the Cetacea bring them close to

the primitive hoofed animals—for instance, the

‘complex stomach, the simple liver, the respiratory

organs, but mainly the reproductive organs.’ That

the whale is in every respect but in that of out-

ward adaptation to an aquatic life a true Mammal,
everyone knows. That it once possessed four legs

is also evident from the rudimentary pelvic bones,

and last remnant of a thigh-bone in the modern
whale

;
and that it cnce possessed the ordinary

Mammalian dentition is shown by the foetal teeth

of the unborn whale, which are absorbed before

birth. Yet, this most highly- specialized animal,

which, upon any theory of evolution, must have

taken thousands upon thousands of years for its

profound modifications of form, is yet found in

the oldest Tertiary beds; possibly, in rocks of the

upper Jurassic age (Palceocetus Sedgwickii). The
oldest Cetacea, the Zeuglodons, have a much
less highly specialized dentition than the modern

whales. They have strong molar teeth, with

serrated crowns, sometimes ten in number, and

implanted in the jaw by two roots, incisors, and a

deciduous dentition. But the profound modifica-

tions of the hinder portions of the skeleton remain

the same. The whales are also peculiarly re-

fractory to the special-creation hypothesis, for it is
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impossible to imagine an animal created with teeth

in the foetal state only and a rudimentary pelvis and
femur.

The Sirenia, which have many points of affinity

with the Cetacea, are rapidly dying out. The
highly-modified form, Rhytina

,

possessing no true

teeth, was exterminated about the middle of the

eighteenth century. All the Sirenia possess a

rudimentary pelvis, but it has become detached

from the vertebral column, and the rudimentary

thigh-bone has wholly disappeared. Halitherium
,

a Sirenian of the Miocene, still possessed a

rudimentary femur. The Sirenia appear, like the

whales, in the Eocene period. Unlike the Un-
gulata and the Carnivora, which can be traced

back step by step to more generalized forms, the

Sirenia and Cetacea appear suddenly before us at

the earliest Tertiary period, with their profound

modifications of form. The comparative anatomist

is almost forced to the conclusion that the rocks of

some long geological age are somewhere concealed

beneath the sea—perhaps lost to our eyes for ever,

only to be descried by the scientific imagination.

Not only the Cetacea and Sirenia, but other

highly specialized forms appear suddenly before us

in the Eocene. The bats, the most deeply modi-
fied of all the Insectivora (and not only the sub-

order bats, but a form closely similar to the existing

European bat), appear in the Eocene of Europe.

4—2
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The Edentata (sloths, armadillos, etc.) have been

found no further back than the Miocene Tertiary

of Europe and North America. But they appear

at once with their strange peculiarities of dentition

and uncomfortable method of progression. In two

genera of the Edentata there are no teeth
;

in the

remaining members of the order the teeth have no

true enamel, are destitute of complete roots, and

the incisors are completely wanting in all but the

armadillos. The sloths and many other Edentates

walk upon the outside edges of their fore and

hind limbs, with the claws of their feet bent

inwards. The sloths probably find this arrange-

ment of the limb highly conducive to comfort, as

they live hanging upside down from branches of

trees, and their claws form natural hooks. The

oldest representative of the Edentata, the gigantic

Macrotherium of the Miocene Tertiary of France,

walked in precisely the same way. The toes were

furnished with immense claws, which were bent

inwards upon the palms of the hands and the soles

of the feet, owing to the bending of the first

phalanges (finger and toe bones) upon the meta-

carpals and metatarsals. The most celebrated of

the great extinct ‘ ground-sloths,’ Megatherium
,

walked in the same way. It has been surmised that

these great sloths sat up on their haunches, sup-

ported by their powerful tails, and grasped the

trunks of trees with their powerful arms, either
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wrenching them up by the roots or breaking them

short off to the ground, and then fed upon their

leaves. Megatherium attained a length of eighteen

feet, and had bones more massive than those of an

elephant. The thigh-bone is nearly thrice the

thickness of the same bone in all existing elephants.

Now, nothing can be imagined more unwieldy or

uncomfortable than for a peculiarly huge and

ponderous animal to walk on the outside edges of

its bent feet ! One must suppose it descended

from some arboreal form, of which the modern

sloth is a surviving representative
;
that it was too

stupid and heavy to accommodate itself to the

outward circumstances, and so died out early in

the struggle for life.

The Edentata have wofully diminished, both in

numbers of species and in size. None survive in

Europe, and but one genus survives in Asia—the

Mam's
,
or scaly ant-eater. Two or three species

inhabit Africa, and the rest of the modern Edentata

are to be found in South and Central America, where

in Pliocene and Post-Pliocene times they attained

their greatest development. South America was for

a long time parted off from North America by the

sea, and probably this circumstance gave these low

Mammalian forms a chance in the struggle for

existence. The higher forms of Mammals were pre-

vented from penetrating to the Southern Continent
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during the ages when the Edentata were taking

possession of the country.

The Rodents have diminished both in number

of species and in size. A gigantic dormouse has

been found in the Maltese Post-Pliocene, described

by Falconer as being ‘as big in comparison to a

living dormouse as the Bandicoot rat is to a mouse.’

The great beaver of the Cave deposits of Europe

( Trogontherium
)

differed little from the existing

beaver except in its greater size. The large extinct

beaver of Ohio
(
Castoroides Ohioensis

)
attained a

comparatively gigantic size, reaching a length of

about five feet. Though beaver-like in form,

Castoroides was nearly allied to the Capybaras, and

was the largest of all known Rodents. The
Rodents are found fully specialized in the Eocene

;

therefore, although they show certain affinities

with the Marsupials, they must have differentiated

from the Marsupial stock before the Tertiary

period.

Especially amongst the extinct genera of Rodents

we find some remarkable suggestions of Marsupial

structure. Pseudosciurus and Sciuridon
,

in the

character of their teeth, approach the Australian

Koala, and Sciuroides recalls the phalangers and

kangaroo rats. And, on the other hand, one group

of the Marsupials, of which the wombat is the only

living representative, had incisors growing from

persistent pulps, like the incisors of Rodents. In
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Tertiary times, these Marsupials
(
Fossoria

)
pos-

sessed forms rivalling the tapir in size.

The origin of the Insectivora is still buried in

obscurity. Of some of the higher orders of

Mammals we can trace the gradual evolution. We
can follow up the Ruminants, the Solipedes, the

Carnivora, and the Quadrumana to more general-

ized forms. But the Insectivora belong to one of

those old primitive orders whose representatives

are found already specialized in the Eocene. Moles

and hedgehogs are already found, at this remote

period, in a Mammalian pedigree. Not only were

they of the true Insectivorous type, but the mole

and the hedgehog had learned, even in those days,

to protect themselves by burrowing or developing

defensive spines. Another sign of the great age of

this order is that the bats, which are insectivora very

highly specialized for flight and ivith the highest

form ofplacentation, are also found in the Eocene.

The Insectivora present so many points of

affinity with the lemuroids, lemurs, and monkeys,

that they were once considered to be humble

ancestors of ‘ our noble selves.’ The type of den-

tition, consisting of incisors, canines, premolars

and molars
;
the high placental development

;
the

plantigrade mode of walking, all pointed, it was

thought, to close relationship. The relationship,

no doubt, is close, but it is a collateral one only.

Far back in the Eocene of France and the western
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territory of America, and contemporary with already

fully-developed insectivorous forms, were some
animals with a dentition more specialized, more
human

,
than that of the Insectivora. They had

affinities with both the true insectivora and the

lemurs. Necrolemur
;
Adapis and Proadapis

,
from

the Eocene of France, were of distinctively

lemuroid type. But the animals with the nearest

approach to human dentition have been found in

the Lower Eocene of North America. Truly, like

Napoleon, had they been worthy to foresee the

future, they might have cried, ‘ Moi, je suis

ancetre.’ In honour of the illustrious line to

which they were to give birth, these lemuroids, of

the size of a ground-squirrel, have received the

appalling name of A?iaptoniorphis homunculus.

The true Insectivora appear to have pursued

their placid and unambitious line of life, little

changed from Eocene times. So far as I am
aware, the extinct families of Insectivora did not

attain a larger size than the modern ones, and

though many genera have passed away the havoc

has not been so great in their ranks as in those of

the more highly developed orders of Mammals.
Lastly, the Primates (monkeys, apes, and man)

represent an order which has not yet declined in

size, or dwindled in number of species. The great

Dryopithecus of the Miocene of France was an

anthropoid ape of large size, but not larger than
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the great anthropoid apes of the present day.

Probably, man owes his survival in Europe to the

fact that he alone amongst the Primates is truly

omnivorous. With the scarcity or absence of fruit

and grains during the Glacial period, the monkeys
and apes of Europe had no chance in the struggle

for life, and the rear guard of their retreating army
survives only in the carefully-preserved apes of the

Rock of Gibraltar.

Man was probably driven by necessity into be-

coming a carnivorous animal. He hunted and
killed the horse, the reindeer, the urus, the mam-
moth and the seal

;
he roasted their flesh and

broke their bones for marrow, and finally—to show
he was man and not a carnivorous ape—he drew
their portraits. These hunting and artistic exploits

took place, as is well known, in Post-Pliocene

times—the ‘ to-day ’ of geology, a period well fitted

for the appearance of the highest of mammals.
But chipped flints, adapted for many purposes, and
resembling chipped flint implements of low savages

at the present day, are to be found in undoubtedly

Miocene deposits. Alas ! no bone, no organic

trace whatever, of the creature that chipped those

flints has ever been found.* If we ever find fossil

traces of ‘ Miocene man,’ should we not find a

* A paper bv Professor Wallace, in the Nineteenth Century
Magazine for November, 1887, makes this assertion already
antiquated.
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semi-human creature ? A being the size of whose

brain-case would forbid the idea of his (or its)

having used articulate language, which had not

learned the use of fire, and whose powerful jaws,

required for devouring uncooked food, would have

precluded great development of brain. It is diffi-

cult to see how man could have become truly man,
till the discovery of fire enabled him to eat cooked

and softened food. But all this is theory. Much
might be done, in fact, if anthropologists would

take to heart the lesson that unprogressive forms
arefound living side by side with the progressive

,
as

a form closely allied to the most primitive dogs

survives in South America. Miocene man is pro-

bably dead and gone for ever, but he may have

been the ancestor of two or more branches of the

order of Primates, and the lower branch—differing

little from its ancestor—may still survive.

I was much struck by the strange story of the

Soko, as told by Stanley. He was, whilst in

Central Africa, within two days’ journey of this

great ape, but he did not think it worth while to

deviate from his route to find a living specimen.

But some heads of the Soko, ‘ covered with gray

fur,’ were shown him in the native villages. He
sent the skulls home to Professor Huxley, and

received this (to me astounding) reply :
‘ The

skulls are human, and not those of any species of

ape.’ I quote from memory. The thought and
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the hope have haunted me ever since, ‘Should we
in the Soko find a type resembling Miocene man,
or at least more human in brain and in habits

than any other anthropoid ape ?’ But no one else

seems to be curious as to what might prove to be
the value of an examination of this ape, with a
‘ head covered with gray fur/ whose ‘ skull was
undoubtedly human’!

The Jackoons of Borneo represent a race of

human beings, remarkably simian in appearance

and habits, living on platforms built in trees. The
account of them, given by ‘ Theresa, Lady Yelver-

ton/ was of extreme interest. She went to a

wedding of Jackoons, under the auspices of a

Roman- Catholic priest, and expresses a lively sense

of the horror of ‘ seeing monkeys married,’ and of

the grotesque effect of a surpliced choir of these

queer aborigines. If Lady Yelverton is not con-

sidered a reliable authority, why does not some
professional anthropologist go to Borneo and
examine these human ‘monkeys’?

Traditions have existed from the earliest ages of

a race of men on the borders of China with oppos-
able great toes. They are mentioned in the ancient

annals of China, and spoken of in modern times,

yet no one attempts to see if the tradition is true

or false. The Ainos, the hairy aborigines of Japan,
are indeed being closely examined before their

rapidly-approaching extinction takes place. And
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it has been ascertained that the Ainos have so far

diverged from the Japanese, that the children of

unions between the two races are usually infertile,

and die out in the second or third generation.

They have, in short, diverged far enough from each

other to come under the mysterious law which

decrees the sterility of hybrids. Man himself, I

believe, was never truly an arboreal animal. He
was capable of climbing into trees for safety and

building platforms thereon, as he does now. But

he was a plantigrade animal, living on the ground,

and making a home in caves. I believe that the

foot of man represents a more primitive form than

that of existing apes and monkeys, and that it never

passed through the prehensile stage, which is

characteristic of the foot of existing lemurs,

monkeys, and apes. The great toe is more pre-

hensile with other races of man than with us, but

has never yet been found opposable.

This paper is now drawing to a close. My
object in writing it has been to draw the attention

of those who are not professed palaeontologists to

the profound obscurity in which the laws governing

the appearance, duration, and disappearance of

species are still shrouded. Some lowly forms live

on through every possible vicissitude. They

flourished in the Miocene, and they flourish still.

Other low forms disappear with astonishing rapidity,

whole orders becoming absolutely extinct. Some
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highly-specialized forms—high, too, in the scale of

intelligence—live on and head the animal kingdom

at the present day. Such are the elephants.

Others developed rapidly to a very high point of

specialization, only to die out as rapidly. Such

forms were Machairodus and Hya.nodon.

My second object has been the hope that the

attention of anthropologists and travellers might

be again drawn to the possibility of finding surviv-

ing semi-human forms, such as we may imagine

Miocene man to have been. For palaeontology

shows that an animal does not necessarily die out

in giving birth to a higher form. The undifferen-

tiated primitive form and the highly-specialized

descendant may continue to exist side by side.

Note.

—

Since writing this paper I see in the

Ainerican Naturalist for July that Professor Cope,

one of the highest living authorities on Mammalian
Palaeontology, is of opinion that man was derived

directly from a lemuroid form, without the interven-

tion of the anthropoid apes. This he infers, not only

from the generalized foot of man, but from lemuroid

characters in his superior molar teeth. The nearest

approach to the original Eocene type from which

the hoofed animals, monkeys, and man are de-

scended, is considered by Professor Cope to be

Phe?iacodus Primevus„
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Extracts from Professor Wallace’s article in the

Nineteenth Century
,
on some skulls found lately in

California, which are possibly of miocene age :

‘ The great lateral valleys of the Sierra Nevada (in Cali-
fornia) are filled by enormous beds of gravel, sometimes in

thick deposits on the sides, or filling up the whole width of
the valley, at others forming detached hills and even moun-
tains. These gravels are often covered with a bed of hard
basalt, and when isolated have a very peculiar form to which
is given the name of “ Table Mountain.” These are some-
times 1,000 or 1,500 feet high, and the cap of basalt varies from
50. to 200 feet in thickness. The gravels are often inter-

stratified with a fine white, and sometimes with layers of,

basalt. The geological explanation of this state of things is

as follows : These lower valleys, at some remote period, were
filled with deposits of gravel brought from the higher valleys.

During this time there were also numerous volcanic eruptions
in the higher parts of the range, sending out great showers of
ashes which formed the beds of pipeclay and cement, whilst
the lava streams produced intervening layers of basalt. After
this had gone on for a long period and the valleys had been
filled up with debris, there was a final very violent eruption,
causing outflows of lava which covered a considerable portion
of the gravel deposits. These gravels, in the course of ages,

have been eaten away by mountain torrents, and these
isolated table mountains have been left standing up out of
the surrounding plains or valleys. What was once a single

lava stream now forms several detached hills, the tops of

which can be seen to form parts of one gently inclined plane,

the surface of the original lava flow, now a thousand feet or
more above the adjacent valleys. The Stanislaus river has
cut through one of these basalt-covered hills to the depth of
1,500 feet.’******

‘ These great changes indicate an enormous lapse of time,

rendered strikingly apparent by the changes in the fossil

fauna and flora. The animal remains found below the

basaltic cap are very numerous, and are all of extinct species.

They belong to the genera rhinoceros, elotherium, felis canis,

bos, tapirus, hipparion, equus, elephas, mastodon and au-

chenia ;
an assemblage of animals totally different to any now
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existing in the North American Continent. Vegetable re-
mains are specially found in the white clays formed from
volcanic ash. These comprise forty-nine species of deciduous
trees and shrubs, all distinct from those now living, while not
a single coniferous leaf orfruit has beenfound

,
although pines

and firs are now the prevalent trees.

Professor Lesquereaux, who has examined the plants, con-

^sn?-
rS t ^lem °f Pliocene age with Miocene affinities.

Whitney considers the animal remains indicate a similar
antiquity.

These abundant remains have mostly been discovered in
the process of gold mining

; the gravel and sand of the old
river beds [distinct from the rivers flowing now] preserved
under the flows of basalt are specially rich in gold. With
these extinct animals have beenfound works ofart andhuman
remains.

In Tuolumna County, from 1862-1865, stone mortars and
platters were found 90 feet below the surface, along with
bones and teeth of mastodon. Stone implements and lava
were founa in the gravel, under lava beds, at a depth of 150
feet.

.

The stone mortars occur by hundreds in nine different
counties. They resemble those made in modern times [ex-
cept in being coarser and more rudely finished] which are
used by the Indians for pounding acorns.

‘In 1857 a fragment of a human skull, with mastodon
debris, was brought up from a shaft in Table Mountain,
Tuolumna County, from a depth of 180 feet. [Who can read
these names, without remembering that immortal geological
society which met at “ Table Mountain,” upon the “ Stanis-
Jaw, and whose doings were faithfully chronicled by “ Truth-
ful James^ ?] Professor Whitney investigated the matter, and
was satisfied that the specimen had been found in the “ pay
gravel, beneath a bed three feet thick of cement, over which
was 70 feet of clay and gravel.

(« r* T
he m °St

i

^[^kable discovery, however, was that of the
Calaveras skull. In 1866 some miners found in the cement,

close to a petrified oak, a curious rounded mass of earth and
stony material containing bones, which they put on one side.
Professor Wyman with great difficulty removed the cemented
gravel, and discovered a human skull nearly entire. Its
base was embedded in a mass of ferruginous earth, water-
worn volcanic pebbles, calcareous tufa and fragments of
bones, and several bones of the human foot and other parts
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of the skeleton were found wedged in the internal cavity of
the skull. Chemical examinaiion showed the bones to be in

a fossilized condition, the organic matter and phosphate of
lime being replaced by carbonate. It was found beneathfour
beds of lava, and in the fourth bed of gravelfro?n the surface.
Professor Whitney arrives at the conclusion that ‘ Man ex-
isted in California before the cessation of volcanic activity in

the Sierra Nevada, and previous to the erosion of the present
river canons and valleys, at a time when the animal and
vegetable creations differed entirely from what they are now.
He states that the remains point to a date at least as remote
as that of the European Pliocene.’

These extracts from Professor Wallace’s article

give rise to many interesting reflections. The
earliest known apes and highest monkeys are of

Miocene age, and if man existed as man, capable

of preparing his food in stone mortars, in the very

earliest Pliocene, it is certain that he must have

come down a separate line of descent to that of

the monkeys and apes, from the possible lemuroid

ancestor of all three. The fact that the stone

mortars found are substantially the same in

structure as those made by Indians of the present

day, gives strength to the belief that the ‘ Red
Indian’ is a true autochthon of the American

Continent, and needs not to be traced to an Asiatic

home. Stone implements of a rude type have

been found in the Tertiary gravels of Crow Creek,

Colorado, with shells of older Pliocene or possibly

Miucene age.
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F OR many years the students of evolution
have longed for some master, who would
do for the science of Botany what has been

done for the sister-science of Zoology by Darwin,
Cope, Haeckel, Huxley, and other distinguished
naturalists. We want someone who shall have the
courage of Darwin and Haeckel to give us, so far
as present knowledge goes, a genealogical history of
plants. Professor Coulter, in his presidential ad-
dress before the Indian Academy of Science,
blames a ‘public which listens with pricked-up
ears, and discusses endlessly concerning the evolu-
tion of birds, mammals and man, yet which cares
not a straw for the wonderful structures of gymno-
sperms and lycopods, although these latter furnish
irresistible arguments in favour of a theory that
has revolutionized scientific thought. One who

5
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staggers at the evolution of the horse can find

amongst plants such interminable intergrading, that

fixity of species becomes a dream of the past.’

But Professor Coulter goes on to say :

4 Botanists

have no family-tree arrangement for plants, and

will not attempt the construction of one until they

know moreabout the life-histories of thelowergroups,

and more about the structure of all the groups.’

That is to say, botanists are timid, and will not dare

to do for their science what zoologists have done

for theirs. And so long as this is the case, how

can the public be blamed ? How can they take an

interest in what has never been put before them ?

I venture to say that, if Professor Coulter ever

makes up his mind to construct a ‘ family tree ’ for

plants, he will find an eager public ever ready to

prick up its ears and hear all he has to say. When

Darwin and Haeckel first wrote, only a fraction was

known of all the evidence now accumulated bearing

on the descent of animals. Some mistakes were

necessarily made.

Darwin, notwithstanding his matchless patience,

was too hasty in assuming the marsupials to be in

the direct line of ancestry of the placental mam-

mals (‘ Descent of Man,’ p. 209). Haeckel, who,

in his ‘ Evolution of Man,’ was almost as hasty in

his conclusions as Darwin was cautious, made a

false assumption which caused great joy in the re-

actionary camp. In his anxiety to avoid acknow-
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ledging the necessity of a creative act for the first

introduction of life upon the globe, Haeckel pro-

nounced an inorganic slime of the Atlantic, to

which Huxley gave the name of Bathybius, to be a

representative of the earliest form of protoplasm or

organized matter. Much delight was given by
this mistake to all reactionaries, who have, however,

founded no moralizing on the more enormous mis-

take of Dawson, whose Rozoon Canadense has sunk
under the inquiries of German scientists into mere
green serpentine. Chemistry has now told us that
‘ Life’ as an entity has no more existence than the

phlogiston of the earlier chemists, and that the

series of phenomena to which we give the name of

Life are changes undergone by complex compounds
of carbon composing very large and unstable mole-

cules.

In the earlier stages of the cooling of our globe,

this complex molecule was perhaps one of the

latest to combine its atoms
;
when, we are never

likely to know, but the how is neither more nor less

mysterious than the coming together of any other

combination of atoms, and requires neither slime

from the Atlantic nor the impact of a stray planet

to account for its existence. Owing to anxiety to

demonstrate all the steps in animal descent,

Haeckel, as well as Darwin, too hastily assumed
that the Marsupialia are in the line of our ancestors.

There was evidence then that the marsupials be-

5~2
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longed to a distinct and highly differentiated line

of descent from that of the placental mammals, and

now far back in the Jurassic strata the remains of

each may be found as widely differentiated as they

are now. There is a tremendous break in the

palaeontological evidence, and we must make up

our minds to endure it for the present.

But who would blame those intrepid travellers

who first explore an undiscovered country, if they

make some mistakes on the road ? Where they

have ventured others will soon follow, and the

errors of those original thinkers, who have been to

science what Columbus was to navigators and

Galileo to astronomers, will not even dim the lustre

of their glory. When will a great botanist stand

forth and hew out a road for us, never heeding

scratches and bruises and inevitable mistakes, but

content if he has only pointed the way to the goal,

which other men will reach ? Alas ! in the year of

grace, 1888, when we take up a so-called ‘Geo-

logical History of Plants,’ we find it written by an

eminent botanist indeed, but also by one of the

fast diminishing band of anti-evolutionists. Can

anyone even imagine a ‘ Geological History of

Animals ’ written from an anti-evolutionist point of

view at this date ? So strong in some places is the

evidence for evolution, by a mere statement of

bare facts, that Sir J. W. Dawson is obliged to ex-

plain that his remarks are ‘ not to be taken in a
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Darwinian sense.’ He even thinks that, after

‘ specific types have been created, they may, by

the culture of their Maker, be “sported” into new

varieties or sub-species.’ If the changes in plants

came about as they have done in animals, then

‘sports’ can have very little to do with creating new

varieties or species. Man truly avails himself

dexterously of so called ‘sports,’ as in the familiar

case of the Ancon breed of sheep. But Nature, in

forming new species, if we are to believe the

evidence of palaeontology, or even the slow changes

going on before our eyes, does not work by ‘sports.’

She effects her changes by almost imperceptible

degrees
;
a tooth, for instance, first retarded in its

development, then losing a cusp, then appearing

only occasionally, and slowly vanishing altogether.

Such changes need not be sought for in fossiliferous

rocks
;
they are going on at this day in the teeth of

civilized man, as they once took place in the

ancestors of the camel, the cat and the dog.

But, as a practical palaeo-botanist, Sir J. W.

Dawson has perhaps no superior, and much may be

learned of vivid interest from his ‘Geological His-

tory of Plants.’

In the massive rocks of Laurentian and Huronian

age, whose united depths have been estimated at

fifty thousand feet, no undoubted fossils have been

found. Imagination utterly fails when we try to

form an idea of the stupendous cycles of time
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which must have elapsed during the deposition of

these tremendous masses, or to picture to ourselves

the condition of the globe. Science allows us to

imagine oceans almost at boiling-point, violent

eruptions of the still hot crust of our planet, tides

which would have swept away the inhabitants of

the Midlands of England, had so insignificant a

speck of land as England then existed. In the

lower part of the Laurentian rocks, thirty thousand

feet thick, there is no trace of the existence of any

living thing. But in the middle portion of the

Laurentian, great beds of limestone, of graphite

and of iron-ore are found. In more recent form-

ations, deposits of this nature infallibly point to the

existence of animal and vegetable life, but it is im-

possible to pronounce whether the condition of our

globe in Laurentian times would or would not

have allowed of the independent deposition of

these minerals. Sir J. W. Dawson strongly inclines

to the belief that the graphite of the Laurentian

rocks is of vegetable origin, and if this be so, the

vegetation must have been profuse, though prob-

ably of the lowest type, consisting of cellular plants,

such as algae, mosses and lichens, or of organic

carbon compounds of a lower type than any proto-

plasm now existing.

The quantity of graphite in the lower Laurentian

series is enormous. ‘In the Green Lake limestone,

on the Ottawa River, the vertical thickness of the
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veins of graphite is estimated at from twenty-five to

thirty feet thick. At one place in this distiict a

bed of graphite, from ten to twelve feet thick, 2nd

yielding twenty per cent, of the pure material, is

worked. As it appears in the excavation made by

the quarryman, it resembles a bed of coal. When

it is considered that graphite occurs in similar

abundance at several other horizons, in beds of

limestone, thirty-five hundred feet thick, it is

scarcely an exaggeration to maintain that the

quantity of carbon in the Laurentian is equal to

that in the carboniferous system.’

In the Silurian and Devonian formations, bitu-

minous shales and limestones have been metamor-

phosed by extreme heat and pressure and converted

into graphitic rocks, not very dissimilar to those in

the less altered portions of the Laurentian. ‘ In

the Quebec rocks of Point Levi veins more than a

foot thick are filled with a coaly matter, having a

transverse columnar structure, regarded by Logan

and Hunt as an altered bitumen.’ It is probable

that the Laurentian graphite, if of vegetable origin,

was thoroughly ‘ disorganized and bitumenized

before its change into graphite.’

The climate and atmosphere of Laurentian

times may have been well fitted for the develop-

ment of low organic life. Vast quantities of

carbon dioxide, afterwards sealed up in limestones

and carbonaceous beds, must have still floated in
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the atmosphere, and given rich nourishment to
vegetable tissues. The internal heat of the earth
would still warm the waters of the sea, and the
whole world must have resembled the very hottest
of tropical green-houses. Sir J. W. Dawson thinks
that towards the close of this period algae may
have attained gigantic dimensions, and ‘may even
have ascended out of the water in some of their

forms. 1 he lowly ‘ cellular and tabular plants
now occupying humble positions as flat lichens, or
slender cellular mosses, may have been so strength-

ened and modified as to constitute forest trees. . .
.’

A little later in this history we shall see evidence
in the flora of the Silurian of a survival of such
forms.

The Huronian age, succeeding the Laurentian,
seems to have been a disturbed and unquiet time,

and gives no evidence of vegetation except in cer-

tain dark slates coloured with carbonaceous matter.
In the Cambrian, a great subsidence of our con-
tinents began, which went on with local intermis-

sions all through Siluro-Cambrian times. Certain
impressions on old Cambrian rocks in Sweden
present very plant-like forms, and received from the
Swedish geologist Linnarrson the name of Eophyton,
or Dawn-plant. They are wanting, however, in any
trace ot carbonaceous matter, and Sir J. W. Dawson
thinks they seem to be rather the grooves or marks
cut in clay by the limbs or tails of some aquatic
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animal, and afterwards filled up and preserved by

succeeding deposits. The same remarks apply to

many supposed traces of plants, which, under close

examination, appear to be only the burrows or

trails of worms and crustaceans. A frond of sea-

weed is closely imitated by the trail of the modern

king-crab. The oldest plant, of whose genuine

vegetable nature Principal Dawson has no doubt,

was presented to him by Dr. Alleyne Nicholson, of

Aberdeen, and has been named Protannularia. It

was found in the Skiddaw rocks of Cumberland,

and shows traces of a graceful reed-like form with

whorls of terminal leaves. It is allied to the

modern Rhizopods, of which an account will be

given further on. Only two other traces of genuine

plants have been found in the Siluro Cambrian.

In the Upper Silurian strata, the evidences of land

vegetation somewhat increase. Amongst these

early plants is one of extraordinary interest, for it

seems to be a survival of those Tree Sea-Weeds,

whose remains may have contributed to form the

Archaean beds of graphite. It appears to be one

of the unvarying laws of evolution that the lower

organisms tend, in the absence of competition with

higher forms, to attain immense proportions.

Such, for instance, were the Eurypterids, the giant

crustaceans of Upper Silurian times, when fish were

few and small, the huge newts of the coal forests,

before the advent of reptiles, and the terrific
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reptiles of the Lias, which far exceeded in size any

land animals that have existed since. So, too, we
have the giant club-mosses and horse-tails of the

coal-forests, before the appearance of the higher

plants. We might therefore easily have imagined

a sea-weed tree, before the days even of club-

mosses and horse-tails, but it is infinitely more

interesting to have the fossil remains of such a

plant.

Sir J. W. Dawson has named this strange fossil

Nematophyton. In 1870, he was shown some

spore-cases or seeds from the Upper Ludlow beds

(Silurian) of England, which Sir Joseph Hooker

had described as Pachytheca. In the same slabs

were found fragments of fossil wood, identical with

a fossil tree from the Devonian or Lower Erian of

Gaspe, New Brunswick, described by Sir J. W.

Dawson as early as 1859. The wood of this

singular tree shows a tissue of long cylindrical

tubes, like slender hair-like worms in vertical sec-

tion, and traversed by a complex network of

thinner-walled and smaller-sized tubes. The trees

were of large size, with a coaly bark, and large

spreading roots, the stem being smooth or

irregularly ribbed, and having a jointed appear-

ance. Professor Penhallow, of McGill University,

was asked to examine Nematophyton, and part

of his report is as follows :
—

‘ The structure of

Nematophyton, as a whole, is unique
;
there is no
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plant of modern type to which it is comparable.

The primary structure consists of large tubular

cells without apparent termination, and devoid of

structural markings. The loose character of the

entire structure, the interminable cells, their inter-

lacing, and finally their branching into a secondary

series of smaller filaments, point with considerable

force to the true relationship of the stem as being

with Algae or other Thallogens.’ Sir J. W. Dawson
adds: ‘When we consider that Nematophyton was
a large tree, sometimes attaining a diameter of two

feet, and a stature of at least twenty before branch-

ing
;

that it had great roots, and gave off large

branches, and that it was an aerial plant, probably

flourishing in swampy flats
;
that its seeds are so

large and complex, as hardly to be regarded as

mere spores, we have evidence that there were, in

this early Paleozoic period, plants scarcely dreamt
of by modern botany.’

Many other fossil impressions, some of doubtful

origin, some of genuine Algae, have been found
belonging to this period, showing that the old

Cambrian and Silurian seas were tenanted by sea-

weeds not very dissimilar to those of the present

time
;
also we have traces of primaeval Rhizocarps

and Lycopods, which can be better treated of in

describing the vegetation of the succeeding

Devonian age.

In the Devonian age, or as Sir J. W. Dawson
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prefers to call it, the Erian, great geological changes

took place
;
vast foldings of the crust of the earth,

and emissions of volcanic rock. In North America,
‘ while at one time the whole interior area of the

country, as far north as the Great Lakes, was

occupied by a vast inland sea studded with coral

islands, the long Appalachian ridge and the old

Laurentian land began later on to assume some-
thing of the form of the present continent. The
America ot this Erian age consisted during the

greater part of the period of a more or less exten-

sive belt of land in the north, with two long tongues

descending from it. one along the Appalachian
ridge in the east, and the other in the region west

of what are now the Rocky Mountains. On the

seaward sides of these there were low lands covered
with vegetation

; while on the inland side, the

great interior sea, with its verdant and wooded
islands, realized, though probably with shallower

water, the condition of the modern ikrchipelagos

of the Pacific. The climate was mild, and
admirably suited to nourish a luxuriant vegetation.

New forms of plants seem to have been introduced

from the North, where the long continuance of

summer sunlight, along with great warmth, seems to

have aided their early development and extension.’

In Europe the conditions were somewhat similar,

having in the earlier portions ‘ great sea areas with

insular patches of land, and later on wide tracks of
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shallow and partly enclosed water areas, swarming

with fishes, and having an abundant vegetation on

their shores.’ The Old Red Sandstone of Scotland,

with its strange mailed and plated fishes, repre-

sents the former state of things
;
and the Devonian

of England, the time of rapidly shallowing seas.

The vegetation of this period bore a strong resem-

blance to that of the coal forests, though all the

species were different. Ferns flourished with the

utmost luxuriance, the oldest yet known being

found in the Middle Erian. Some of these at-

tained the dimensions of tree-ferns, and in the

Upper Devonian of Gilboa, New York, the remains

have been found of a forest of tree-ferns standing

in situ with their great mass of aerial roots attached

to the soil in which they grew. These aerial roots

introduce us ‘to a new contrivance for strengthen-

ing the stems of plants by sending out into the soil

multitudes of cord-like cylindrical roots from

various heights on the stem, and which form a

series of stays like the cordage of a ship. This

method of support still continues in the modern

tree-ferns of the tropics.’ But other tree-ferns of

this age show near approaches to the mode of

development of exogenous stems, and for a proper

description of the modifications of these transition-

ary stems we must wait for an evolutionary botanist.

Two types of Gymnosperms (pines and yews) now

make their appearance
;
the Taxinese or yews, and
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an extinct family, the Cordaites, with leaves like

those of broad-leaved grasses or irises. The yews,

though belonging to the so-called ‘ naked-seeded ’

plants, protect their seeds by a succulent cup-like

receptacle, outwardly resembling a true berry. No
fruit has, however, as yet been found of these Erian
Taxineae, and it is doubtful if even the leaf is

known. Leaves possibly belonging to them
resemble the modern Gingko of China. The
Taxineae are chiefly known by their mineralized

trunks, which are ‘ often found, like drift-wood on
modern sandbanks, in the Erian sandstones and
limestones. They often show their structure in the

most perfect manner in specimens penetrated by
calcite or silica, and in which the original woody
matter has been changed into anthracite and even
graphite. These trees have true woody tissues,

with that beautiful arrangement of pores or thin

parts enclosed in cup-like discs, characteristic of
the coniferous trees.’ They flourished, to all

appearance, simultaneously in various parts of

Germany, Scotland and America. Indeed, one
realizes in reading of the progress of plant life

through all geological time up to the glacial period,

that the northern parts of Europe, Asia and
America constituted one vast continent, where
plants, possibly originating in those regions now
occupied only by thick-ribbed ice, spread south and
east. The heat of the entire year, the long summer
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sunlight, the complete rest of the dark season, all

seem to have contributed to make the Arctic regions

of the earth (notably Greenland), a most successful

hot-house for plants, and there we have every

reason to suppose the highest of all plants, the

deciduous exogens, were first developed.

In marshy places in England still grow curious

little plants known as Rhizocarps, or Pepperworts,

which are usually placed near the Ferns, but which

in many respects have affinities with higher forms.

A typical species of Pepperwort (.Mctrsilea fabri

)

has

a creeping stem sending rootlets downwards, and

long stems bearing clover-shaped leaves upwards.

The fructification is at the base of the leaves in the

shape of ovoid sacs called sporocarps, and in each

sporocarp microsporangia and macrosporangia are

formed. [Microsporangia are now considered as

the homologues of the pollen, and macrosporangia

as the homologues of the ovules of higher plants.]

The Rhizocarps of Devonian times have a history

almost as curious as that of the Foraminifera of

the Chalk. There is every reason to suppose that

their spore-cases, known as sporangites, form the

chief source of the abundant reservoirs of petroleum

and natural gas in the United States and elsewhere.

The sporangites are highly bituminous, and contain,

like the spores of Lycopods, nearly twice as much
carbon as cellulose, or the ordinary tissue of plants :

Cellulose, C 24, H 20, O 20.

Lycopodium, C 42, H 19 T\ NO 5 T
0
y
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Their distribution over the earth’s surface is im-

mense
;

they are found in North America, in

Brazil, in Germany, in England, and in the ‘ white

coal’ of Australia and Tasmania.

The oldest bed of spore-cases examined by Sir

J. W. Dawson is at Kettle Point, Lake Huron.

It is a ‘ bed of brown bituminous shale, burning

with much flame, and under a lens is seen to be

studded with flattened disc-like bodies, scarcely

more than a hundredth of an inch in diameter,

which under the microscope are found to be spore-

cases (or macrospores), and in the same shale are

found vast numbers of rounded, translucent

granules, which may be escaped spores (micro-

spores).’

In comparing these fossil spore-cases with those

of Modern Rhizocarps, they are found to be per-

fectly analogous with the spore-cases of Salvinia

natans
,
a modern European species. In the bed

at Kettle Point are found fossil Calamites and

Lepidodendra, whose spores are, however, totally

different to those of the Rhizocarps. These plants

probably drifted to the spot where they are found

imbedded, as the bed itself is marine, containing

the graceful sea-weed Spirophyton and shells of

Lingula. Some years after the discovery of the

Kettle Point beds, immense deposits were found

extending throughout the black shales of Ohio,

from the Huron River on the shore of Lake Erie,
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to the Ohio Valley, a distance of two hundred
miles.

The beds are from ten to twenty miles in

breadth, and estimated to be three hundred and
fifty feet in thickness, and in some parts at least

three times that amount. These vast deposits are

replete with these little vegetable discs, usually

converted into a highly bituminous, amber-like

substance.

Sporangites of similar microscopical character

have been found, by Professor Huxley, in the

Better-bed Coal of the Forest of Dean, by Pro-

fessor Newton in the Tasmanian and Australian

White Coal, and by Mr. Orville Derby in the

Erian strata of Brazil. In Brazil the sporangites

are often found still enclosed in their original

ovoid sporocarps, in ‘every respect resembling the

sporocarps of Salvinia natcins

Many other curious Rhizocarps are found in the

Erian shales, some having affinities with Lycopods,
some with graceful fern-like fronds, others with

bare poverty-stricken looking stems (Psilophyton)

with rudimentary, or short and rigid leaves.

‘If,’ says Sir J. W. Dawson, 4 we compare the

vegetation of these ancient plants (which played
so great a role in the Paleozoic world) with that of

modern Rhizocarps, we shall find that the latter

still present, though in a depauperated and
diminished form, some of the characteristics of

6
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their predecessors. Some, like Pilularia, have
simple linear leaves,’ resembling Psilophyton

;

others, like Marsilea, have leaves in verticils, or

whorls, and wedge-like in form, resembling the

graceful fossil Sphenophyllum
;
while others, like

Marsilea, have frond-like leaves comparable to the

Erian Ptilophyton.

The Lycopods, resembling giant club-mosses

(‘ground-pines’ of Canada), make their first

appearance in the Devonian forests. In structure

they much resembled the modern Lycopods, ex-

cept that the contrivances resorted to for support-

ing a club-moss of tree-like size approximate in

* structure to the stems of exogenous trees of

modern times. The plan is, in short, the same,

except that the tissues employed are less com-
plicated.’ Another link for the evolutionist !

These Lycopods can only be compared in their

curious stiffness to the trees found in Noah’s arks,

whilst they decidedly exceed Noah’s-ark trees in

clumsiness, as may specially be seen in any repre-

sentation of Sigil/ana Brownii
,

a carboniferous

species.

We now pass on to what is probably to most
people the most interesting period in the history

of fossil plants, the Carboniferous age, when our

greatest accumulations of coal were formed. The
wide inland seas of the Devonian and Lower
Carboniferous Period in America and Europe
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were replaced by vast swampy flats, moist and
warm, swarming with insects, millipedes and
scorpions, and tenanted by the first air-breathing

veitebrates, the Labrinthodonts, animals having
affinities with both frogs and newts, but now
entirely extinct. In the Carboniferous strata of
the Rocky Mountains deep-sea conditions still

persisted; a few leaves seem to have floated out
to sea, but there is not a vestige of coal.

The trees which above all others seem to have
been the most valuable in the production of coal
were the Sigillarise and the Calamites

;
the former

related to the Lepidodendra of the Erian and the
modern club-mosses, and the latter to our horse*
tails. The Sigillariae exhibit the enormous variety
of species in Carboniferous times, more than
eighty species having already been counted. So
much do they ‘ grade 5

towards other forms, that
they seem to make even Sir J. W. Dawson’s anti-
evolutionary convictions totter. He goes so far
as to say that he believes ‘ there were three lines
of connection between the higher Cryptogams and
the Phaenogams (flowering plants)

; one leading
from the Lycopods by the Sigillarise

; another
leading by the Cordaites, and the third leading
from the Equisetums by the Calamites. Still
further back the Rhizocarps united the characters
afterwards separated into club-mosses, horse-tails,
and ferns.’ He hastens to say that he ‘ does not

6—

2
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make these remarks in a Darwinian sense
5

;
but

methinks I see the last stronghold of ‘ special

creation 5

tottering to its fall.

The Sigillarise have ‘ tall pillar-like trunks, often

several feet in diameter, ribbed like fluted columns,

and spreading at the top into a few thick branches

clothed with long scale-like leaves. They resemble

the Lepidodendra of the Erian age, but are more
massive, with ribbed instead of scaly trunks, and
longer leaves .

5

These giant Lycopods derived

their distinguishing name from the rows of scars of

fallen leaves making seal-like impressions on their

stems. The wood is of a very low type of struc-

ture, although the trunks are sometimes five feet

in diameter, and consists ‘principally of cellular

and bast fibres with very little true woody matter.

5

To support a thick trunk of so primitive a char-

acter, very complicated roots were necessary; and
these, under the name of Stigmaria, were long

considered as the stems of some aquatic plant.

They usually start from the trunk in four main
branches, then regularly bifurcate several times,

and then run out into cylindrical cables running

for a long distance, evidently intended to anchor

the plant firmly in a soft and oozy soil. They
had long cylindrical rootlets so articulated that

when they dropped off they left regular rounded

scars. Under every bed of coal is found a bed

of clay filled with these singular roots, showing
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that the first step towards the accumulation of a

bed of coal was the growth of a forest of Sigil-

larise. Indeed, in some of the coarser and more
impure coals we can see that the mass of coal

is made up of flattened Sigillarise, mixed with

debris of all kinds, from the undergrowth of ferns

and other plants which grew beneath their shade,

and often vast quantities of Lepidodendroid
spores. d hese forests gradually sank down in

the marshy soil, some of the trees still remaining

erect
;

other forests grew above them, so that in

the course of ages as many as seven or eight

forests grew one above the other, and all sank
at last and were buried. This growth of succes-

sive forests took place in the Lignite Tertiary as

well as in the Carboniferous period, and gives us

the impression of a vast lapse of time.

Sir J. W. Dawson believes that amongst the

eighty species of Sigillarise, a ‘great range of

organization must have been found, some of

which will eventually be classed with the Lepi-
dodendra as Lycopods, while others will be found
to be naked-seeded Phsenogams, like the pines

and cycads.’ This statement must also doubt-
less be received not in a Darwinian, but, so to

speak, in a ‘ Pickwickian sense.’

We now come to the important group of Ca-
lamites

; these are tall, cylindrical branchless

stems, with whorls of branchlets bearing needle-
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like leaves, which spreading from the base form
dense thickets, like southern cane-brakes. In
their mode of growth and fructification they re-

semble gigantic horse-tails, but the manner by
which their stems are strengthened resembles
that of exogenous woods. It would seem from
the way in which dense brakes of these Calamites
have been preserved, that they spread over low
and inundated flats, and formed fringes on the

sides ot the great Sigillaria forests. Many beauti-

ful plants intermediate between Calamites and
Rhizocarps grew in these brakes, bearing whorls
of graceful leaves of various shapes. The Lyco-
pods and Calamites have been familiar to us from
our childhood, there being something in their re-

semblance to our familiar club-mosses and horse-

tails which impressed them on the memory. But
the strange family of Cordaites are by no means
so well known

;
they are unlike anything we

are accustomed to, and belong to one of those

intermediate groups, or connecting-links, which
remind a zoologist strongly of those generalized

forms of mammals of the Eocene, where the char-

acteristics or orders now distinct are inextricably

combined. The Cordaites ‘ approach closely on
the one hand to the broader leaved yews, like

the Gingko of China, and on the other hand have

affinities with Cycads, and even with the Sigillarise.’

In the formation of their wood they show transi-
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tions from the imperfectly formed stems of Sigil-

lariae to the more highly organized trunks of

modern conifers, and in the young twigs of the

balsam-fir the ordinary Cordaite formation of wood

may still be seen. This consists of a ‘ large cel-

lular pith, divided by horizontal partitions into

flat chambers
;

this pith was surrounded by a

thick ring of barred or scalariform tissue, and as

the stem grew in size a regular ring of woody

wedges was formed, with disc-bearing tissue like

that of pines.’ They were beautiful trees, with

their leaves in some species growing in thickly-set

spikes, but perhaps oftener developed on each

set of the branches, in a manner very unlike any

modern plant that I am acquainted with. These

many-nerved leaves had rows of stomata or breath-

ing pores, and attached by somewhat broad bases

to the leaves and branches
;
the fruit consisted of

‘ clusters of nutlets, often provided with broad

lateral wings for flotation in the air, sometimes

covered only with a pulpy envelope.’ These

trees had great reproductive powers, producing

numerous seeds in long spikes or catkins.

Many Conifers are found in the Carboniferous

period; none as yet bearing cones, but all ap-

parently related to the modern yews and spruces.

Some slightly resembled the modern Araucarias,

others had broad fern-like leaves like those of the

Gingko. Probably they were in the main ‘inland
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and upland trees, mostly known to us by drifted
trunks borne by river inundations into the seas
and estuaries.’

Last and not least, where beauty is concerned,
there was a wealth of exquisite ferns in these old
coal-forests, and noble tree-ferns such as tropical
forests alone possess now. Of the ‘ eight families
into which modern ferns are divided, four at least
go back to the coal period.’ Their spore cases
show the usual series of transitional forms, from
a low to a high type, and those with the sim-
plest spore cases, without a jointed elastic ring,
are most commonly found in the Devonian and
Lower Carboniferous.

The succeeding Mesozoic age, as far as the
Lpper Cretaceous period, presents fewer points
of interest in its fossil botany. The Triassic and
Permian formations show a time of 1

great physi-
cal disturbance, more especially by great volcanic
eruptions discharging vast beds and dykes of lava
and layers of volcanic ash and agglomerate. The
thick beds of sediment that had been accumulating
in long lines along the primitive continents had
weighed down the earth’s crust. Hence in the
Appalachian region of x\merica we have the Car-
boniferous beds thrown into abrupt folds, their
shales converted into hard slates, their sandstones
into quartzite, and their coals into anthracite,’ and
similar treatment befell the coal-fields of Wales and
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Western Europe. The flora and flauna of Pale-

ozoic times gradually die out, to be replaced by

other species of our friends the Catamites, by

enormous numbers of Conifers resembling the

yews and spruces, and at last in the Lower Cre-

taceous by cone-bearing pines
;

whilst in the

animal world the giant newts pass away, leaving

only small and humble representatives, and the

great reign of reptiles sets in, reptiles which ex-

ceeded in size any other animal before or since :

carnivorous reptiles, flying reptiles, and reptiles

which by almost imperceptible transitions became
the ancestors of birds. These uncanny, hot and

fiery times seem to have suited these cold-blooded

creatures, but the puzzle remains why they should

have died out whilst climatic conditions remained

to all appearance the same. Mammals, too, first

become known to us in this age; feeble creatures

giving little promise of future greatness, but even

in the Jurassic age with jaws and teeth sharply

differentiated into the placental and implacental

types ot dentition. No such appalling break

occurs in the world of plants, where transitional

forms abound at every stage. We have no

direct link between the earliest placental and
implacental mammals, and their common an-

cestor, if indeed they had one, and are not inde-

pendently descended from amphibian or reptilian

forms also unknown.
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The only family which conspicuously distinguishes

the Mesozoic age is that of the Cycads; the

modern Cycads survive only in hot climates,

though in such a manner as to show their original

universal distribution
;

they are found in Africa,

India, Japan, Mexico and the West Indies. ‘In

Mesozoic times they flourished in Greenland and
at Spitzbergen, and, indeed, vegetation seems to

have flourished equally well from the Arctic Circle

to the Equator, and to have been alike all over the

known world from Siberia to India. The Cycads
are well-known objects in our hothouses, with their

short fat stems and crown of fern-like leaves. In

the celebrated ‘ dirt-beds 5

of Portland, the Cycads
seem to have formed the undergrowth to the forest

of pines, and their short thick stems are known to

the quarrymen as ‘fossil birds’-nestsd Even the

Cycads had their precursors in the fern-like leaved

Noeggerathia of the Carboniferous, and are them-
selves related to the higher exogens by the structure

of their stems. There is, however, no real advance
in the type of vegetation till we reach the Lower
Cretaceous deposits, when the genus Sequoia makes
its appearance, and with it the true cone-bearing pine.

The history of the Sequoias is most interesting

;

the genus Sequoia is now only represented by two
species, one the celebrated ‘ Big-tree

5

of California,

and the other the Redwood of the Pacific slopes in

California and Oregon.
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The Sequoias present a striking instance ot

apparently sudden development, analogous to the

apparently equally sudden development of impor-

tant orders of mammals in the Eocene. In the

Cretaceous strata Sequoia appear with twenty-six

species, fourteen of which are found in the Arctic

zone. The genus was then, and is now, the

grandest representative of the whole family of

Conifers
;

the last remnant of Sequoia gigantea

(Wellingtonia) contains some of the largest trees

that have ever grown on earth, the tallest now
standing measuring a height of 325 feet, and a

girth of from 50 to 60 feet. In the case of one of

the trees the number of rings of growth indicated

an age of about 1,300 years. The Redwood of

California and Oregon (Sequoia sempervirens
)

is

only second to Sequoia gigantea in height, some of

the trees measuring 300 feet. The seeds of both

these giant pines have been brought to Europe,

and now flourish there. In Tertiary times
;
how-

ever, the Sequoias required no importation, for

their fossil remains have been found at Spitzbergen

in 78° north latitude'; at Atanekerdluk in Green-

land, in 70° N.
;

in Devonshire at Bovey Tracey (a

species resembling Wellingtonia)
;
in the Hebrides

;

on the Rhone
;

in Italy and Germany
;
and in Asia

can be traced along the Siberian steppes to Possiet,

to the coast of the Sea of Japan, and across to

Alaska and Sitka. Their remains constitute the
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largest part of the great Lignite Tertiary deposits
of the Canadian North-West.

In the Jurassic period the earliest known ex-

amples of endogenous plants are found, bamboo
and screw-pine like forms. The screw-pine or

Pandanus is really a humble relation of the palms.
Some species of Pandanus have fragrant blossoms,
and with the endogens must have come gradually

a world with flowers. It is not therefore surprising

to find that in the higher portion of the Jurassic
series we have a true butterfly (allied to the tropical

American genus Brassolis). Strangely enough in

this same Upper Jurassic series are found the
humble beginnings of several of the highest forms
of life, the first butterfly, the first bird and the

earliest mammals, all probably appearing to the

last degree insignificant amid the teeming life

around them.

The extraordinary development of the highest

forms of plants and animals did not take place

simultaneously, d he dicotyledonous angiosperms
(oaks, maples, beeches, etc.) which represent the

highest possibilities of plant, as the placental mam-
mals do of animal life, appeared in the Upper
Cretaceous.

The immense development of apparently new
orders and species of mammals does not occur till

the Eocene Tertiary. In Europe, as is well known,
there is a great gap between the Upper Cretaceous
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and the Tertiary series
;
but in America they pass

so gradually into one another in the Laramie for-

mation, that it is still a matter of dispute whether

the Laramie shall be called Upper Cretaceous or

keep its old name of Lignite Tertiary. In the

Canadian North-West there is no break between

the Fox Hills group, undoubtedly Upper Creta-

ceous, and the Laramie
;
the beds of Miocene

conglomerate lie unconformably on the latter, the

Eocene being absent in this region. Professor

Nicholson says: ‘The Lower and Upper Creta-

ceous rocks are sharply separated from one another,

from a botanical point of view. The Mesozoic

period is characterized by the prevalence of the

Cryptogamic group of the ferns, and the Gymno-
spermic groups of the Conifers and Cycads. - Up
to the close of the Lower Cretaceous no angio-

spermous exogens are certainly known to have

existed, and monocotyledonous plants or endogens
are very poorly represented. With the Upper
Cretaceous, however, a new era of plant life, of

which our present is but the culmination, com-
menced, with a great and apparently sudden
development of new forms. We have now an
astonishingly large number of true angiospermous
exogens, many of them belonging to existing types,

and along with these various monocotyledonous
plants, including the first examples of the great and
important group of palms.’ It is strange to think
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of this modern type of vegetation appearing whilst

the 1 ocean was still tenanted by Ammonites and
Belemnites, and when land and sea were still

peopled by the extraordinary extinct reptiles of the

Mesozoic period.’ There are indications, how-
ever, from later researches, that the development
was by no means so sudden as it at first appears.

Poplars, laurels, sassafras, mallows and willows,

sedges and grasses have been found in Lower
Cretaceous rocks, and we may safely infer that it is

only the present imperfection of our geological

researches which has prevented us from finding a

much more extensive flora.

But in the Dakota group of North America,

Cenomanian of Europe, a magnificent flora con-

fronts us, richer and more varied than any collection

of plants in one region of the earth could be now,

owing to the peculiar conditions of climate, which

allowed beeches, oaks, chestnuts, palms, tulip-

trees, cycads, tree-ferns and magnolias to flourish

together. To these may be added fig-trees,

eucalypti, plum-trees, cinnamon - trees, various

species of leguminous plants, and, strange to say,

splendid specimens of Compositae, the most highly

specialized of flowers.

The animal remains of the very highest Creta-

ceous formation, the Laramie, are still Mesozoic,

containing bones of deinosaurian reptiles, an order

on the point of disappearing for ever. These are
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found just below a bed of curious fossil fruits to

which the name of Esculus has been given.

As in the Cretaceous period, there are already to

be found ‘ forty-eight genera belonging to at least

twenty-five families, running through the whole
range of the dicotyledonous exogens.’ We are,

botanically speaking, in modern times. Through-
out the Eocene and Miocene period the same
glorious vegetation flourished from the Equator
almost to the Pole. One cannot help feeling that

the most delightful conditions upon earth had
passed away before man—or, at least, man as we
know him—appeared upon the scene. The ex-

quisite beauties of the Laramie, the Eocene and
Miocene landscapes were lavished upon animals
incapable of appreciating them, except from a

gastronomic point of view.

During the Eocene and Miocene period all the

known orders of mammals made their appearance,
with an abundance of species and a wealth of
forms of which we can have but an imperfect idea.

Sir J. W. Dawson says :
‘ It is certain that through-

out the later Miocene and earlier Pliocene the area
of land in the Northern Hemisphere was increasing,

and the large and varied continents were tenanted
by the noblest vegetation, and the grandest forms
of mammalian life that the earth has ever witnessed.

As the Pliocene drew to a close, a gradual diminu-
tion of warmth came on, accompanied by a sub-
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mergence of the land, and changes in the warm

ocean-currents. Thus gradually the summers

became cooler and the winters longer and more

severe, the hill-tops became covered with per-

manent snows, glaciers ploughed their way down-

ward into the plains, and masses of floating ice

cooled the seas. The more delicate forms of

vegetation were chilled to death or obliged to move
farther south, and in many extensive regions,

hemmed in by the advance of the sea on the one

hand and land-ice on the other, they must have

altogether perished.’

Strange to say, the plants, which one would

think had less power than animals to fly before the

advancing cold, suffered less than the mammals,

which have never recovered the shock of the glacial

period, and survive as a sadly diminished remnant.

Comparing the past climatic conditions of North

America, Europe and Asia, with the present state

of these regions, I think we are justified in con-

sidering that we still live in the glacial period, and

that future geologists would so rank the insignificant

deposits dignified as Pleistocene. Whilst the upper

part of the Northern Hemisphere showed the

highest mountain peaks hardly emerging from their

glacial ice-sheet, the surviving animals and plants

fled towards the south
;

in America to the regions

about the Gulf of Mexico, and in Europe and

Asia to Africa and the Indo-Chinese peninsulas.
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Thence the survivors gradually returned as far

north as climatic conditions would permit. But
the world is hardly likely ever again to see tree-

ferns, palms, magnolias, and fig-trees in Canada
and Siberia, still less in Creenland and Spitz-
bergen, where the glacial period still reigns in full

intensity,

d he struggle with the adverse conditions of
climate has probably been highly beneficial to the
evolution of the higher qualities of man. We have
reason to think that he existed as a reasoning
being even in the enervating conditions of Miocene
times, but probably his reasoning faculties were
more rapidly developed during the exigencies of
life in the glacial period than during long ages
before. The great ape Dryopithecus disappeared
for ever before the ad vancing cold, but man boldly
struggled on, catching seals and reindeer, and
hunting the whale in the estuary of the Firth of
Forth. He thrives on the cereals which he himself
has brought to their present perfection; he has
cultivated to the utmost the fruits of temperate
climates, and European man has no reason to
envy his Miocene progenitor amongst his figs and
palms.

7



SOME INTERESTING FACTS IN
EVOLUTION.

THE chief difficulty in dealing with this

subject is in choosing amongst the in-

numerable curious results produced by

evolution, either through the struggle for exist-

ence or the action of outward circumstances.

We have the ‘protective mimicry’ which causes

harmless insects, or those which are agreeable

eating, to imitate other creatures which are dis-

tinguished by the very reverse of these qualities.

Hoiv this is done is a mystery
;

all we do know

are the facts, which have been borne witness

to by the most eminent naturalists. I will take a

few instances only. Semper mentions that amongst

the American butterflies three species, free from

any disagreeable odour, mimic in their appearance

one family (the Heliconiadce) which are distin-

tinguished by a sharp and unpleasant smell.
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In North America two species of defenceless

insects so closely resemble small wasps that every-

one fears to handle them, though they have no
sting and are perfectly harmless. Beetles are par-

ticularly fertile in invention
; some staghorn beetles

imitate species which have a detestable smell, and
other staghorn beetles mimic a family that have a

case so hard that insect-eating birds avoid them.
Some beetles mimic bees, and others wasps.
Many flies, also, mimic wasps

;
and spiders which

live associated with ants have assumed the form
and colour of ants (‘Animal Life/ Semper, pp.

39 I "397)- Even among vertebrates such cases
are not rare. Wallace, one of the most careful of
observers, as well as one of the most distinguished

of natuialists, mentions several cases of perfectly

haimless snakes which imitate poisonous species.

A harmless snake, Oxyrhopus
, imitates several

kinds of poisonous snakes with which it lives

associated.

Certain species of snails, Helicarion
,

live in
the Philippine Islands. They are recognisable at

the first glance by the mantle lobes which cover
the thin transparent shell, and by their remarkably
long, narrow, high-ridged tails; a kind of horn
projects from the tip of the tail. The numerous
species, much alike in their exterior appearance,
live on trees in damp woods, often in great
numbers; they are very active, and creep about

7—2
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rapidly upon the twigs and leaves of the trees.

All the snails of this species, which Semper

personally examined, possessed the singular pro-

perty of shedding their tails when they are seized

somewhat roughly. This they do by whisking the

tail up and down with extraordinary quickness till

it drops off; and if the creature is held by the tail,

it immediately falls to the ground, where it easily

hides amongst the leaves. If it is laid flat on the

hand, the rapid wagging movement is strong

enough to raise the body with a spring into the

air, so that it falls over on to the ground. These

snails at first constantly escaped Semper and his

collectors, and often they found themselves with

nothing left but the tails. Now, this hinder part

of the foot is the most conspicuous part of the

snail’s body, and the easiest part for any reptile or

bird to seize on. Yet, startled by the escape of

the body itself, they would probably recognise by

the form of the tail those species which were

capable, by this self-amputation, of depriving them

of all the valuable part of their prey. In this

way the Helicarions can escape the pursuit of their

enemies better than they otherwise could, on

account of their exposed mode of life. But

other land-snails might be effectually protected if

they could mimic this peculiarity of the Helicarion,

and in point of fact there is a snail

—

Xesta—which

does set up such an imitation. It bears an extra-
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ordinary resemblance to Helicarion externally
,

though very far removed from that mollusc in in-

ternal structure. It has the long foot which dis-

tinguishes Helicarion, though its ‘tail’ is quite

firmly fixed on, as Semper found when he mistook

the one snail for the other, and as, from the two

species haunting precisely the same localities, he

often did.

Innumerable curious cases of association, or

symbiosis, occurring between different species of

animals, or between animals and plants, have been
observed by different naturalists. Sometimes there

is mutual advantage
; sometimes the advantage

appears to be all on one side, and sometimes it is

difficult to tell what benefit either partner gains

by the association. The young of a certain

mollusc

—

Rhigochilus— attach themselves to a

coral, and their shells begin to throw out pro-

cesses in every direction, in a manner utterly

unknown in any other form. Finally, the mollusc

anchors itself so firmly to its coral host that it

loses all power of motion. A still stranger case of

adaptation is related by Count Pourtales, who in

a dredging expedition in the West Indies in-

variably found a certain Annelid (worm) associated

with a horny coral. This time it was the coral

which had kindly adapted itself to the worm, and
had made for its guest a tube formed of a network

of fine branches of coral.
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It is well known that lichens are considered by
many eminent botanists to be made up of alga

(type, sea-weed) and fungi intimately growing

together, the simple green cells of the alga being

penetrated in every direction by the mycelium of

the fungus. But Semper found a certain alga

which was intimately mixed up with a sponge, the

soft tissues of the sponge lying as a thin layer on
the filaments of the alga, the margins of the

stomata of the sponge being actually composed of

the filaments of the alga.

The degeneration of parasites forms an interest-

ing study, and one particularly well suited to ‘point

a moral and adorn a tale.’ Animals which, after

swimming freely about, anchor themselves for life,

present a curious study of degeneration
;

but, de-

graded as they are, they remain highly organized

compared to true parasites. This may even be seen

within the limits of one family

—

Eulima. One
species of Eulima lives on the body of Holo-

thurians (sea-slugs)
;

it resembles any other

univalve mollusc, except in having lost its gnawing
and masticating organ. But another species of

Eulima lives in the intestine of Holothurians, and
this creature has become utterly degraded

;
it has

lost its foot and its eyes, and simply sucks the

juices of its host through a long proboscis. Many
crustaceans also become degenerate by parasitism

;

they lose their mouths, limbs, eyes and nerves, and
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become mere sucking-bags. Sacculina
,
for instance,

in its nauplius stage, has a nervous system, com-

plicated limbs, eyes, and a well-developed in-

testinal canal. But after the nauplius of Sacculina

has attached itself to the gills of a fish, or under

the tail of a crab, it becomes transformed into a

shapeless sac, and every trace of its one high

organization is lost.

In plant-life we have the whole race of fungi,

which, instead of getting wholesome nourishment

from the free air of heaven and the bosom of

mother earth, are dependent upon organic material,

animal and vegetable. Some, it is true, are useful,

as the edible mushrooms
;
some are beautifully

coloured, but most fungi have something repulsive

about them, and few approach either in use or

beauty those plants which have taken a different

course.

The influence of surrounding circumstances

(action of the environment) can nowhere be better

studied than in the effects of use and disuse upon

the eyes. This I have dealt with at some length

in the article on ‘ The Evolution of the Eye,’ re-

serving only the vexed question as to the blindness

of the mole for this chapter.

The whole eye in the mole is very small, and

quite invisible externally. It still possesses all

parts necessary for reflecting images, though in an

embryonic condition. But the optic nerve has de-
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generated
\
so that all connection is lost between the

extet nal eye and the brain. At an early stage
before birth, however, both eyes are originally con-
nected with the brain by well-developed optic
nerves, so that the blindness of the mole takes
place in a manner which shows its descent from
ancestors that could see. Occasionally, in a solitary

individual, both optic nerves are not found to have
degeneiated, and one eye is, therefore, still in com-
munication with the brain. If patient experiments
were made with several generations of moles, by
very gradually accustoming the members of each
succeeding generation to seek their food more and
more by daylight, a race of fairly sharp-sighted moles
might be developed. Scientific experiments of

this kind are apt to fail, owing to being made with

solitary animals, instead of being continued, as

with breeders of stock, to successive generations.

Where Nature has taken countless thousands of

generations to carry out a particular work, how can
we expect to undo that work in one?

I he organs of vision degenerate in many different

ways from disuse, as in animals of all kinds living

in dark caves or habitually under ground, and in

deep-sea fish. It was formerly a puzzle to evolu-

tionists that animals with abnormally large eyes

were found in places where little or no light could

penetrate. But this hypertrophy, or unnatural de-

velopment of the external organs of vision, is now
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known to be one of the steps on the road to

degeneration. Sometimes the optic lobes and

optic nerves disappear, whilst the crystalline lens

and part of the retina persist. Sometimes the

optic lobes and nerves persist, and all the external

apparatus for vision disappears
;

finally, sometimes

everything is gone—optic lobes, nerves, rods and

cones, and the retina itself. In some crustaceans

the eyestalks remain whilst the eyes are gone.

I will turn now to some curious results of the

struggle for existence. It is strange to see how in

many instances plants are the victors and animals

the victims. The history of the insect-catching

plants, the sundews and Venus’ fly-trap, is well

known. But the story of Araujici albens
,
a plant

which lays itself out for catching moths, will

probably be new to most of my readers. It is a

native of Buenos Ayres, but owing to the beauty

of its foliage is much used ornamentally in Cali-

fornia. Mr. Stearns, a Californian naturalist,

noticed three or four moths fluttering round the

plant, and on examination found they were fastened

to the flowers. The proboscis was submerged, and

the end of it hidden in the interior of the blossom.

To some blossoms dead moths were attached.

The plant was known as a moth-trap, but it had

always been thought to secrete poison.

On Saturday, November 5, 1881, Mr. Stearns

found nine moths entrapped—the first of the
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season; on Sunday there were eight more; on
Monday five. His curiosity was raised by seeing

the dead moths held fast, instead of dropping to

the ground as they naturally would have done if

they had been poisoned. He carefully pulled the

flowers to pieces and examined them, and dis-

covered an elaborate arrangement for catching the

unfortunate moths. The flower is tubular, and has

a trumpet-shaped opening. Nectar-glands are de-

veloped at the base of the tube. The moth thrusts

down his proboscis in search of nectar, and is then

attracted by the pollen masses attached to the

elaborate gynaecium, and turns up his proboscis in

search of them. The stamens are provided with

winged processes closely applied to the gynaecium
;

the moth is caught in a cruel trap, for he has only

muscles for a direct pull, and to get away he would
have to give his proboscis a twist. So there he
hangs till he starves or dies exhausted with his

struggles
; unless the flower should be on the point

of fading, in which case the stamen wings relax

their grasp, and the prisoner is released. What
advantage the plant derives from this cruel device

it is impossible at present to say.

Those curious contrivances, the bladder-traps

of Utricularia
,
are familiar objects to most natu-

ralists.

The aquatic species of this plant are found
floating in foul and stagnant water. Their much-
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divided filament-like leaves bear small bladders

about one-tenth of an inch across, each of which

has about six or seven long bristles round the

mouth or opening. The minute aperture is closed

by a thin transparent valve, opening inwards, and

covered with peculiar glands. Small crustaceans,

such as Cypris and Daphne, worms, insect larvae,

etc., easily enter by pushing the valve, but once

entrapped, escape is impossible. How the victims

are attracted into these living traps is still a

mystery. Few bladders fail altogether, and some

are quite filled with crustaceans, as many as ten

having been counted by Darwin within a single

bladder. They secrete no equivalent to the gastric

juice of animals, as is the case with many insec-

tivorous plants
; the products of the decomposition

of the dead animals is sucked up by some peculiar

quadrifid hairs, with which the bladders are lined.

Animals of comparatively high organization are thus

sacrificed to the ghoulish appetite of a lowly plant

-—one instance among many of that strange im-

partiality of Nature which beholds unmoved the

daily sacrifice of the highest forms to the lowest.

The survival of ‘rudimentary organs’ forms a

profoundly interesting study, all the more because

it deeply concerns our own organization.

The records of pathology teem with instances of

rudimentary organs which have not only lost their

use, but have become sources of danger and disease.
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I venture to think these facts are too little known
to those (outside of the medical profession) who
aie interested in evolution. It is not necessary to

do more than allude to the ‘ appendix vermiformis,’

since every reader of the ‘Descent of Man’ will

remember it as the typical instance of a mischievous
rudimentary organ, given by organ.

All mammals possess, during their embryonic
life, three sets of kidneys. The first set of tubules,

coriesponding to the permanent renal tubules

(nephridia )
in worms, cease very early in foetal life

to act as kidneys. They take on a new function of

supreme importance, their ducts becoming the

oviducts in most fishes, amphibians, reptiles, and
birds, and constituting the uterus and Fallopian
tubes in mammals. In their earliest stage they
are known as the Pronephros

,
or ‘ head kidney/

answering to the permanent condition of the renal
organs in worms

;
in their second stage they are

known as the ‘ducts of Muller.’

The second set of tubules constitute the
Mesonephros, or Wolffian bodies : they act for a
time as kidneys, and then become the ducts of the
generative organs in the male. In the female they
have no later functions, but their atrophied remains
persist, and give rise to various forms of cystic

disease. The upper division of the Wolffian duct,

with its tubes, can be found lying above the ovaries,

and is known as the Parovarium. It is frequently
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the seat of degenerative disease, not only in human
beings, but in lionesses, tigresses, and cows. The

middle portion often disappears, but in the cow the

whole tube persists, useless always, and mischievous

very frequently. Both sets of tubules, those of the

pronephros and those of the mesonephros, or, in

other words, the ducts of Muller and the Wolffian

ducts, persist throughout life in both males and

females, one set becoming highly developed, and

the other atrophying according to sex. This fact,

of course, points back conclusively to primitive

ancestors of fishes, reptiles, birds, and mammals,

which were hermaphrodite, an ancestral condition

to which reversion is not uncommon, even at the

present day. The argument for design is utterly

put out of court by the awkwardness of the whole

plan, and the disease and suffering caused in

mammalian females by the ovaries having no

original connection with the Fallopian tubes and

uterus, and by the survival of useless and dangerous

rudimentary organs. As a blind effort of Nature in

the process of converting a hermaphrodite worm
into a warm-blooded mammal, the process has its

wonderful and admirable side. The third set of

kidneys are, of course, the permanent ones.

Mr. Bland Sutton, in his late lectures on

‘Evolution in Pathology,’ enumerates no less than

six obsolete canals belonging to the alimentary
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canal alone, all of which are apt to give rise to
congenital tumours, frequently fatal to life.

An interesting, and fortunately harmless, survival
exists in the ‘pisiform bone’ of the wrist, which
careful researches show to be the carpal or wrist-

bone of a long-vanished sixth finger. The oldest
mammals discovered have never more than five

fingers. It is necessary to go back to amphibian
forms to find a sixth finger—yet all mammals
possess the wrist-bone formerly belonging to it.
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THE field covered by this most interesting

subject is so vast, fresh discoveries are

made so rapidly, and the army of writers

in this branch of biology is so great, that a very

small portion only can be dealt with in this

article. All who have followed, however im-

perfectly, the patient and laborious researches

of the great scientists, who have given up
their lives to the study of micro-organisms in

disease all such students know how fascinating it

has been to watch the flood of light which has been
poured over some of the darkest secrets of medi-
cine. It is, perhaps, not too much to say that

these researches into the part played by micro-
organisms in disease have laid the very founda-
tions for a science as distinguished from the art of
medicine. Formerly, when men spoke of infection,
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they spoke of they knew not what
;
they combated

they knew not what
;

and often, as in the ex-

haustive bleedings practised in fevers, they actively

aided the enemy they sought to destroy. Now
the microscopically minute foe is being hunted out,

his whole life-history in many cases made known,
and the most efficient means devised for expelling

and exterminating him. Medicine has no longer

to grapple with an unknown and invisible foe.

I will now attempt to give a brief history of a

few pathogenic micro-organisms, and of the diseases

to which they give rise. I propose to divide these

micro-organisms into two classes : first, those which

having entered the human body are ineradicable,

and the only end to whose ravages is death

;

secondly, those which keep up a warfare in our

systems, and either destroy or are destroyed. Fore-

most in the first class, both with regard to its

historical importance and the extent of its ravages,

stands Bacillus Leprce.

Of all the terrible diseases which have afflicted

mankind, no one has been so universally dreaded

as leprosy. Its horrible and incurable character

made the possibility of contagion a subject of un-

utterable dread in earlier ages. The Mosaic law

abounds with the severest enactments for the

banishment of the leper from the society of his

fellow-men, and for the destruction of all his goods.

He was to rend his clothes and to bare his head
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as he cried, ‘ Unclean, unclean !’ and he was to
‘ dwell alone, without the camp.’

The original habitat of leprosy seems to have
been Egypt, and it was brought thence into Europe
by the victorious Romans. By the first century
after Christ it was established in Italy, and from
there spread to all the Western countries under
Roman rule—Spain, Gaul, and Britain. By the
seventh century it was established in Germany and
Switzerland. Leper-houses existed at Verdun,
Metz, and Maestricht in the seventh century, and
at St. Gall in the eighth, and Pepin and his great
son, Charlemagne, made laws regulating the mode
of life of lepers. But it was amidst the stir and
movement of the Crusades that the ravages of
leprosy became frightful and almost incredible. In
Western Europe alone it was estimated that 19,000
leper-houses existed, most of them being religious
and dedicated to St. Lazarus

;
in France there were

at least 2,000 ; and in England, with its scanty
population, there were ‘95 houses of the first

class.’

The isolation of lepers was most strictly en-
forced both by law and by popular sentiment. The
greatest or the meanest of mankind smitten by
leprosy was driven from the society of his fellow-
creatuies for ever. Alms and food were left where
he could fetch them

; but his presence, being felt

as a deadly danger, he was provided with a large

8
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wooden clapper, by which he was bound to give

warning of his approach, that all might flee from
him. A poet monk of the Middle Ages, whose
songs all Germany was singing, was nevertheless

one of these pitiable outcasts. He is described as
‘ Aussatzt ’— thrust out from amongst the people
(der ward von den Leuten aussatzig). Cruel as

this life-long banishment was for the victims of

leprosy, the stern policy adopted seems to have
been successful in its aim, for in the fifteenth

century the disease had already declined, and in

the seventeenth had mostly disappeared. It sur-

vived in a sporadic form in a few isolated places,

and it is not yet extinct at Bergen in Norway,
where all its characteristics may be studied, un-

changed by the lapse of thousands of years. This
terrible disease, whose history I have imperfectly

described, is now known to be caused by a bacillus

which takes up its abode chiefly in the lymphatic

vessels and the deep tissues of the dermis. Not
only is it never found in the epidermis, but, as

MM. Cornil et Suchard says, ‘ the epidermal cover-

ing forms a varnish impenetrable to the special

parasite of leprosy.’ Fortunately for us, the same
may be said of the epidermis, when uninjured

. ,
with

regard to many other diseases.

The anaesthesia characteristic of leprosy is found

to arise from enormous groups of cells, containing

bacilli, which lie amongst the peripheral nerve-
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endings. The bacilli also invade the epiglottis

and the thyroid cartilage, thus accounting for the

peculiar hoarseness of the voice in leprosy. The
bacillus lepra

,,
one of the oldest and most fatal

enemies of the human race, is an extremely faint,

slender rod about half the length of a human blood-

corpuscle. It closely resembles bacillus tuberculosis
,

except in being slightly wider in comparison to its

length. Without staining, the bacilli are so small

and faint as to be unrecognisable. What incalcu-

lable pains have been taken in discovering the pro-

perties of aniline and other dyes in staining (and
thereby revealing the existence of) micro-organisms,
can best be realized by those who have read Koch’s
description of his discovery of the bacillus of
Sepliccemia in the mouse, an organism so small that

it can swarm inside the red blood-corpuscles of

mice. By numberless patient and most delicate

experiments it was found out that organisms other-

wise too small, colourless and delicate to be visible

by the strongest powers of the microscope became
easily recognisable when suitably stained, each
micro-organism having an affinity for some par-
ticular dye. Moreover, the protoplasm of cells

takes one colour, the nucleus another, the cell-

wall (in vegetable cells) a third, and the bacilli,

when present in the cells, a fourth. In Neisser’s

experiments on the lepra bacillus the ordinary cell

protoplasm was stained rose-eosin
; the nuclei were

8—2
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found to be blue, whilst the protoplasm of cells

which contained bacilli was coloured a bright

orange
;
the bacilli, being less deeply stained, were

visible with a comparatively low magnifying power.

With regard to the question of the contagious-

ness of leprosy, I will quote the concluding words
of MM. Cornil et Suchard, who have made the

subject their special study :
‘ The tubercles of

leprosy, formed by a solid, dense, dermic tissue, are

made of large cells filled with bacteria. The layers

of the epidermis are free from parasites
,
but are

(from pressure) becoming constantly thinned. So
long as it is preserved,

,
the layer of epidermis

opposes the diffusion of the parasite outwards, and
constitutes a barrier to its progress It renders

contagion very difficult.
5 When, however, the

thinned epidermis gives way, and an open ulcer is

formed, it is easy to see how readily fatal contagion

might arise if there were the slightest cut or other

injury to the epidermis of a person coming in

contact with a leper.

The bacillus of leprosy has not yet been culti-

vated outside the human body, nor is it com-
municable to the lower animals. It has taken

possession of its human host so long that it is

apparently not to be found in a wild state (if I

may be allowed the expression). Many of the

larger parasites of man and the lower animals pass
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their whole cycle of existence in or on their host,

so the lepra bacillus forms no exception in nature.*

In spite of all evidence existing to the contrary,

many persons will doubtless continue to refer

leprosy to some unknown cause, rather than believe

it owes its origin to a bacillus universally found in

this disease and in no other, from Norway to China,

and from Honolulu to San Francisco, in cold

climates and in hot, in wet soils and in dry. I am
tempted to say with Dante, ‘ Non ragionam di lor,

ma guarda e passa .

7

I am not aware that any
other strictly human parasite is invariably fatal to

life
;
glanders is always, and anthrax usually, fatal

to life, but the micro-organisms of these diseases

reside normally in animal hosts, and only by acci-

dental contagion prove fatal to man.

I come now to a disease which, terrible as have
been its ravages, experience proves can be guarded
against with extraordinary success. I speak of

Asiatic cholera. When it first came with giant

Dr. Beaven Rake, in his official report on the Trinidad
Leper Asylum for the year 1888, says he thus summarizes the
results of four years’ work : 1. At a tropical temperature and
on the ordinary Nutrient Media I have failed to grow the
bacillus leprcz. 2. In all animals examined I have failed to
find any local growth or general dissemination of the bacillus
after inoculation. Feeding with leprous tissues has also
given negative results. 3. I have found no growth of the
bacillus leprae when placed in putrid fluids or buried in the
earth (with portions of the bodies of leprous subjects). The
experiments of putrescent substances showed that the bacilli
of leprosy succumb to the bacilli developed during putre-
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strides from the East, thousands upon thousands of
human beings were its helpless victims. The re-

sources of medical skill seemed exhausted
; the

most apposite remedies were tried, and all failed
alike. Men knew not how to grapple with the
terrible new foe. Amongst the simple and super-
stitious peasants of Brittany, the cholera was thought
to be brought by demons, which the terrified people
actually believed they saw. M. Emile Souvestre
asked the cure of a country village, in the Lyonnais
(Brittany), what precautions his flock had taken
against cholera. Slowly and silently the poor
priest led his friend into the churchyard, and there
showed him twelve open graves. That was the
only preparation of which these poor creatures
could think, and so terrible was the pestilence
when it came, that carts and horses failed to convey
the number of victims, and wives and mothers
were to be seen bearing their beloved dead to their
last resting-place. Gradually it came to be re-

cognised amongst the educated classes that cleanli-

ness was a deadly foe to cholera
\ that where the

drainage of a place was good, and above all where
the water-supply was pure, safety might reasonably
be expected. We can hardly assert that it has
been the superior piety and virtue of the English
which kept our country free from cholera during
the late fierce outbreak (1886) in France, Italy and
Spain. Our drainage and our water-supply leave
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much to be desired, but they are incomparably

better than the drainage and water-supply of most

Continental towns and villages, more especially

those of Southern Europe.

The patient and prolonged investigations of

Koch have satisfied many minds as to the fact that

cholera is caused by the presence of a specific

micro-organism in the intestines, the Spirillum

Cholera Asiatica, popularly known as the Comma
Bacillus. In the very latest scientific journals

(August, 1887), and those of the highest character,

the fact is assumed as proved. New particulars

are given as to the life-history and peculiarities of

S. Cholera Asiatica
,
but no one thinks of disputing

the right of this spirillum to its distinguishing

name. Of the difficulty of the task undertaken by

Koch he speaks thus :
‘ When I undertook this

commission (from the German Government) I was

well aware of the difficulty of the task before me.

Absolutely nothing was known with regard to the

virus of cholera, and I was at a loss where to seek

for it, whether in the intestinal canal, or in the

blood, or in some other place. Further, one did

not know whether bacteria would have to be dealt

with, or some kind of fungus, or an animal parasite,

such as an amoeba. Even the descriptions of post-

mortem appearances given in the text-books proved

utterly erroneous and misleading.’ Suffice it to say

that Koch went out to Egypt and to India, that he
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examined nearly a hundred specimens of choleraic
infection, and likewise examined, with the minutest
care,, cases of typhoid and typhus fever, dysentery,
and intestinal catarrh. In all the former cases the
comma bacilli were present

; in all the latter they
were absent, although the post-mortem appearances
in typhus resembled those of cholera in a marked
degree. Koch, therefore, came to the conclusion
that the bacillus found in cases of cholera, and of
cholera alone, were the exciting cause of that
disease, hitherto supposed to be due to an ‘organic
poison, 5

which had a preference for living in the
earth. (See Quain, ‘ Dictionary of Medicine. 5

)
Nothing could be more strange than the way in

which the merest novices in microscopical work
rushed into print to say that Koch was mistaken.
An experienced biologist would weigh his evidence
anxiously before venturing to break a lance with
one of the greatest scientists on his own ground,
but as the homely proverb says, ‘Fools rush in
where angels fear to tread.’ Dabblers with the
microscope found a comma-shaped bacillus in the
mouths of healthy persons, and rushed to the
medical journals to announce the discovery, and
to say that Koch’s comma bacillus could be found
everywhere and every day. Had they merely read
his paper once, and remembered what they had
read, they would have known that one bacillus
being often much like another, its life-history must
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be patiently studied before its identity can be

proved. The comma bacillus of cholera, sown in

a flask of gelatine, behaves in a manner peculiar to

itself. As the colony of bacilli grow, they liquefy

the gelatine on which they rest, and sink further

down into it, causing a funnel-shaped depression.

Nothing can be stranger than to read the pecu-

liarities of constitution of each kind of micro-

organism, when its life-history is studied. The
comma bacilli prefer a temperature of from 30° to

40° C., but they are not extremely particular in

this respect. They ‘ do quite well/ as Koch says,

at a temperature of 17
0

C., though under 16
0

C.

their growth stops altogether. They bear freezing

perfectly well. As food they enjoy strong soups,

nourishing jellies, and milk
;

in weak broth they

do not thrive at all. Though they easily accom-

modate themselves to extremes of temperature,

and are with difficulty killed by either heat or cold,

they are peculiarly sensitive to other influences.

They will not grow without air or in an atmosphere

of carbonic acid, but they are not destroyed. But

one thing is fatal to comma bacilli, and that is to

be dried. This peculiarity was found out acciden-

tally. Droplets of meat-infusion containing comma
bacilli had been placed on cover-glasses, and
allowed to dry. On being examined, no growth

was found upon any cover-glass
;

all the germs
were dead. This was the more surprising to Koch,
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because the bacillus of anthrax, which in many
respects resembles that of cholera, can be dried
with impunity. To be dried for two hours is fatal

to most, and for three hours is fatal to all cholera
bacilli.

These constitutional peculiarities also give a clue
to the reason of the recovery of cholera patients,

even from the stage of collapse. The bacilli grow
with extraordinary rapidity

; cultivated with other
bacteria they quickly outgrow them, and this rapid
growth lasts for about twenty-four hours. But in

two or at the most three days, the comma bacilli

die, and the other bacteria which may be present
survive them. If the patient, therefore, can survive
his internal enemies, he has a chance of recovery.
This life-history forms a strong contrast to that of
the bacillus of leprosy, which can live and cease-
lessly multiply for eight or ten years, and dies—if

even then it dies, only with its human victim.* The
use of disinfectants has also been placed on a

scientific basis by the study of the individual con-
stitutions of micro-organisms. The cholera bacillus,

for instance, will not develop in infusions contain-
ing alcohol, i part in io

; camphor, i part in 300 ;

carbolic acid, 1 part in 400
;
quinine, 1 part in

5,000 ;
and corrosive sublimate, 1 part in 100,000.

The inhibitory action of quinine upon the growth
of micro-organisms gives us a clue to the reaso?i of

* See note, p. 117.
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its action as a specific in fevers. Before leaving this

subject I should like to refer my readers to a pro-

foundly interesting paper on the action of quinine
on the hematozoa of malarial fever, by Dr. Osier,

of the University of Pennsylvania, which appeared
in the British MedicalJournal for March, 1887.

I will now return to the comma bacillus, and the

question of its native home. Notwithstanding the

most patient researches, Koch could not find the

cholera bacillus in tanks which had been polluted
through the horrible disregard of all sanitary rules,

shown by the native Hindoos. On the bank of
one such tank during an outbreak of cholera, Koch
found from thirty to forty huts, containing between
200 and 300 persons. The natives bathed daily

in the tank, drank of the water, and washed their

clothes in it, and it was the only receptacle for all

drainage. 1 he epidemic had already reached its

height when comma bacilli were found in the tank,

and their appearance in this case followed the
epidemic. Where, then, are we to look for the
original source of these outbreaks of disease ?

Koch says : ‘All authors are agreed that the Delta
of the Ganges is the true home of cholera, and I

have come to the conclusion that this is the case
;

for the only district of India where cholera prevails'

year after year is the Delta of the Ganges. In all

other parts of India it shows marked variations,
and may even disappear altogether for a longer or
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shorter time.’ On the map of the province of
Lengal you can see this Delta of the Ganges,
bordered on the west by the Hooghli River and on
the east by the Brahmaputra. Over the whole of
this district cholera continually prevails. On closer
examination of the map it must strike one that the
upper part of the delta is thickly covered with
towns, while the base of the triangle remains un-
inhabited. This uninhabited stretch of land, called
the Sunderbuns, embraces an area of 7,500 square
miles. Here the great rivers Ganges and Brahma-
putra break up into a network of watercourses, in
which the sea-water, mingled with river-water, flows
hither and thither with the tide, and at flood-time
places large tracts of the Sunderbuns under water.
A luxurious vegetation and an abundant animal
life have developed in this uninhabited region,
which is inaccessible to man, not only on account
of the floods and the numerous tigers, but on ac-
count of the pernicious fever, which attacks those
who venture into this region even for a short time.
Here the cholera bacillus would find the most
favourable conditions possible for implanting itself,

where all the drainage from a thickly-populated
country is washed down by the current and mingles
with the brackish water of the Sunderbuns, already
teeming with decaying matter. Jessore, from which
the epidemic of 1817 originated, lies on the borders
of this vast, infectious marsh, and Calcutta, which
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is now the fixed home of cholera, is connected
with the neighbouring Sunderbuns by a marshy
tract of land.

From its original home the cholera is carried by
the enormous bands of pilgrims, who travel yearly

to the sacred cities of India, and by the Maho-
metan pilgrims it is carried to the sacred cities of

Arabia. Here the tide of pilgrims from India

meets the tide of yearly pilgrims from Egypt and
other Mahometan countries, and thus the infection

reaches the Levant, and thence spreads to every

European seaport where it can find a congenial

resting-place. I was once in the midst of a severe

epidemic of cholera at Gibraltar in 1865. We
watched the advance of the disease. First it was
heard of at Cairo, then at Alexandria, next it ap-

peared at Malta, and we felt the turn of Gibraltar

would come next. A regiment, apparently unin-

fected, came from Malta; it camped on the neutral

ground, a narrow neck of land connecting the rock
with the Spanish mainland. In a fortnight the

regiment embarked for the Cape, and in ten days’

time cholera broke out violently in Gibraltar, and
(as we afterwards heard) broke out on board ship

in the regiment which was on its way to the Cape.
I was much struck at the time with the fact that

no officers, or their wives, or their children were
attacked, though the poor soldiers died like flies.

The food of all inhabitants of the rock came from
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the same market; whence, then, came the im-
munity of the officers and their families ? Our
water-supply was perfectly distinct; we drank rain-
water collected in tanks, removed from all possible
contagion by drainage. It was impossible, even
then, not to arrive at the conclusion that an un-
contaminated water-supply was the secret of our
escape, though our knowledge at that date could
only be empirical.

_
To return for a moment to the Hindu pilgrims.

They are crowded for weeks together by thousands
m the narrowest space; the same tanks serve for
drinking, bathing, and washing clothes

; and under
these circumstances who can wonder that cholera,
when once developed amongst the pilgrims, travels
quickly over the whole of India ? This source of
evil has of late years been much diminished by
the stringent sanitary regulations of the Indian
Government.

It is hardly necessary to say that cholera is one
of those diseases where the conflict of the bacillus
with the organism it has invaded is swift and sharp,
a pitched battle ending soon in victory or death
for one side or the other. The same may be
said of typhoid, scarlet and yellow fever, measles,
diphtheria, small-pox and pneumonia. Not only
is the bacterium exterminated in the system in
cases of recovery in the latter diseases (with the
exception of pneumonia), but the field in which it
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grew seems exhausted of the necessary nourish-

ment required by the parasite, and it is uncommon
to see a person attacked a second time by measles,

scarlet fever, whooping-cough, and other zymotic

diseases. Of the manner in which the living tissues

proceed to attack the dangerous invaders of the

body, Mr. Bland Sutton gives a most interesting

account, founded (as we may expect to find in

such researches) upon the most minute and patient

investigations on his own part, and on that of the

foreign pathologists, on whose authority Mr. Sutton

says :

‘ The leucocytes (familiarly known as white

blood-corpuscles) may be likened to a defending

army
;
the blood-vessels are their roads and lines

of communication. Every composite organism
maintains a certain proportion of leucocytes, as

representing its standing army. When the body is

invaded by bacilli, bacteria, micrococci, chemical,

or other irritants, information of the aggression is

conveyed by the vaso-motor nerves, and leucocytes

rush to the attack; reinforcements and recruits are

quickly formed to increase the standing army,
sometimes twenty, thirty, or forty more than the
normal standard. In the conflict cells die, and are

often eaten by their companions
; frequently the

slaughter is so great that the tissues become
hardened by the dead cells, in the form of pus

;

the recent activity of the cells being testified by
the fact that their protoplasm often co?itains bacilli

,
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etc., in various stages of destruction. These dead
cells, like the corpses of soldiers who have fallen

in battle, later become hurtful to the organism
which in their lifetime they strenuously endea-

voured to protect from harm. They are fertile

sources of septicaemia and pyaemia, the pestilence

and scourge so much dreaded by operative sur-

geons.’ The analogy may seem at first a little

romantic, but its correctness will be shown by the

facts which will be placed before the reader.

The line of inquiry which has led up to the dis-

covery of the function of leucocytes as destroyers

and devourers of foreign particles, injurious or

unnecessary to the body, was begun by Haeckel,
who watched the corpuscles of a naked sea-snail

eating up particles of indigo, in amoeba fashion.

He subsequently watched the same process in the

colourless blood of other invertebrates. Many
other observers continued this line of investigation,

the most eminent and successful being the Russian
scientist, Metschnikoff. Hefound that the whitecells

of numerous invertebrate animals devoured finely

divided particles of carmine, also disintegrated

bodies of entomostraca, human blood-corpuscles,

milk globules, starch granules, etc. But more extra-

ordinary and important discoveries were to come.

I will give in detail his experiments on Daphnia
(the water flea). He kept many of these little

creatures in a tank, and after a time he found them
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infected with fungus spores, which germinated and

were dispersed by the blood-current over the body.

They were deposited in those parts where the

blood-current is slowest, and in these places (the

cephalic and hinder portions of the mantle cavity)

heaps of conidia collected. In the meantime the

leucocytes did not remain idle during the invasion
;

they attacked and devoured the conidia, took them
into their interior, and digested them. If a coni-

dium were too much for one cell, others joined it,

and fused to form a giant cell or plasmodium, the

better to exterminate the invader. Notice this

especially, for further experiments have shown that

he same rule holds good for every organism,

whether animal or vegetable. ‘ If the leucocytes

finally overpower the spores, the Daphnia lives
;

if not, the spores overrun the crustacean, and
death is the result/

In the British Medical Journal, a house-surgeon

described his experience with one of the fresh-water

Algae, Chara
,
which with other pond weeds he

kept in a glass jar placed in a hospital ward. Soon
he saw the Chara begin to drop, and the other

water-plants died outright. After two or three

days the Chara began to revive, and resumed its

bright-green colour. The surgeon then examined
the water of the jar, and the tissues of Chara. He
found, as usual in water kept in a hospital ward,

that it was full of septic organisms. The dead

9
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plants swarmed with living bacteria, but the cells

of Chara were full of dead and dying bacteria ; the

plant had had a hard fight, but was victorious. To
return to MetschnikofPs experiments, this time

with a vertebrate animal. The leucocytes in the

lymphatics of a frog not only devoured anthrax

bacilli, but called in other leucocytes to their aid.

Illustrations of the whole process, which occupied

forty minutes, will be found in Mr. Bland Sutton’s
‘ Lectures on Pathology.’ In Botryllis Metschnikoff

found a spirochceta closely resembling that of re-

lapsing fever, and a small bacillus resembling the

lepra bacillus. Both these organisms were pursued
by leucocytes, ingested and absorbed by them.

Some leucocytes perished in the attempt. In the

same way Koch found bacillus anthracis
,
and the

bacillus of septicceniia in the mouse, enclosed by
white blood-cells. Throughout the whole animal

kingdom these cells use their ingestive powers for

destroying bacteria and similar organisms.

Recent experiments show that in that condition

between sleep and death known as hibernation,

which many animals pass through in the winter,

the leucocytes perform the function of nourishing

the hibernating animal, by carrying away particles

of the muscles of the body.

The inhibitory action of quinine upon micro-

organisms gives us a clue to the reason of its action

as a specific in malarial fevers. In fevers of this
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class, observers working at points so widely sepa-

rated as Italy and Algiers, and Philadelphia and

Baltimore in the United States, have found an

organism higher in the scale than any hitherto

known in human blood
;
a flagellate monad,* pass-

ing in its life-history through four distinct stages.

Laveran, working in Algiers, was the first to

describe these organisms, in a communication to

the Academy of Medicine of Paris in 1881-82.

He found as characteristic elements in the blood

of persons attacked by malaria, (1) crescent-shaped

bodies containing pigment granules
; (2) amoeba-

like organisms in the interior of the red blood-

corpuscles
; (3) a free flagellate form showing ex-

tremely active movements. The fourth, or repro-

ductive form, has since been discovered
;

it arises

from the amoeba-like organisms, which increase

till they fill the blood-corpuscles
; their pigment

granules accumulate in rosette form in the centre,

segmentation proceeds, and finally the rosette

breaks up into small free bodies. These parasites,

in their amoeboid stage, nourish themselves upon
the most precious constituent of the blood, the

haemoglobin, and so produce that anaemic condi-

tion characteristic of malarial fevers. In pernicious

comatose anaemia, where the patient passes from

Flagellate monad : a one-celled organism, progressing
by means of whiplashes of protoplasm.

9—2
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insensibility into death, the pigmented bodies are

found in the capillaries of the brain.

From the original paper courteously sent to me
by Dr. Osier, of the University of Philadelphia, I

have taken the following figures illustrating the

life-history of Hsematomonas Malarise; the high

degree of polymorphism is common in the develop-

ment of the Flagellate Protozoa. The remarkable

segmentation of the rosette form (No. 2) was in

each case met with during the paroxysms of

Sketch of a capillary vessel of gray matter of brain. Case
of pernicious comatose malaria—Dr. Councilman. The red
corpuscles are seen in outline, and in six there are pigmented
bodies.

malarial fever. In the intervals of the attacks the

pigmented bodies increase in size until they fill the

affected red corpuscles, and finally the pigment

collects in the centre (No. 2 a). The process of

fission coincides with the onset and course of the

paroxysm, and by the time of its conclusion the

rosette forms disappear. The crescents (No. 3),

which exhibit no movements, are the resting forms
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of the organism, and are found in chronic cases, or

in those which have been treated with quinine.

No. 1.—Pigmented body in red blood-corpuscle
;
outlined

with camera (1-12 Zeiss, C eye-piece), by Dr. J. P. C.
Griffith

;
illustrating some of the changes during an hour and

a half’s observation, a, at 11 '45, slow alterations in outline,
and the pigment-granules are in active dancing motion.
aI

>
I2 I 5 • an

> 12-25, b°dy has rotated as well as altered its

shape, ain, 12*30. aiv, 12-40. rzv, 1 o’clock, avi, 1 ’02.

No. 2.—Segmentation of a rosette form
;
a at 6 p.m.

;
£at

6-io, segmentation proceeding; c 6-30, segmentation com-
plete

;
d

, 7-40, small free bodies.
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Quinine i?ivariably caused the pigmented bodies to

disappear. In acute cases, this observation was
repeatedly confirmed. In a few days the red

blood-corpuscles were entirely free from the para-

sites
;
the crescent forms, however, often appeared

No. 3.—Crescents a
,

b, c, show the slow alterations in the
form of the pigment, as sketched at 9'20, I0’40, and 10 55
a.m. e shows the narrow membrane sometimes present in
the concave side.

No. 4.—Flagellate forms.
<

before the blood became completely healthy.

This agrees with the well-known resistance of rest-

ing forms to influences fatal during the active

stages of many organisms. In a chronic case,

says Dr. Osier, the crescents persisted for over five

weeks, although the patient had improved in

general health and vigour, and was no longer
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anaemic. The leucocytes, usually so active in

attacking internal foes, appear unwilling to en-

counter this special enemy, and in only two

instances were they observed to have devoured the

pigmented bodies. But the cells of the spleen and

bone-marrow pick out the pigment granules re-

sulting from the destruction of the monads
;
these

cells, doubtless in disease as well as in health,

having the function of removing the effete red cells

of the blood with their contents. Hence the char-

acteristic blackness of the spleen, liver, and bone-

marrow cells in malarial fever. Though but one

flagellate monad is known in the blood of man,

numerous species of the order are found in many

of the lower animals : in the blood of frogs, of

carp and mudfish, in both Indian and European

rats, and finally in a very fatal disease known as

surra
,

a true relapsing fever, prevalent among

horses, camels, and mules in India and British

Burmah. In man the perfect flagellate form is more

rarely found than in the animals above mentioned.

Professor Parker says of Proptopterus annertans,

one of the Dipnoi :
‘ The corpuscles of the blood

are large, and the white are very abundant. The

red corpuscles are oval, and measure from *040 to

•046 mm. in length, and from *025 to ’027 mm. in

breadth. Of the white corpuscles two kinds may

be distinguished: (1) large leucocytes of the

ordinary form, and (2) leucocytes of various sizes,
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which, besides the ordinary pseudopodia, form stiff

filamentous processes. Experiments render it pro-
bable that the muscles of the body serve as a food-
supply during the period of hibernation, their sub-
stance being carried away by the leucocytes, and
conveyed to the alimentary canal, and from thence
into the blood, where they disintegrate.’*

Amoeboid cells exhibit a very curious power of
throwing out pseudopodia, which unite with similar
protrusions from neighbouring amoeboid cells,

until a considerable mass of protoplasm is formed
by their influence. Such a mass of fused cells
is known as a plasmodium. Metschnikoff has
watched their formation in a transparent mollusc,
Phyllirhoe

, around masses of carmine granules.
He writes . The cells came one by one to each
lump, and flattened themselves upon it, fusing
with neighbouring cells as these arrived. In this
way arose plasmodia of different sizes, some even
visible to the naked eye, which might be cotnpared
to the giant-cells of vertebrates

l

He adds :
‘ In all

cases in which I have found giant-cells in inverte-
brates, they have arisen round foreign bodies, and
always by fusion of separate cells.’ Mr. Bland
Sutton remarks :

‘ In such diseases as tubercle,
leprosy, and tuberculosis of the fowl and ox, there
is a peculiar cell to be detected, the giant-cell

; and
in cases where bacilli have been discovered in the

* Nature
, xxxix., pp. 19-21.
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tissues, these micro-organisms have been found to

occupy the interior of the giant-cells, sometimes in

enormous numbers.’

This view is remarkably confirmed by Koch,

who says, in his paper on the ‘ Etiology of Tubercu-

losis ’
:

‘ Direct observation seems to show that, on

their first entry into the system, the tubercle bacilli

are seized upon and carried away by wandering

cells. If an animal be killed soon after infection,

the blood is already found to contain numbers of

white blood-corpuscles, enclosing one or more of the

tubercle bacilli. A wandering cell which has taken

up a tubercle bacillus has no such harmless burden

as if it had devoured a particle of vermilion cr

carbon. With the latter load it might travel a long

distance, but under the poisonous influence of the

bacillus, changes take place in the white corpuscle

which soon bring it to a standstill. It increases

more and more in size by continuous multiplica-

tion of its nuclei, and at length attains the form

and size of the well-known giant-cell. Specimens

properly prepared show all the intervening stages

between simple epithelioid cells, containing only

one bacillus, and fully formed multi-nucleated cells

containing many bacilli.’

The further fate of the giant-cell varies. When
the course of the disease is slow the number of

bacilli enclosed in the cell remains small; in the

most favourable cases the giant-cell remains, and
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the bacilli die out. But when the course of the
disease is rapid the bacilli multiply rapidly, push
through the wall of nuclei, and the giant-cell
succumbs. The behaviour of the bacilli in the
giant-cells is also most curious. The ‘idea in-

voluntarily arises in the mind/ says Koch, ‘ that
there is a kind of antagonism between the giant-
cell and the parasites it contains. Where one
bacillus only is present we often find the nuclei of
a giant-cell collected together at one end, and the
bacillus generally in the part of the cell free from
nuclei, at the furthest point of the unoccupied pole.
But when the number of bacilli is increased their
behaviour towards the nuclei becomes more
actively hostile. They crowd more and more
towards the periphery of the cell, push between
the nuclei, and finally break through the wall
iormed by them. A considerable increase like
this in the number of bacilli seems always followed
by the degeneration of the giant-cells and their

disappearance, leaving only groups of radiating
bacilli to show where they once existed.’ These
facts seem to show that the modern treatment of
consumption (though begun, perhaps, empirically)

rests on a true scientific basis. In the pure, cold
air of mountain regions, or in the equally pure air

of the open ocean, the consumptive patient has to

grapple only with the bacilli contained in his own
system; there are no fresh spores in the atmosphere
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ready to seize upon diseased lungs. The system

is braced up with as much nourishing food as the

patient can digest, and the giant-cells are strength-

ened as much as possible for their battle with the

enemy. Under the old system the poor victim of

phthisis breathed constantly a warm, close, spore-

laden air, whilst lowering medicines were employed

to help the progress of the disease as much as

possible. Yet, it is seriously asked whether medi-

cine has made any progress during the present

century !

Not only do leucocytes attack and devour bac-

teria, but they perform important duties in remov-

ing useless embryonic tissues. In the process of ab-

sorption of the gills and tails of larval Batrachians

(frogs, newts, etc.), a large number of these cells

are present, the protoplasm of which is crowded

with fibres and fragments of muscle. The frag-

ments of muscle retain their structure for some

time after ingestion, but gradually break up into

rounded, strongly refracting globules. These ex-

periments, originally made by Metschnikoff, are

confirmed by Mr. Bland Sutton in every particular.

We have ample proof, in even the present state of

our knowledge, that the air, the water, and the

earth, and also our own bodies, teem with micro-

organisms. Of these, however, comparatively few

are pathogenic, and an immense number are not

only useful, but necessary. Bacteria are very
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quickly destroyed in the blood of warm-blooded
animals (if not pathogenic to the particular animal).
Herr Wysskowitch has found that in from three
to four and a half hours no traces were found of
various bacilli, and spores of fungi which had been
ingested into the blood

; these included the bacillus
of typhus, the cholera bacillus, and other patho-
genic organisms. Herr Wysskowitch says :

‘ Be-
tween the endothelial cells and the bacteria there
is a constant warfare. Either the cells conquer
and the bacteria perish, or the cells are destroyed
b) the bacteria, which are of course in this case
pathogenic to the animal. Similar testimony is

given by Herr Ribhaet, in the Journal of the Royal
Microscopical Society for August.

As I remarked at the beginning of this essay,
we need no longer feel that we combat an un-
known foe, and we consequently run less risk of
aiding the enemy we seek to destroy, as was the
case when repeated bleeding and starvation were
relied upon as remedies for fever, and calomel,
with close confinement to hot, close rooms, was
thought the best treatment for consumption. By
bleeding, the dauntless, active little soldiers, which
sought to save the organism of which they formed
a part, were ruthlessly drained away, and the
weakened patient only escaped death by a species
of miracle ! In most of the intensely infectious

zymotic diseases the contest is of the nature of a
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pitched battle, and, in the white races, with a fair

chance of victory on the part of the patient.

Where, however, the micro-organism finds itself in

virgin soil, as amongst the natives of the South

Seas and the Red Indians of North America, its

ravages resemble those of the mediaeval plagues of

Europe in deadliness. The terrible ravages caused

by the introduction of measles into the Fiji Islands

a few years ago will probably be fresh in the recol-

lection of most of us.

My aim and ambition in writing this paper has

been to send any readers who have been interested

straight to the original authorities I have consulted,

with the hope that they may therein find the in-

formation and the keen interest I have found. In

venturing to write upon a subject of which I have

no experimental knowledge, I will endeavour to

take shelter behind two great names. It is often

assumed that no one has a right to criticise or to

write about, or even give an opinion upon, scientific

subjects without being a professed zoologist or

biologist, as the case may be. But Professor

Francis Darwin says in his annotations to his

father’s letters :
‘ The criticism which my father,

as I believe, felt to be the most valuable ever

made on his views ’ came ‘ not from a professed

naturalist, but from a professor of engineering.’

And Darwin himself says :
‘ I think it of impor-

tance that my notions should be read by i?itelligent
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men accustomed to scientific argument
,
though not

naturalists And again he writes :
‘ I sometimes

think that general and popular treatises are almost
as important for the progress of science as original
work. And Professor Huxley, on quitting the
chair of the Royal Society, uttered these words :

The man who works away at one corner of nature,
shutting his eyes to all the rest, diminishes his
chance of seeing what is to be seen in that corner.
That which the investigator perceives depends much
more on what lies behind his sense-organs

,
than on

the object in front of them: Here comes in the
function of the person who assiduously collects
and arranges the facts discovered by others. The
writer of the ‘History of Astronomy in the Nine-
teenth Century ?

has probably made no astrono-
mical discoveries herself. But what services she
has rendered in her clear account of the enormous
progress of astronomical science ! Again, the
world made little progress—indeed, had a way of
constantly going back—whilst the wise men kept
theii wisdom to themselves, despising the vulgar
herd of mortals. Knowledge, if it is to be of real
service in eradicating ignorance and superstition,
must be made clear and plain to the many. Dar-
win had the extraordinary genius and patience not
only to make more original observations than per-
haps any other man has done, but also to make the
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result of his investigations clear and plain to any

person of ordinary intelligence.

But many original observers are unable to do
this. Each works at his speciality as Oliver Wen-
dell Holmes’ immortal ‘ Scarabee ’ worked at the
‘ larva of Meloce/ and they are hardly aware of the

magnitude of the coral reef they have been build-

ing. Hundreds and thousands of original workers

are carrying on their investigations, yet one may
search the leading periodicals in vain for any ac-

count of the results they have accomplished, pro-

bably because some stigma is supposed to attach

to the fact of writing upon science without original

investigation. Yet we do not say that only generals

who have won battles, and politicians who have

led senates, must write about history
;
we own that

the historian has his special work, his peculiar

talent. It is time, too, that Natural Science should

have her historians; the glorious work she has

done and is doing for men should be proclaimed,

not buried in the pages of scientific journals, to be
read only by specialists.*

* Very interesting illustrations will be found in the British
Medical Journal for June 8, 1889, of the digestion and
destruction of the spores of fungi, of anthrax bacilli, etc., by
leucocytes.



PUZZLES IN PALAEONTOLOGY.

E VERY branch of biological research, whether
it deals with the animal or vegetable king-

dom, leads more and more to the con-

viction that evolution is one of the most important
laws of organic nature. Were all fossil remains of

animals destroyed, embryology and comparative

anatomy would inevitably lead us to the same con-

clusion. Indeed, so formidable are the breaks in

the geological record—so formidable it is likely

they will ever be—that we should be at a loss to

conceive what were the first beginnings of animal
life, unless embryology and comparative anatomy
had come to our assistance.

It was, until lately, generally believed that the

rocks of the oldest, or Laurentian, series contained

the traces of at least one organic being, the so-called

Eozoon Canadense. It was considered to be a
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Forammifer, belonging to the Protozoa,* or lowest
form of animal life. So exactly were the condi-
tions mimicked which characterize the most com-
plicated form of Foraminifers, that many of the
wisest geologists were deceived. In fact, the ques-
tion was considered as settled, beyond the necessity
for further discussion, by Sir Charles Lyell, Dr.
Carpenter, and others. Professor Moebius was
destined unwittingly to reverse the part played by
Balaam. In the coral reefs of Mauritius he had
found a foraminifer, to which he gave the name of
Carpentena raphidodendron. He was struck by its
resemblance to the description of Eozdon Cana-
dense

^
and he was animated with the desire to

establish, once and for ever, the ‘animalitat’ of
Eozoon. As the greatest of living authorities upon
the Protozoa, the believers in Eozoon welcomed

oebius as a Daniel come to judgment. The
choicest specimens poured in upon him from every
side. Carpenter sent treasures which had never
before left h.s cabinet

; Leydig of Bonn, Dawson
o Montreal, gave their eager help. But, alas ! heW ° had come t0 bl«s pronounced definitely
against the animal nature of Eozoon. It sank
from its proud position as the first animal—and
moreover, as an animal which could flourish in
seas presumably at nearly boiling-point -into
bands of serpentine, interlamellated with calcite.’

Protozoa, type, amoeba.

IO
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For a most clear and interesting account of this

controversy, I would refer my readers to the papers

on Eozoon Canadense in Science Gossip for April

and May of the current year (1887). Heilprinn,

Professor of Invertebrate Palaeontology at Philadel-

phia, says that he has himself ‘ examined masses

of Eozoon rock, in which the network of green

mineral supposed to fill the chamber cavities of

the giant foraminifer coalesce arid merge into a broad

band of serpentine. Now, either here we have a

true Eozoon structure or we have not. If yes,

then how can the gradual convergence of the

infiltrating mineral and its final coalescence in a

broad band of serpentine be explained ? If the

contrary, what is the necessity for evoking the aid

of organic forms in the explanation of a structure,

when one fully as intricate, and practically indis-

tinguishable from it, can be shown to be of purely

mineralformation V

The puzzle is almost equally great whether we

admit or deny the animal nature of Eozoon, since

above and below the band of Eozoon serpentine

lie thick masses of rock without a trace of animal

life. The geological break would still be stupen-

dous. A protozoon—a mass of undifferentiated

protoplasm—appears in a thin band amongst rocks

some forty miles thick. There is then no further

trace of life for some millions of years, when sud-

denly, in the Cambrian rocks, we meet with abundant
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remains of organic life—not in its simpler forms
alone, but replete with fossils belonging to all the

great zoological sub-kingdoms, with the exception

of the Vertebrata ! In the words of Heilprinn,
1 Most of the great divisions are already represented

in the Cambrian strata, and, moreover, are to be
found in the lowest or oldest deposit,—Protozoons,

Ccelenterates, Echinoderms, Worms, Articulates,

and Molluscs.* Moreover, some of these groups
are already represented by a full, or nearly full, com-
plement of the orders assigned them by naturalists.

Thus the Cambrian Echinoderms are represented

by forms belonging to three out of the six usually

recognised orders, viz., the Cystidea, Crinoidea

(ocean-lilies) and Asteroidea (star-fishes). The
last two have representatives living at the present
day, and form the highest development of their

order. The ocean-lilies attained their highest

development in the seas of the Palaeozoic period,

Silurian, Devonian, and Carboniferous, and have
since then been pretty steadily declining. They
are now represented by not more than half a dozen
generic species. The star-fishes, on the other hand,
have just as steadily increased

;
and, indeed, at-

tain their maximum development in modern seas.

The star-fish creeps along the shore on its

Protozoa, type, amoeba
; Ccelenterates, type, sea-

anemone
; Echinoderms, type, star-fish

; Articulates, type
shrimp

; Molluscs, type, oyster.

10—

2
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hundreds of water-legs—tiny tubes filled with sea-

water— its mouth turned towards the ground, and
sea-water pouring in through a hole in its upper

COMATULA, A FREE CRINOID.

surface to supply the little tubes which act as legs.

I he crinoid, or ocean-lily, can be imagined as a

star-fish lying on its back, its mouth turned up-

wards, and its arms or tentacles spread to form
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whirlpools of sea-water, which convey food to the

stationary animal. For the crinoid, which at first

floats about freely, fixes itself by a tube to a rock,

and feeds only upon what the ocean currents bring

to it.

One might naturally suppose that the free was a

later development than the fixed form, yet both

Crinoidea and Asteroidea are found perfectly dis-

tinct in the oldest fossiliferous strata.

A few types of Brachiopods (of which the Bar-

nacle is a well-known example) have survived to

this day. Thus the Lingula of the Cambrian
rocks is very little, if at all, different from the

existing Lingula, though millions of years have
elapsed since this mollusc first appeared, and
higher types innumerable have run their short race
and vanished.

In the Upper Cambrian we find Mollusca belong-
ing to the highest order, the Cephalopods,* but not
to the highest type of that order.

They belonged to the four-gilled order of Cepha-
lopods, of which one representative

—

Nautilus—
alone survives. In a former study I have alluded
to the extraordinarily simple structure of the eye in

this ancient mollusc. The higher two-gilled form

—

Belemmtes did not appear until the Triassic period.

The Cambrian crustaceans — the Trilobites—
belong to an archaic type, which for ever disappeared

Cephalopods, type, octopus.
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A LIVING CRINOID ATTACHED.

in the Carboniferous period. Yet, unlike Nautilus,

they possessed highly developed eyes. Two impor-
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tant features strike us in examining the Cambrian

faunu One is, that the forms of life, notwithstand-

ing their number and diversity, are all salt-water

animals, there being a complete absence of land

and fresh-water forms. And the other main fact is

the absence of any vertebrate animal. It is hardly

necessary to say that the lower forms of vertebrates

may have been in existence even at this early

period, but of this we can never hope to have any

proof. The lowest vertebrates are destitute of any

hard parts which could have been preserved as

fossils. We may, however, hope that in some of

the still unexplored regions of the globe there may
yet be found strata intermediate between the

'Laurentian and the Cambrian, where the first

beginnings of six of the great orders of organic

beings may be found.

An unaccountable break in the development of

mammalian life occurs during the Cretaceous period,

but it does not equal in mystery the profound break

between the lifeless Laurentian rocks and the

Cambrian, full of representatives of six of the great

orders of the animal kingdom.

With the Silurian fauna, we find the first indispu-

table representatives of the great group of verte-

brates, but not until the Upper Silurian deposits are

reached. We here meet with remains of two of the

lower orders of fishes—the sharks or dog-fishes

(Elasmobranchii) and the bucklered Ganoids : the
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former still very abundant in modern seas : the
after, which include the sturgeon and the alligator-
gar, probably verging on extinction.

It is a significant fact that prior to the introduc-
tion of these low vertebrata, all the larger divisions
o t e Invertebrata had come into existence. The
earliest ///vertebrate air-breathers have been found
in Silurian deposits, a true scorpioid

(.Paleophone.us

)

m the UPPer Silurian deposits of Sweden and Scot-
land, and an orthopteroid (Paleoblattina)

;

otherwise
scorpions and cockroaches of an ancient type.

In the next period—that of the old Red Sand-
stone, or Devonian, five or six species of insects
have been found belonging to the Neuroptera, the
order to which the so-called Ant-lions, May-flies
and Dragon-flies belong. Wing fragments, too, have
been found of Orthoptera (grasshoppers, cock-
roaches, etc.). But no traces for long ages as yet
of the flower-loving insects, the butterflies and bees.
There was a land vegetation, multitudes of tree-
ferns, club-mosses, and gigantic forms of horse-
tails (.Equisetacea;), fore-runners of the great forests
of the coal period, but no flowering plants. We
find now for the first time a fresh-water mollusc,
our humble acquaintance the snail.

The Trilobites, resembling wood-lice, and the
largest of all known articulata, the Eurypterids,
much like the modern king-crabs, begin to decline
rapidly with the first appearance of back boned
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animals. They attained their greatest development

in Silurian seas, and died out during the Carboni-

ferous period. And this leads to the consideration

of the most insoluble problems in the present state

of our knowledge of Palaeontology, namely, the laws

governing the appearance, progress and extension

of species. Whole orders of animals appear with

startling suddenness, reach apparently the highest

point of which their organization is capable, and
then for no ascertainable cause decline and
disappear. In some mysterious way the presence

of higher forms seems to have a deleterious effect

on lower ones.

The largest known Crustaceans die out as the air-

breathing vertebrates make their appearance, and

the reptiles of a later period shrink into compara-

tive insignificance before we find the remains of the

higher orders of Mammals. And the lower orders

of Mammals seem to fade away as the higher

forms advance, but the why is a mystery. It is

probable, however, that the life of a species is as

strictly limited as the life of an individual animal
;

its duration may be shortened by various accidents,

or lengthened by favourable circumstances, but will

in time come to an inevitable end. The highest

Crustaceans, the Decapods,* make their first appear-

ance in the Devonian period. They are related to

the modern shrimps, which belong to the less

highly specialized division of Decapods.

* Decapods : types, lobsters, prawns.
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The first undoubted remains of fishes— the

lowest of [back-boned animals—are found in the

Upper Silurian deposits. These do not belong to

the lowest orders of fishes, but occupy, as it were,

a middle place. One can hardly doubt that fishes

of a low type existed long before this period, but

that they possessed no hard parts which could be

preserved as fossils. But in the present state of

our knowledge, the sudden appearance of fishes

resembling the modern sharks and sturgeons is a

puzzle. The sharks, which are poor relations of

our own, abound in modern seas, breathing through

the gill-slits, which are still to be found in the

embryos of the highest animals. But the most cha-

racteristic fishes of Silurian and Devonian periods

are the ‘ bucklered Ganoids/ so called from their

armour-plating of scales. The most remarkable of

the extinct Ganoids, the Placoderms
,
lived and died

in these remote times, before the trees grew which

now form our coal-measures. In this ancient

family the head and fore-part of the body were

encased in large bony plates, ‘ partially enamelled

and superficially sculptured/ These early fishes,

even those types which survive to modern times,

retain what are known as embryonic characteristics
;

that is, they keep through adult life structures

which only appear in the unborn young of higher

animals. Such are the notochord, the primitive

representative of the backbone
;
the heterocercal,
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or unequally-lobed tail, and the gill-slits. These

may all be studied in a sturgeon as it lies in a fish-

monger’s shop. The Ganoids, the most character-

istic fishes of Palaeozoic times, seem verging on

extinction, and have very few representatives left.

Two families survive in the fresh waters of North

America, the strange, old-world-looking Gar-Pike

(Lepidosteus) and the Mud-Fish (Anica calva ), both

of which are remarkable for having their swim-

bladders so modified as to act as lungs. Their

near relatives are found in Devonian times, and
probably heralded the approach of the first true

air-breathing vertebrates. The relation of the

swim-bladders of fishes to the true lungs will be

enlarged upon in another article.

In the Carboniferous epoch the transition has

been completed, and we find animals which have

developed true lungs, though all breathe with gills

during some portion of their existence. These
early amphibians all belonged to the extinct order

of Labyrinthodonts, frog-like in some anatomical

characteristics, but in form most nearly resembling

newts or salamanders.

‘ A monstrous eft was of old the lord and master of earth
;

For him did the high sun flame, and his river billowing
ran

;

And he felt himself, in his force, to be Nature’s crowning

And we know now that these same monstrous
efts had eyes projecting through the centre of their
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skulls, and capable of being moved by powerful
muscles. From our childhood we have, with our
mind’s eyes, beheld these monstrous Amphibians
and Saurians of primaeval ages, and now they loom
before our imagination in still more monstrous
semblance with three huge eyes !

There are no traces of the higher plants in the

forests of the Coal period, and though the remains
of insects are abundant, there were as yet none of

the nectar-sucking, pollen-loving species.

In the next age— the Permian—the remains of
reptiles aie, for the first time, found. But we
cannot suppose that they now made their first

appearance in the world. These early reptiles are
highly specialized in many ways

; their teeth,

instead of being all alike, as in low forms, are

distinctly differentiated into incisors and canines,

and they show strong affinities to mammals in the

structure of their pectoral and pelvic girdles, that

is, the bones which support the upper and lower
limbs respectively. In one important particular

they show an embryonic condition like that of the

Ganoids—their vertebral column is only partially

ossified.

The Mesozoic period—from the Permian to the

end of the Cretaceous—is the great age of reptiles,

d hey attain dimensions unequalled by any other

animals. Even the whale could not compete in

size with Atlantosaurus, which measured forty feet
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in height, and from eighty to a hundred feet in

length, and whose thigh-bones exceed in length the
whole body of a powerful man. Such a thigh-bone
may be seen in the Natural History Museum at

South Kensington.

Atlantosaurus belonged to the wonderful order
of Deinosaurs, for whose fate I always feel a
sympathy. In their vascular system they ap-
proached more nearly than any reptile has ever
done to warm-blooded creatures. The Crocodiles
make the nearest approach amongst existing

reptiles. The absolute separation of the venous
(impure) from the arterial (pure) blood both in the
heart and the general circulation is essential before
a creature, after birth, can be warm-blooded. In
Crocodiles and Deinosaurs the separation in the
heart is perfect, but the great vessels of the heart,

the right and left aortse, carrying respectively arterial

and venous blood, are connected with one another
at the point where they cross (the ‘foramen
I anizzae ). By means of this foramen, or opening,
there is an intermixture of pure and impure blood.
1 he right and left aortae also join after a time, so
that the trunk and hind limbs are supplied with
mixed blood. Unborn birds and mammals have
also originally a right and a left aorta, but in birds
the right aorta only persists in adult life, and in
mammals the left.

The Deinosaurs appeared to show a wonderful
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adaptation to different modes of life, though as an

order they had so short a period of geological

existence. Some rivalled true birds in their powers

of flight
;
others were furnished with rows of terrible

cutting teeth, showing their carnivorous nature.

Many were of stupendous size. Yet all these

Deinosaurs perished in the age that brought them

forth, and have left no testimony of their existence

but their bones. Yet we have reason to believe

that while the Deinosaurs disappeared as reptiles,

some species of the order sprang into existence as

birds. The small Deinosaur, found with the first

bird in the lithographic slate of Solenhaufen, is,

like the first bird, of so mixed a character in its

whole anatomy, that it is hard to say where the

reptile ends and where the bird begins. Perhaps

we may venture to conjecture that the first bird

of Solenhaufen, with its toothed beak and long

reptilian tail furnished with feathers, and with its

reptilian hand ending in a bird-like wing, represents

a form in which the arterial had for the first time

been cut off from the venous blood
;
and that the

bird-like reptile, Compsognathos, had still impure

blood in its veins.

Other marvellous reptiles lived and died in the

Mesozoic period. The Theriodontia were powerful

and ferocious beasts of prey, with teeth of the

carnivorous type. The Anomodo?itia had beaks

encased in horn, after the fashion of modern
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turtles. The Ichthyosaurus and Plesiosaurus are

types of two orders, comprising great fish-like

reptiles, or ‘sea-lizards.’ Both have but a short

geological existence
;
they appear in the lias and

disappear in the succeeding chalk. There were
also the Pterosaurs, which were, in relation to other
reptiles, what the bat is compared to other mammals.
Modern reptiles, like the insectivorous mammals

of Europe, are poor and humble survivals of a
numerous and powerful race. In England the
great ‘ dragons of the prime ’ are represented but
by such small and harmless amphibia as the frogs

and newts
;
and the crocodiles of the Nile, and the

alligators of Florida, are themselves hardly more
than newts compared to that greatest of earthly
giants, A.tlcuitoscLii'Kus. Amongst the most in-

explicable problems of palaeontology are the laws,

at present undiscovered, which led to the extinc-

tion of these huge reptiles. In the Upper Trias
appeared some small and feeble mammals, of
about the size of mice. Who could have guessed
that these small, frail creatures were the ancestors
of the future lords and masters of the world; that
the gigantic and highly-organized Deinosaurs, the
terrible ‘ Sea-Lizards/ and the fierce Theriodontia,
would all die out, and that the descendants of
these small creatures—these milk-givers with warm
blood—would survive them ? What but a law
governing the duration of species could have
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destroyed these huge reptiles ? Rivals, capable of

harming them, did not exist. What happened

between the laying down of the Cretaceous rocks

and the succeeding Eozoic period, during which

the small mammals (of marsupial and insectivorous

affinities), which first appeared in the Upper

Triassic and Jurassic rocks, had expanded into

countless herds, representing every natural order of

mammals of the present day? And the giant

reptiles had become all things of the past !

In the beds of Upper Jurassic age, on the

western slope of the Rocky Mountains, Professor

Marsh has found the remains of several hundred

mammals. Here, at the dawn of mammalian life,

we already meet with three distinct orders, all so far

specialized, so far as our present knowledge goes, that

their origin must be sought for in Paleozoic times.

Unnumbered ages ago—before the Cretaceous

and Oolitic strata were laid down—there were

already placental and aplacental mammals. The

former, which Professor Marsh proposes to call

Pantotheria> possessed, amongst others, the follow-

ing characteristics : their teeth equalled or ex-

ceeded the normal number, some types possessing

sixty teeth. Their pre-molars and molars were im-

perfectly differentiated, without or with hardly any

diastemas,* and possessed numerous cusps of the

* Diastema, an interval between the teeth typically dis-

played in the teeth of the horse.
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insectivorous type
;

the canines sometimes well

marked and trenchant, sometimes differing little

from the molars. The jaws were usually very long,

as became animals which could boast of sixty

teeth. But even then specialization had had time

to work effectually
;
the genus Paurodo?itidce had

short and massive jaws, with but six pre-molars and
molars on each side

;
yet the character of the

dentition is the same as in many-toothed forms.

The Pantotheria were probably all insectivorous,

with such vegetable additions as the insectivora

will still feed upon.

The second order to which all the other

American Jurassic mammals but one are referred

by Professor Marsh, is called by him 1

Al/otheria.’

Their characteristics are strikingly different to

those of the Pantotheria

;

their teeth are much
beloiu the normal number, and the compressed pre-

molars are marsupial in type
;
the canine teeth are

wanting
;
the pre-molars and molars are specialized.

1 hey were probably a sub-order of marsupials,

somewhat resembling the kangaroo rats. Some
were of minute size

;
the largest was about the

size of a rat.

Of the third group of Jurassic mammals, but
one lower jaw has been found, but this is so
characteristic, and so different from other forms,

that it has been placed in a distinct group by
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Professor Marsh, under the name of Diplo-

cynodontidce.

Surely, the puzzle of evolution, from the

palaeontological point of view, has been made

more instead of less intricate by these last

discoveries. We now know that the two great

lines of placental and aplacental mammals have

come down side by side for some millions of years,

and when we first find their remains the species are

so highly specialized, and so much differentiated,

that we know their first beginnings must be put

indefinitely further back. It is in the Atlantosaurus

beds, so called from that highest of deinosaurs,

that these earliest American mammals are found.

The largest of these was no bigger than a weasel,

yet the great reptiles seem to have gradually

faded out of the world before these small warm-

blooded creatures.

In another chapter I have dealt separately with

the question of the evolution of the mammalia in

Tertiary times. The puzzles of Paleontology are

equally insolvable in these recent geological periods,

and more nearly affect ourselves.



THE AIR-BLADDER OF FISHES CON-
SIDERED AS A DEGENERATE LUNG.

A S the result of numerous investigations as to

the condition of the air-bladder of fishes,

Mr. Charles Morris, of the Academy of

Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, has arrived at the

conclusion that this organ was not primarily evolved

as an aid in swimming, but was originally a lung.

As with most degenerating organs, the air-bladder

is found in all stages of arrested development. In

the most highly-specialized fish, the Teleosteans, it

exhibits an extraordinary variation in shape, size,

and relation to the body. With some Teleosteans

the air-bladder has an open pneumatic duct con-

necting with the oesophagus, and in a few cases

with the stomach. With others this duct exists, but

its cavity is closed. In some cases it is reduced to

a fine ligament. In many other Teleosteans no

traces of it exist. These variations have ?io appre

-

I I 2
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ciable effect upon the velocity and activity of the fish

.

Those that have no air-bladder seem in no respect

at a disadvantage as compared with those that have

one. These variations remind one of the various

stages of degeneration of the eye and optic nerves

in blind animals.

If the air-bladder is of absolute necessity to a

fish as a gravitating organ, why is it not necessary

to all, and why has it not developed into some

shape’ and condition of greatest efficiency ? No

animal organ, whose function is of known import-

ance, presents such extraordinary modifications.

In the heart, lungs, brain, etc., there is one shape,

position, and condition of greatest efficiency, and

throughout the lower forms we find a steady ad-

vance towards this condition. There is in all these

organs a persistent movement towards homogeneity

—not towards heterogeneity, such as we find in the

air-bladder. The existence of the air-bladder is

proof that it has had, at some time, a function of

considerable importance. Its many variations go

to prove that it has ceased to perform any essential

function, and is on the road towards extinction.

On no other theory can we explain its great

diversity in nearly-related species.

If, then, we may look upon the air-bladder as

an organ which has partly or wholly lost its original

function, the question follows, What was that func-

tion ? There are certain good reasons for believing
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that the breathing of air was the original purpose of

this organ. In mature Teleosteans this is occasion-

ally indicated by the existence of a pneumatic duct,

connecting with the oesophagus. 1 his duct is

usually of no functional use, and varies from paitial

to complete disappearance. But all fishes with an

air-bladder possess a duct in the early stages ofembryo-

logical development. In the mature stage it is lost

by all Teleosteans except the Pysostomes. The

extraordinary development of retia nnrabilia in the

inner tunic of many air-bladders, though now used

only for the secretion of gases, may be survivals of

ancient pulmonary capillaries, which have changed

their character with their function. And the ap-

paratus for compressing and dilating the bladder

may have been originally developed purely for res-

piratory purposes, as this embryological persistence

of the pneumatic duct would lead one to suppose.

From the evidence afforded by embryology, we

proceed to that given by palaeontology. The

ancestors of the modern Teleosteans, the Ganoids,

all possess an air-bladder, which remains a fully-

developed air-duct in the mature stage. In the

sub-order Dipnoi, the air-bladder is functionally

developed as a lung, and as counterparts of these

fishes existed in the Devonian age, it is probable

that they breathed air then as they do now.

In the higher animals the duct is connected with

the ventral side of the oesophagus, whereas in most of
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the Ganoids the air-duct opens into the dorsal side

of the oesophagus. But Wilder shows there is a

series of forms, mostly Ganoids, leading from

Amia and Lepidosteus, with the air-duct entering

the throat or the dorsal side, to Lepidosirea, in

which it enters on the ventral side, as in the higher

vertebrates. In all the fishes just named, the air-

bladder functions as a lung
;

in Polypteros it has

lateral divisions
;

in Lepidosteus, the American

Gar- Pike, it is cellular and lung-like. The fish

keeps near the surface, and may be seen to emit air-

bubbles. The American Bow-Fin or Mud Fish

(Amia) has a bladder of the same lung-like charac-

ter, and has been seen by Wilder to come to the

surface, open its jaws widely, and apparently

swallow a large quantity of air. Wilder remarks

that, ‘ so far as experiments go, it seems probable

that with both Amia and Lepidosteus, there occurs

an inhalation and exhalation of air at pretty regular

intervals, the whole process resembling that of

Menobranchas and other salamanders.’

The Dipnoi have the air-bladder developed into

a true lung. Of these the Australian lung-fish,

Ceratodus, has but a single air-bladder, but this is

provided with breathing pouches, which have a

symmetrical lateral arrangement. It has no pul-

monary artery, but receives branches from the

Arteria cceliaca. Finally, Lepidosteus and Proto-

pterus have completely-formed lungs, divided into
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two lateral chambers, and provided with a pul

monary artery. Their cellular structure nearly

approaches that of the batrachian lung.

Professor Gunther says that some ; fishes breathing

air are, even when brought into pure water, obliged

to rise to the surface at frequent intervals to take

in a quantity of air, and, if kept beneath the surface

by means of a gauze net, they perish by suffoca-

tion.’ In carrying out researches as to the original

condition of any organ, we find it always necessary

to begin with low forms. For instance, in studying

the history of mammalian dentition, we do not take

the cats, whether recent or extinct, as guides ;
we

study the dentition of the early Eocene mammals,

and even peer back into deeper recesses of time to

examine the teeth of Jurassic mammals. And the

same rule applies to researches as to the develop-

ment of the brains and limbs of animals. We go

as far back and as low down as possible. There-

fore, we are only following sound, scientific prece-

dents, if, when wishing to understand the original

function of the air-bladder, we study this organ, not

amongst the highly-developed and lately-developed

Teleosteans, but amongst the survivals of archaic

forms. If in fishes whose prototypes are found in

the Devonian age the air-bladder functions as a

lung, we have good reasons for assuming that this

was the original function of the organ. To study

the air-bladder as it exists in Teleosteans would be
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like studying the development of the fingers in

horses, or the development of the hind limbs in

whales. We should not discover the original

history of these organs, but only that of their

extreme modification, or gradual suppression.

Mr. Morris next asks us to imagine what were

the conditions of life under which this organ was

developed, and what were the later conditions

which rendered it in great measure, or entirely,

useless. The question takes us back to Devonian
and Silurian geological periods. In this era the

seas were thronged with fishes of two distinct orders

—the Elasmobranchs and the Ganoids, the former

without, the latter with, an air-bladder. This

difference in organization was probably the result

of some marked difference in their life-habits. The
Ganoids may have inhabited poorly aerated wTaters,

or waters otherwise ill-adapted to breathing, while

the Elasmobranchs may have had their primordial

habitat in clearer and purer waters.

But there were other conditions which may have
been the main influencing causes of the develop-

ment of an air-breathing organ. We know that the

land was habitable for long ages ere it gained any

vertebrate inhabitants. The presence of insects in

Devonian and Silurian strata proves this. Long
ages passed during which we have no evidence of

land animals higher than insects or snails, and the

earth must have possessed much food material,
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both vegetable and animal, available for a larger

population than it possessed. It is hardly probable

that the active fish of the early seas made no effort

to obtain a share of this food. As many fishes now

leave the water temporarily for the land, in search

of food, notwithstanding the many dangerous

enemies which lie in wait for them, it is only

reasonable to suppose that many fishes may have

done so in remote ages, when no such redoubtable

foes awaited them. Such fishes as left the sea for

the land would find their enterprise richly repaid by

ample food, and would, therefore, have had a

powerful inducement to continue the habit. Other

influences may be inferred to have been at work

then, as they are now. Foul and muddy water,

and the drying-up of pools, which now cause fish

to breathe atmospheric air, must have been causes

as likely to be active in Devonian times as now.

At the opening of the Carboniferous era there

may have been many lung-and-gill breathing

Dipnoi, finned batrachians, as we may call them,

which spent much of their life on shore. And

their habits of land-life would naturally be attended

by a gradual change of the fins into better walking-

organs, from which, by a long-continued process of

evolution, may have arisen the leg and foot of the

primordial batrachian. For this purpose, to become

fully developed, however, the development of an

internal bony skeleton was necessary, and with the
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completion of this step of evolution the lung

breathing fish probably directly unfolded into the

true amphibian. Were we left to imagine what
such a fisn would be like, could we draw any form
which would differ much from the existing Perenni-

branchiates ?

But with the existence on land of vertebrates

with bony skeletons, the dominion of the fish must
have gradually decreased. The formidable reptiles

which for a time had the mastery of the world,

would make terra firma less and less of a desirable

resort. The fin, too, could not compete with the

leg and foot as an organ of land motion, and those

Dipnoi which had remained mainly fish-like were

probably driven back to the water. As a result of

this change of conditions, a retrogressive change

took place in the air-breathing organ. Some fishes

never cease to use it as a lung, as modern Dipnoi.

Yet, with the Ganoids, as a rule, it has been used

only temporarily for breathing purposes. But with

their successors, the Teleosteans, it has lost all air-

breathing capabilities, and has passed through

every stage of degeneration, from a condition

closely resembling that of the Ganoids to complete

extinction. This theory is not vitiated by the fact

that the organ has developed secondary uses.

Innumerable nstances exist of secondary adapta-

tions of organs which embryology shows had once

far different uses, as in the transformations which
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the gill arches have undergone in the higher

vertebrates, and the still more extraordinary modifi-

cations of functions in the primitive kidneys. One

remarkable fact may be mentioned as showing that

the air-bladder has an important function in the

aeration of the blood in deep-sea fishes. In fresh-

water forms the organ contains nearly pure nitrogen,

whilst in deep-swimming sea-fish oxygen forms its

main contents (Dr. Gunther states that the propor-

tion is sometimes as high as 87 per cent, of

oxygen). This difference is not due to any

differences in the gases contained in water at

various depths, for the percentage of nitrogen is

closely the same at all depths, while oxygen

diminishes in quantity from the surface downwards.

Thus, if the contents of the air-bladder depended

on the relative quantity of gases present, nitrogen

should predominate belowas well as above. Further-

more, as showing that the bladder still functions as

an aerating organ, Cuvier says that when a fish is

deprived of its swim - bladder, the production of

carbonic acid by the branchiae is trifling. We
cannot imagine such a result unless the air-bladder

in some way supplies oxygen to the blood, and thus

continues to perform, in an indirect manner, its pro-

bable original function of a breathing organ.

If the hypothesis offered be a well-founded one,

an interesting conclusion as to the process of

organic evolution may be taken. We should see
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the air-breathing function at first performed by the

unchanged walls of the oesophagus. Then this

became pouched. Then the pouch became con-

stricted off, with a duct of connection. Then, as

the original function vanished, the duct disappeared,

and what was originally a portion of the wall of the

intestinal canal became a separate internal sac.

Then this sac in many instances decreased in size,

until in some cases it became a closed internal

bladder of the size of a pea, far removed from and

utterly disconnected with its place of origin.

Finally, it completely vanished. This process, if

correctly drawn, certainly forms a very remarkable

cycle of development and degeneration, which

probably has no counterpart (Mr. Morris thinks)

of a similarly striking character in the whole circle

of organic life.

Finally, it may be remarked that though many fish

use their air-bladder in all probability for gravitative

purposes, yet, as many most active fishes have no air-

bladder, this organ could not by any known law of

evolution have been elaborated for a purpose which

actively-swimming fish can so easily dispense with.

I will only say, in conclusion, that this paper

consists of such copious extracts from Mr. Morris,

that I have thought it unnecessary to use inverted

commas when quoting from his article. Had I

done so, my paper would have been, as the old

lady found ‘ Macbeth/ too ‘ full of quotations.’



NEO-LAMARCKISM.

THIS phrase has been conveniently used to

denote the strictly scientific development,

in our own day, of the brilliant hypothesis

of Lamarck, with regard to Evolution. ‘ Natural

Selection’ and the ‘Struggle for Existence’ take

their places as subordinate factors in one great

law which rules and includes all others, viz., the

‘ Action of the Environment on Irritable Proto-

plasm.’ Lamarck puts the same idea into other

words, and speaks of ‘ L’influence des circonstances

sur les actions et les habitudes des animaux, et celle

[hinfluence] des actions et des habitudes de ces

corps vivants, comme causes qui modifient leur

organization et leurs parties.’* He, with the intui-

tions of genius, saw the promised land, whose very

*
‘ The influence of circumstances on the actions and

habits of animals, and (the influence) of the actions and

habits of these living bodies, as the causes which modify

their organization and their parts.’
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existence was denied, and of which physical science

has now taken triumphant possession
;
he showed

the road by which alone we could reach the true

knowledge of the origin of diverse animal forms,

and pointed out that these forms were perpetually

altering, under our eyes, from the influence of the

circumstances in which they were placed. He
points out also that if the forms of plants and

animals were immutable and specially created, they

could not alter as they do under the hand of man.

In reading chapter vii. in vol. i. of the ‘ Philo-

sophic Zoologique ’ of Lamarck, we might readily

imagine in many passages we were studying

the work of some great zoologist of to-day
;
and I

trust such of my readers as are not acquainted with

the original will be interested if I give some

extracts from this celebrated chapter at consider-

able length.

Lamarck says, ‘ The influence of circumstances

shown in bodies possessing life is effectual in all

time and everywhere. But that which renders

this influence difficult for us to perceive is that

these effects only become sensible or recognisable

after a long time. The great naturalist was at that

date only able to bring forward examples taken

from animals existing at the present day, yet even

* I have availed myself of the translation by Dr. Eleanor
E. Galt in the American Naturalist for November and
December, 1888.
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so the argument appears so strong that one won-

ders it did not have more influence over the minds

of scientific thinkers. But as Professor Huxley

says, we see more with what lies behind the eyes

than with that which lies in front of them, so the

ideas of special creation and of fixity of species

made men blind to truths which now appear

glaring. Lamarck speaks of whales, which, as the

result of swallowing small organisms not requiring

mastication, have a 4 repressed development of

the teeth yet that ‘ teeth have been found by

M. Geoffrey hidden in the jaws of the foetus. This

professor also found in birds the groove where

teeth should have been placed, but nothing more

has been found.’ One cannot help imagining the

delight with which Lamarck would have hailed the

discovery of true toothed birds
;
of Archaeopteryx,

the half reptilian bird which lived in the ages

[before our chalk hills had been formed by the tiny

organisms of the Cretaceous sea] when huge and

terrible reptiles were still the masters of the world;

and of the gigantic toothed diving bird Hesperornis,

which sought its prey in the Cretaceous seas of

North America, and passed away with them : and

of Odontopteryx, a smaller fishing bird with teeth,

of the London clay.

He points out the degenerative action of the

want of light upon the eyes, describing the ‘ Spalax

d’Olivier ’ [mole-rat, a rodent], ‘which lives under-
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ground like a mole, and has totally lost the function

of sight ;
showing scarcely the rudiments of the

organ which is its seat, and these vestiges are

entirely hidden under the skin and under other

parts which cover it, which allow no access of light.

The Proteus, an aquatic reptile, cousin of the

salamander, lives in deep and obscure caverns

which are underground, and has, like the Spalax,

only the traces of the organ of sight, which are

covered and hidden in the same manner. Behold

one decisive consideration relative to the question

which I now discuss. Light does not penetrate

everywhere, consequently animals who live habitu-

ally in those places where it does not come lack

occasion to exercise the organ of sight, if nature

has provided them with it. Now, animals which

partake in a plan of organization in which eyes

necessarily enter, must have originally had them.

And since one finds among them species which are

deprived of those organs, and which have only

traces hidden and covered, it becomes evident that

the impoverishment and even the disappearance of

the organ in question is the result of constant

disused At the present time the known species of

blind or partially blind animals may be counted by

hundreds ;
they live underground, or in dark

caves, or in abysmal depths of the ocean, or as

parasites in the intestines of other animals; they

belong to all the different branches of the animal
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kingdom
;

blind reptiles, blind mammals, blind
fish, blind beetles and cray-fish, all agreeing in one
condition only, viz., the absence of light, and all

showing the organs of vision in various stages of
degeneration, from a stage when faint perception of
light is possible [as when our eyelids are closed] to
one of complete and absolute suppression. To
return to Lamarck. He says :

( In every place
wheie animals have been able to live, circumstances
have established there an order of things which has
continued for a long time the same, and change is

really so slow that man has not been able to
observe it directly. He is obliged to consult
records and monuments, and to recognise that in

each one of these localities the order of things
which he finds there has not always been the same,
and thus to infer that it will still change. The
races of animals which live in these places must
preserve theii habits for a long time, hetice to us the
apparent constancy of races which we call species ;
constancy which has given us the idea that these
races are, therefore, as ancient as nature/

Incredible as it may appear, the argument is

still gravely used, that because certain animals
and plants have not altered from the time of
the Egyptian monuments until now, their stability

proves the unchangeability of species. Yet the
merest tyro in geology is aware that the most
ancient times of which we have any historical

12
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knowledge constitute an unappreciably short period

of geological time; he would not expect to find

changes, and would be surprised if he found them,

except such changes as have taken place through

the agency of man. Therefore, the 1 records and

monuments ’ of which Lamarck speaks would, to all

appearance, have witnessed against him. In the

prehistorical, yet geologically recent, lake-dwellings

of Switzerland, and the kitchen-middens of Den-

mark, we begin truly to see changes. By the time

we have gone back to the deposits found in the

caves of England and France, the changes have

become very marked and striking. Man has

altered little, and numerous species of animals, now

contemporary with him, are not appreciably changed

;

some, however, are beginning to shade off into older

species
;
and many species, now extinct, of existing

families, are still on the scene, as the mastodon, the

woolly rhinoceros, the cave lion, cave bear, and the

mammoth. We are now untold thousands of

years distant from the oldest Egyptian monuments,

yet we have only arrived at the thinnest and most

recent geological deposits which have not had time

to harden into rocks. And from this time, as the

paleontologist penetrates further and further back

into the past, species and finally orders melt

into one another like dissolving views. Beau

Brummel’s valet was once met descending the

stairs with a large tray full of rumpled cravats :
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‘ These
,

5

said that dignified personage, * are our

failures .

5 And so the records of paleontology are

strewn with Nature’s failures
;

big animals, which

ran all to bone and muscle, and neglected their

brains, and so died out to all appearance from sheer

stupidity
;
ambitious animals like those hogs which

attained the size of a rhinoceros, and were unable

to support the dignity
;

fierce animals like the

sabre-toothed tiger, which went in for developing

teeth so long that they could not shut their

mouths
;

species innumerable, which developed

branches in all directions and then disappeared.

And with these a few which have altered little frpm

the time we first find their remains to the present

day. In the chapter on the mammalia, this subject

will be found dealt with at greater length.

Lamarck’s case, then, was weak when he spoke of

historical records and monuments
;

it was far

stronger when he spoke of changes resulting from

altered conditions of climate, food and geographical

situation. He continues his argument thus :

‘ But at different points on the surface of the

globe, the nature and situation of the localities

and the climates constitute for animals, as for

vegetables, different circumstances in all kinds of

degrees. Animals which inhabit these different

localities must then necessarily become different to

each other, not only by the growth of the organiza-

tion in each case, but besides, by reason of habits

12 2
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which individuals of each race are forced to adopt.

Therefore, in travelling over great portions of the

surface of the earth, the observing naturalist sees

circumstances change in a gradual manner, and he

perceives also that the species change proportion-

ally in their characters. Now, the true order of

things, which is the question to consider in all this,

consists of these three rules :

‘ i st. That every change of any importance in

the circumstances in which each race of animals

exists, continually maintained, effects a real change

in their necessities.

‘ 2nd. That all change in the wants of animals

necessitates for them new actions, in order to

satisfy new wants, and consequently other habits.

‘ 3rd. That every new want, necessitating new

actions to satisfy it, requires from the animal

experiencing it more frequent employment of some

of its parts of which it made less use before. There-

by are developed and enlarged considerably the 7iew

parts which the wants have visensibly created in it!

In a review of Professor Cope’s ‘ Origin of the

Fittest,’ I have given a few instances which trium-

phantly elucidate these statements of Lamarck
;

but those who wish to see how this accom-

modation to circumstances forms the great law

governing the evolution of organisms, must re-

fer to the work itself. It is the great law, but

not the only one : it accounts for the origin of
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the fittest, for the beginning of changes. But the

principle of heredity, by which organic cells in-

herit certain tendencies, is one of the strongest

factors in the development of living forms. It

acts, indeed, with rather a disregard to fitness, and

having taken its rise in obedience to the original

wants of the animal, its force blindly continues,

working disease and death, even when it is growing

weaker. Such are the surviving rudiments which

we inherit, in common with other mammals, from

hermaphrodite ancestors ;
the helpless condition to

which the continued degeneration of the wings

reduced the extinct Great Auk and Dodo
\

the

tusks of Babiroussa growing through its upper lip
;

the degeneration of the ascidian, and degradation

of all parasitic forms. It is all one to the law of

heredity, whether the tendency be to ever-increas-

ing perfection, as we fondly hope to be the case

with our Western Aryan race
;

or whether it be

to ever-increasing degeneration, as in the once

vertebrate and now degraded ascidian, or the limb-

less, eyeless sac which has, from a free-swimming,

bright-eyed creature, become a parasite. Ihe

tendency, once impressed on the cells, continues

for good or for evil
;

to ever-increasing strength

and perfection, or ever-deepening degradation.

Could an army of preachers thunder into our ears

a more imposing lesson than this? As we have

trained our brains, our muscles, and our nerves to
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healthful, noble and useful actions, or as we have

let them become degenerate from disuse, so surely

shall we transmit the tendency to our children, and

our children’s children. What can more sadly

exemplify this truth than the sad careers of the

children of habitual drunkards, with brain-cells

weakened and with every tissue tending to degenera-

tion ? The sermon, however, preaches itself, and

we need dwell no longer on this theme. Lamarck

enunciates his first and second laws, which are as a

recapitulation of what he has said before, but yet

worthy of further consideration.

First Law.
—

‘ In every animal which has not

passed the time of its development, the frequent

and sustained employment of an organ gradually

strengthens it, develops and enlarges it, and gives

it powers proportioned to the duration of its use;

whilst the constant disuse of a like orgati weakens it,

inse?isibly deteriorates it, progressively reduces its

functions, andfinally causes it to disappear.’

Second Law.
—‘All that Nature acquires or loses

in individuals by the influence of circumstances, to

which the race has been exposed for a long time

[and in consequence of the influence exercised by

the predominant employment of such organ, or, on

the other hand, by its disuse], she preserves by

generation, among new animals which spring from

it, providing the acquired changes be common to

both sexes.’ Listen, ye clever men, who prefer
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foolish wives !
‘ These are, then, two constant

truths which cannot be misconstrued, except by

those who have not observed Nature in her opera-

tions, or by those who entertain an error which

I will combat. Naturalists having remarked that

the parts of animals are always perfectly in harmony

with the use of those parts, have thought that the

forms and the conditions of the parts have caused

their employment. Now, it is easy to demonstrate

by observation that, on the contrary, it is the wants

and uses for the parts which have developed these

sameparts
,
that they have come to exist where they did

not
,
and that consequently they appear in the same

condition in which we observe them in every

animal.’

This teleological argument taken by itself would

be difficult to answer, but for the light thrown on

the question by pathology, which reveals numerous

rudimentary organs positively dangerous and mis-

chievous, and in human beings more especially

—

valves absent from veins where they are impera-

tively needed ;
malformations, involving agonizing

suffering, from no ‘ sin,’ but that of arrested de-

velopment ;
vital organs utterly undefended and

insufficiently supported
;
in short, a state of things

we might expect from a blind struggle in the ascent

from a worm-like organism to a human being,

but neither creditable nor credible on the hypothesis

of special creation.
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Lamarck proceeds to discuss developments
caused by the special habits of animals. Perhaps
no part of his theory of evolution was more
laughed at than this, yet no part is better supported
by the results of modern researches. He speaks of
the loss of all the limbs in snakes, which are un-
doubtedly descended from four-limbed animals

;
of

the loss of wings in many orders of insects, whose
habits never permit them to make use of their

wings; of the enormous elongation of the neck
in the giraffe, which browses on the branches of
tall trees, and in aquatic birds which seek their prey
under water. He points out the development of
membrane between the toes, in animals so diverse
as the frog, swan, sea-turtle, duck, and beaver,

where the feet are used as paddles
; the long legs

and necks of wading birds; the displacement of
the eye in soles, turbots, and other fish of the same
kind, which habitually lie and swim on one side

;

the thickened nails, known as hoofs in ruminants,

which remain in a standing position for long hours

at a time
; and the separated toes armed with re-

tractile claws of the highest carnivora. Sometimes>
as was inevitable in the state of knowledge at that

time, he makes mistakes, as when he speaks of the

peculiar conformation of the Ai, or sloth, as being

due to its ‘state of great feebleness.’ It is true

that the conformation of the sloth is as great a

puzzle in our day, as it could have been in
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Lamarck’s, since the enormous Ground-sloths of

South America, Megatherium and Thylodon, now

extinct, walked on the outside edges of their feet.

They certainly did not climb trees, much less were

they weak, their conformation being of a kind more

strong, ponderous, and clumsy than that of any

known animal. The puzzling question is, ‘Why

did so enormous and heavy an animal support

itself on the outward edges of its feet ?’ The Sloth

seems an admirable teleological example, but what

about the Megatherium ? Again, Lamarck, know-

ing probably of no Marsupial but the Kangaroo,

thinks that this creature has adopted the upright

position, and those only in a series of leaps, ‘ so as

not to hurt the little ones, which it carries in its

pouch.’ But though he made some inevitable

mistakes, his genius had intuitively found the right

road, which had to be rediscovered by Darwin,

after all Europe had floundered in the bog of

‘ special creation’ for a couple of generations. All

that is now known of the properties of living proto-

plasm, of its irritability, its condition of ceaseless

molecular change, its extraordinarily complex

atomic character, all was in Lamarck’s time un-

dreamed of. The electric discharges accompanying

every movement of the muscles, every beat of the

heart, every excitement of the nerves; the influence

of certain nerves in regulating the blood-supply to

the arteries
;
the increased blood-supply to a muscle
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in active motion—all these facts of modern phy-

siology were then unknown. Lamarck has to

imagine a ‘ sentiment interieur ’ which directs the
‘ vital fluids ’ to those parts of the body where
special efforts are being made. It is not long since

that physiologists invoked ‘vital force ’ as the occult

influence which kept the blood fluid in living veins.

It is necessary to find some name for phenomena
we do not as yet understand, and Lamarck was
quite as much justified in coining the phrase

‘sentiment interieur’ as modern physiologists in

using, until lately, the term ‘ vital force.’

Neo - Lamarckism supplies the ‘motif’ which
runs through almost every study in this little

book. I had not met with the works of Lamarck
when these studies were written, yet it seems
to me that every advance in the physical sciences

which I have endeavoured to chronicle, adds a

fresh laurel to the fame of this most unjustly

decried genius. If we who love and honour the

name of Darwin look upon him as the Newton of

evolution, we surely shall not detract from his fame
if we look upon Lamarck as its Galileo. He, too,

might have said when the changelessness of animal

organisms seemed the triumphant creed, ‘ E pur si

muove.’ Still they move, either forwards or down-
wards, in the race for life.
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‘ T N my opinion the greatest error which I have

committed has been not allowing sufficient

weight to the direct action of the environ-

ment, independently of natural selection/

In these words, occurring in one of his later

letters, Darwin has shown the ever-progressive

character of his mind. For in his earlier letters he

says that the direct action of the conditions of life

cannot but have played an ‘ extremely small part
’

in producing variations. In those days the imper-

fection of the geological record formed one of the

greatest difficulties in the way of evolutionists
;
the

chemical nature of protoplasm also was imperfectly

understood, and its complex nature was unknown.

Recent researches have demonstrated the exquisite

sensitiveness of naked protoplasm to the action of

the environment, but the experiment demonstrating
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this fact had not been made when the ‘ Origin oi

Species was written. Mr. Herbert Spencer,
writing twenty-six years ago, displays all the pre-

science of genius in the important place which he
assigns to the action of the environment in Evolu-
tion

; and one can only be surprised that his

opinions, expressed in his ‘Principles of Biology/
had so little influence on the thought of the time.

Apparently whatever array of proofs might be
marshalled to show the influence of surrounding
circumstances on the evolution of plants and
animals, was not sufficient to prove satisfactorily

the paramount influence of these surrounding cir-

cumstances on evolution, until paleontology and
chemistry had amassed an overwhelming amount
of corroborative evidence.

Mr. Herbert Spencer says* :
‘ Organisms are

built up of certain highly complex molecules.

Iwo factors must be recognised at work during

the development of any organism, a combination
of internal forces that expend themselves in working
out a structure in equilibrium with theforces to which
ancestral organisms were exposed ; but not in equi-

librium with the forces to which the existingorganism

is exposed
, if the environment has been changed.

Hence the problem in all cases is to ascertain

the resultant of internal organizing forces, tending

to reproduce the ancestral form, and external

*
‘ Principles of Biology.’ Herbert Spencer.
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modifying forces tending to cause deviations from

that form. Moreover, we have to take into account

not only the characters of immediately preceding

ancestors, but of ancestors of all degrees of re-

moteness. Setting out with rudimentary types,

we have to consider how in each successive stage

of evolution, the structures acquired during previous

stages have been obscured by further integrations

and further differentiations
;

or conversely, how

the lineaments of primitive organisms have all

along continued to manifest themselves under

the superposed modifications. Our conception

of life becomes the definite combination of hetero-

geneous changes, both simultaneous and successive,

in correspondence with external co-existences and

sequences.’ And this important law he shows in

operation from its very simplest manifestation—viz.,

in the distinction to be noticed in unicellular plants

and animals, between the inside and the outside

;

* between the parts in contact with the environment

and the parts not in contact with the environment.’

From this earliest stage of the action of the en-

vironment on organic matter, its influence may be

traced in the development of the highest animal

and vegetable forms, and further still in the de-

velopment of the human mind itself.

Natural selection, though it accounts for a great

body of facts in a fairly satisfactory way, has the

initial weakness of requiring a succession of happy
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accidents to account for changes which are bene-
ficial to organisms, and of being unable to account
at all for retrogressive changes. Now we may be
sure that any theory depending on a series of happy
accidents is not in accord with the great laws of
Nature. A great law of Nature is certain to be
uniform in its workings, and a theory which depends
upon accidents for its modus opevundi must be de-
fective. Moreover, natural selection required a kind
of will in organisms which, from all other points of
view, would be denied the possession of any wills at
all. Plants, for instance, had the credit of elaborat-
ing all the ingenious contrivances they undoubtedly
possess for attracting useful and driving away harm-
ful insects, and of doing this in a manner which im-
plied something like will and purpose. The need for
the organ was supposed to produce it

; and this has
undoubtedly been the case, but in a different manner
to that suggested by the hypothesis of natural selec-
tion. Instead of the honey glands, bright-coloured
petals and tubular corollas of flowers having been
produced by the plants themselves in order to attract
insects, it is shown that plants are in all probability
merelypassive agents in these changes.* The ‘action
of the environment ’ in producing floral organs and
honey glands has been through the active agency
of the insects which eagerly search sweet juices for

Series^
01^ ^ tructures ' Henslow. International Scientific
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food, and whose impacts and strains, acting on the

sensitive protoplasm of the plants, have produced

these complicated structures. Botanists are pro-

bably only at the beginning of their researches on

this point, yet it is always more satisfactory to base

a working hypothesis on a known law than on an un-

known one, and the exquisite sensitiveness of proto-

plasm is a law whose action and wide applicability

is becoming ever better known.

Professor Cope’s valuable collection of essays,

which he has named the c Origin of the Fittest,’

deals with the question of the evolution of animals

from the point of view of the action of the environ-

ment on sensitive structures. This action is taken

in the widest sense, and includes much of what was

formerly known as natural selection, such as the

evolution of horns from the mutual contests of male

ruminants, and the development of the one-toed

and two-toed animals from the different strains

which the joints are subjected to on marshy and

on firm soil respectively. But natural selection did

not account for structures which have ceased to be

beneficial to their possessors ;
this must be ac-

counted for by the well-known heredity possessed

by cells, which causes them to continue functions

to which they have been accustomed, and, on the

other hand, to atrophy more and more from disuse.

Of the former peculiarity, the useless tusks of the

Babiroussa may be cited as examples
;
and of the
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latter, the inconvenient tendency to decay which
has set in in our own teeth. The strong jaws
moved by powerful muscles, and the pronounced
canine teeth of the anthropomorphic apes and of

the Neanderthal skull, have been less and less

required since man discovered the use of fire.

The jaws are smaller and weaker; the canines are

on a level with the incisors
; four molars and two

pre-molars are tending to disappear, and nothing
to all appearance can stop the inherited tendency
to diminution and decay in the teeth of civilized

man.

Professor Cope has named these inherited

tendencies of cells, the ‘ laws of Acceleration and
Retardation,’ which, as he says, when once im-

pressed upon the organism, act without any
reference to the ‘preservation of the fittest/ and
instead of being ‘controlled by fitness are the

controllers of fitness.’ Two striking examples of

the action of these laws may be again taken from
the teeth, which in the right whales have been
retarded till they are only to be found in the foetal

state, and in the seals have been accelerated so

much that the change from the milk to the second

dentition mostly takes place before birth
;
the milk

teeth are of no use whatever, and the permanent
teeth are all cut by the time the young animal is a

few weeks old.

The different genera of Whales show every state
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of retardation in dentition. In Beluga the teeth

are shed in old age
\

in Globiocephalus they are

shed at middle age, while in the Balenidae they are

developed and absorbed during foetal life. Similar

cases of dental retardation are well known in foetal

ruminants and rodents.

In watching the gradual formation of new species

these laws are admirable guides
;

it is found that

new species are produced by the acceleration or

retardation of certain characters in individuals of
the same family, and by the inheritance of these

peculiarities by the descendants of these slightly

varying individuals.

Many examples are given, of which I have only
room for a few instances. Amongst the Cervidse
of the Old World a basal snag is developed on the
antler at the end of the third year. In a majority
of genera in the New World this basal snag is

never developed, except in certain cases in Cariacus
subulo

,
and then only during their most vigorous

maturity and in the most northern species. In the
C. subulo of South America the basal snag never
appears at all, and as animals have spread from
north to south the characteristic is one which is

rapidly disappearing. Were the genus spreading
from south to north we should consider that the
basal snag was appearing.

The frogs are peculiarly rich in forms persisting

in larval characteristics, which other species pass

*3 -
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through on their way to maturity. As an example

we may take the genus Trachycephalus (.Batrachia

anura). Trachycephalus has not only the skull

completely ossified, but the ossification involves

the skin. Next below is Osteocephalus, in which

the cranium is fully ossified, but the ossification

does not include the skin. The third step on the

ladder is occupied by Hyla, where the upper sur-

face of the skull is not ossified at all, but is a

membranous roof over a great fontanelle. Still

more imperfect is Hylella, which differs from Hyla

in the absence of vomerine teeth. Now, the genus

Trachycephalus, after losing its tail and branchiae,

has ‘all the characters possessed by the genera

Hylella and Hyla, either at or just before the

mature stage of the latter. It soon, however,

becomes a Scytopis, next an Osteocephalus, and

finally a Trachycephalus. It belongs successively

to these genera, for an exhaustive anatomical

examination has failed to reveal any characters by

which, during these stages, it could be distinguished

from these genera.’

The genus Canis (dog, wolf, fox) is defined by

the presence of two tubercular molars in the lower

jaw. The allied genus Thous possesses three such

teeth, while Teticyon has but one. Now examples

of Canis familiaris (domestic dog) with but one

tubercular molar are not rare, while an individual

with three is occasionally found. In the ‘ hairless
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dog of Egypt/ says Mr. Gibson, ‘the teeth are

sometimes reduced to a single molar on each side,

incisors and canines being entirely wanting.’ The
ordinary number of teeth in man is, on each side,

incisors, two
; canines, one

;
pre-molars, two

;

molars, three. It is very common to find in the

higher races of man, individuals who have only

two molars in one or both jaws
;
and the absence

of the external incisors of the upper jaw is almost as

frequently met with. The third molars or wisdom
teeth are undergoing a process of retardation and
degeneration, appearing late in life, and decaying

early. There is often no room in the jaw of civi-

lized man for either the wisdom teeth, or the ex-

ternal incisors, and the latter cannot find space to

appear in their proper places. Some American
dentists have observed that the wisdom teeth in

natives of the United States are very liable to

imperfect growth, or suppression, and to a degree
entirely unknown among savage or even among
many civilized races.

Amongst the ancestors of our present mammals,
the action of the environment has produced
numerous pedigrees of absorbing interest to the

palaeontologist. The mammals of the early

Eocene period had short limbs
\
the toes were five

on each foot
;
the soles of the feet were closely

applied to the ground. The jaws were long, and
contained a greater number of teeth (usually forty-

13—2
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four) than are found in the jaws of modern

mammals.

In the earliest known jaws of placental mammals,

older by untold ages than the oldest Eocene, the

teeth were forty- eight in number, all nearly alike,

and adapted for insectivorous food
;

and im-

provements have all been by reduction and re-

tardation. In the Lower Eocene ‘ there was not a

single mammal of any kind which had a good

ankle-joint, constructed as a good ankle-joint ought

to be, with tongue and groove. In this period

they were nearly all perfectly flat. As time passes

on, we get them more and more grooved, until in

the Miocene we get them nearly all grooved.’ The

limbs in most of the higher orders become more

and more specialized ;
the radius and ulna (bones

of the fore-leg or in man the lower arm) the tibia

and fibula (bones of the lower leg) are fused together

in the Herbivora
;
the soles of the feet are in the

air, and the toes only applied to the ground. The

elephants, the bears, and men have still the older

type of foot. In man the chief powers of the law

of acceleration have been devoted to the brain.

So imperfectly is man even now adapted to the

erect position, that a witty American author said he

believed that ‘ original sin consisted in man having

learned to walk on his hind legs.’ The muscles of

the back and limbs have been admirably fitted for

the upright position, and also the shape, direction,
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and size of the pelvis and femur, these being the

points where the ‘ action of the environment ’ is most

strongly called into play in an active animal. But

valves in the veins have not been developed where

they are most essentially needed by a creature

standing erect
; the most vital parts of the body are

absolutely unprotected, and the abdominal organs

are too heavy for their position, and many painful

diseases and displacements are the direct results of

this state of things.

Man’s brain has made a headlong rush (the pun
was unintentional !) and has left the rest of his

organs to progress as they best can. Is it not

probable that the discovery of fire, by enabling man
to eat cooked food, thereby obviating the necessity

for powerful muscular attachments for the jaws,

and allowing room for the brain to develop, has

upset that nice balance of all functions which we
observe in less rapidly developed animals? The
teeth, still of Eocene type without diastema, have,

as we have seen, suffered woefully. Professor Cope
says :

‘ The limbs ’ of man ‘ are in all general points

those of the primitive type so common in the

Eocene. He is a plantigrade, has five toes, sepa-

rate carpals and tarsals
; short heel, and neither

hoofs nor claws, but something between the two.

In his teeth his character is thoroughly primitive.

His structural superiority consists only in the com-
plexity and size of his brain. The forms of the
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quadrumanous order, while displaying the greatest

range of brain structure, show that while they have

made but little progress since the Eocene, in the

organization of the skeleton, one branch of the

family has accomplished a much greater work—the

evolution of the human brain and its functions.'

The pedigree of many animals has now been

worked out by palaeontologists—notably those of

the rhinoceros, swine, and cats, by MM. Gaudry
and Filhol, the eminent French savants. No
history (if we except that of the horse, which is

familiarly known) is more interesting than that of

the camels, as given by Professor Cope.

In Pliocene times the camelidae roamed in vast

herds over the plains of North America, and as

the transitional forms leading up to the present

camel are only found in the New World, this was

probably their original home.

The camel is so associated in our minds with the

East, with stories of Arab and Jewish life, with

palm-trees and deserts, that its appearance as a true-

born Yankee is a shock to the mind. The animal

is not found in any part of the world in a wild*

state, and one can hardly doubt that this strange,

ancient form owes its continued existence only to

the fostering care of man. Long ages ago it died

out in America, leaving a more highly developed,

* Wild camels have lately been discovered in the almost
inaccessible desert table-lands beyond the Himalayas.
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though smaller descendant in the llama of South

America. In the camel, as in other ruminants, the

two bones of the palm and sole coalesce, so as to

make as firm a support as possible to the foot. In

the ancestors of the camel these bones are first

found separate ;
then they coalesce through part of

their length
;
then they are completely fused into

one another. The two bones also of the lower

limb, which we still have perfectly separate, are

fused into one, in both the odd-toed and even-toed

hoofed animals.

In Poebrotherium of the Lower Miocene un-

mistakable indications are found that we have

an animal of the cameloid type* although there

is a complete series of incisor teeth, with four

premolars and three molars. The metacarpals

and metatarsals (hand and foot bones), though

elongated, after the ruminant type, have not

coalesced. In Protolabis we see that gradual

change by which species change like dissolving

views, in geological time. Protolabis has still

three molars, but one is degenerating. The

incisors are also there in full number, but they

fall out readily. Procamelus follows in the Upper

Miocene, with incisors like those of our present

camels
;

but in some species of Procamelus,

scales of enamel and dentine in shallow cavities

represent the last remains of the lost incisors

ot Protolabis. The metatarsals have coalesced
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and become the ‘ cannon-bone.’ Next comes

Pliauchenia, with lH3 cheek teeth; then in the
3-3

Phocene Camelus with 1 l
• and finally Auche-

2- 3

nia, represented by the existing llamas, with —
A more and more continuous delay in the forma-
tion of the teeth is observed

; they eventually no
longer cut the gum, and finally disappear com-
pletely, this being the usual process of retardation
observed in many other lines of animals.

The embryonic history of these parts is as
follows :

‘ In the foetal state all the Ruminantia (to
which the camels belong) have the cannon-bones
divided, as in Poebrotherium

; they exhibit also
incisor teeth, as in that genus and Protolabis.
Very young recent camels have the additional
premolar of Pliauchenia. They shed this tooth at

an early period, but in rare instances a camel is

found in which the tooth persists. The anterior

premolar of the camel is in like manner found in

the young llama (Auchenia), but is shed long
before the latter animal attains maturity.’ Thus
the history of the individual (ontogeny) reproduces
the history of the race (phylogeny). Such a
change we see even now going on in the teeth of
the highest race of man. The pedigree or family
history of several animals will be found in the
chapter on the Mammalia. As it is with the origin
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and not the survival of the fittest that Professor

Cope is specially concerned in these essays, he

goes into the question of the origin of the odd-

toed and even-toed groups of hoofed animals, from

the five-toed Eocene forms. He says, ‘The action

of an ungulate (hoofed animal) in walking through

deep mud is very suggestive. The hind foot is

bent upon the leg, and the strain of the weight or

propulsive force is trcuisverse to its long axis. But
in progression on dry land the strain is in the

direction of the length or axis of the foot. The
obvious effect of a cross strain is to produce

greater and greater mobility in some articulation.

The one which has yielded is that between the

two tarsal rows (ankle-bones). Another effect of

walking in swampy ground is to spread the toes

apart. As the first digit of both feet is always of

reduced size (even in early Eocene types), there

are practically but four digits to be considered.

The weight falling nearly in the middle, between

these, would tend to spread them equally, two on
each side. The perissodactyle (odd-toed) type of

foot, so soon as the lateral digits are much reduced,

ceases to be favourable for progression on soft

ground, owing to the liability of the small side-toes

to injury in following the principal one into a

yielding material filled with sticks and other hard

debris.
7

In the highest type of perissodactyl, the

genus Equus (horse and ass), the side toes have
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accordingly been reduced to mere ‘splint bones
’

hidden beneath the skin, and the animals walk on

the tip of the middle toe.

The jungle-haunting, swamp-loving, odd-toed

forms have either feet still of Eocene type like the

elephant, or feet with good stout functional side-

toes like the tapirs. The only difficulty that occurs

to my mind is in the families of goats and deer,

which are both as far as possible from being swamp-

loving animals, and which, in the case of the deer,

are as fitted for rapid progression on hard ground

as the horse. Did the Ovidse and Cervidse have

originally marsh-haunting ancestors ? Professor

Cope calls attention to the manner in which the

different kinds of teeth in the higher mammals have

taken their rise
;
but this subject involves details

too technical to be interesting in a work of this

kind. Yet it cannot be left out entirely, and I

will give a brief list of the different kinds of teeth,

from the simplest to the most complex. The most

simple form of tooth is to be found in the Cetacea

(toothed whales, dolphins).

Division I.—Haplodont types
;

the crown un-

divided or simple, as in the toothed whales,

dolphins, and some edentata, of which the sloths

are examples.

Division II.—Ptychodont type ; the crown is

folded on the sides, the folds frequently crossing

the crown, (a) Sides only folded; rodents, such
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as the beaver. Summit of crown also folded

;

rodents, as the hare and chinchilla.

Division III.—Bunodont type ;
crown supporting

tubercles. Hoofed animals, carnivora, mastodon,

man.

Division IV.—Lophodont type; the summit of

the crown thrown into folds. Higher hoofed

animals.

The subject will be found discussed at full length

in the essays on ‘ The Molar Teeth of the Mam-
malia Educabilia,’ ‘ The Structural Evidence of

Evolution,’ and other essays—Nos. XIII. and XV.

—in ‘ The Origin of the Fittest.’

With regard to the brain, the early primitive

forms of mammals had small brains with smooth

hemispheres, and the later forms had larger brains

with complex hemispheres
;
that is to say, in the

highest animals there is not only a larger brain,

but it is thrown into deep convolutions, so as to

gain the greatest possible amount of surface for

that ‘ gray matter ’ which physically represents the

intellectual functions. Some large ungainly animals

of the Eocene period had brains reptilian in type,

and almost incredibly small and ill-developed.

The creatures were too big and strong to fear

enemies. Their vegetable food was abundant in

an age when the world, from the Equator to Green-

land, was as a garden of Eden. They had no need
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to struggle for existence, and they died out quickly,

too stupid, one may well suppose, to live.

Far different must have been the condition of

primitive man—a naked defenceless animal, with

no teeth or claws worth speaking of for purposes

of defence
; with all the most vital portions of the

body exposed to mortal injury through his upright

position
; with limbs ill-fitted for flight—a creature

which the lion, the horse, or the deer might, could

they have reasoned, have looked on with scorn.

What did this despicable animal possess which has

finally made him master of the world? He pos-

sessed a brain which, even in its lemuroid form,

was remarkable for its comparative size, especially

in the region of the cerebral hemispheres. This
brain was constantly stimulated by struggles with

a thousand dangers
;

it was the only natural weapon
the animal had which could be depended on.

And that brain learned the use of fire, and Pro-

anthropos (the term is not mine) was able to eat

cooked and softened food. Powerful muscular
attachments were no longer wanted for the jaws,

which had far less hard work thrown upon them,

and by this means the intellectual portion of the

brain (the frontal lobes) had more space for de-

velopment. The enormous difference between
m ind in man and in all other animals, a difference

so great that it is still an open question with psycho-

1 ogists whether the difference is of kind and not only
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of degree
,

lies in this fact that the acceleration of

functions, and the specialization of organs, have

in man been, not in the direction of improved feet,

as in the horse, or of improved nose, as in the

elephant, or in increased muscular strength, as in

the lion, but in an improved and increased brain.

I have only sufficient space here to indicate

faintly the wealth of interesting matter to be found

in Professor Cope’s essays. He traces the brain

from its low reptilian form in the mammals of

the lower Eocene up to its present development

;

and we look with interest upon a certain tiny skull,

mouse-like in size, which yet contained a com-

paratively large brain, and belonged to a lemur-like

animal, Anaptomorphus homunculus. So large were

the cerebral hemispheres of this creature, whose

immense contemporaries had almost the brains of

reptiles, that we feel we have in this minute animal

a probable ancestor of man.

The history of the process by which the one-toed

and two-toed types of animals were produced, is

given in detail
;
and the Ascidian has been dislodged

from his ‘ bad eminence ’ (in which position he was

persistently called an oyster by the public) and shown

to be a degenerate vertebrate, who early took to

heart the maxim to ‘ cast away ambition,’ and took

no pride in rising in life.

Of all the lines along which animals have pro-

gressed, the higher fish (Teleostei) present most
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difficulties. From the Dipnoi,* fitted for breathing

either air or water, and of very low type as fish,

the line goes on uninterruptedly, through the

Amphibia and Reptilia up to the Birds, and the

Marsupial and Placental mammals. The three

latter have probably each distinct lines of descent

;

the birds from some species of Deinosaur, and

the mammals from the Theromorpha. But as far

back in the mist of ages as the Placental and Im-

placental mammals can be traced, they are shown

by their dentition to be quite distinct from one

another. Those essays in the ‘ Origin of the

Fittest,’ which deal with metaphysical and psycho-

logical questions, remind one of Mr. Gladstone’s

excursions into the field of science, and those of

Professor Tyndall into the arena of politics. The
specialist who leaves the subject of which he is

supreme master, to discuss subjects on which he

is no more a specialist than the ‘ general reader,’

has come down from that lofty pedestal, from the

height of which we listen to his utterances as to

those of an oracle. He may be perfectly right or

he may be wrong, but his opinions are no longer of

the same value, and take rank only with those of

ordinary men.

* Type : Australian Mud-Fish, Ceratodus.
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A.

Amoeba (Gr. amoibos
,
changing).—An animal consisting of

one cell only, named from its constant change of form. The
white corpuscles of the blood closely resemble amoeboe.

Amphibia (Gr. amphi, both
;

bios
,

life).—Cold-blooded
backboned animals, such as frogs or newts, which have
always gills when young, but develop lungs at some periods
of their lives.

Anchyloid (Gr. agkulos
,

crooked).—The union of two
bones so that they become fused into one. This process
occurs in innumerable cases in the unborn young of animals.

Anesthesia (a, without
; aisthanomai

,
I feel).—A condition

of insensibility to pain, which may be local or general.
Annelida.—Ringed worms, as the ordinary earth-worm

; a
division of the Anarthropoda (Gr. a

, without
; arthros

,
a

joint
;
pons, a foot).

Anthrax.—A virulently contagious disease, often known in
England as ‘ wool-sorter’s disease,’ and in France as ‘ char-
bon.’

Anticlinal (Gr. anti
,

over against; klino
,

I bend).

—

Marking inclination in opposite directions. In geology the
anticlinal line is the point from which the strata diverge in
different directions.

Anthracite [anthrax, a burning coal
; lithos, a stone).—

A

hard, compact, mineral coal, which burns without smoke or
flame.
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Archaic (Gr. archaikos
,
ancient).— Ancient, obsolete.

Artiodactyl (Gr. artios, even
; daktulos, a finger or toe).

—

Hoofed quadrupeds, in which each foot has an even number
of toes (two or four), as in deer, sheep and pigs.

Atrophy (Gr. a, without
;
trophe

,
from trepho

,
I nourish).

—A wasting away from want of due nerve or blood supply,
which may be local or general.

B.

Bacillus.—A genus of Bacteria, some species of which are
named after the diseases of which they are known or
presumed to be the exciting causes, as B. anthracis, B. tuber-
culosis, and B. leprae.

Bacteria.—Low fungi, increasing by transverse division as

well as by spores. They belong to the class of Schizomycetes
or ‘splitting fungi,’ unicellular plants, which produce de-

compositions and fermentations in living or dead organisms.
Bacalites.—A sub-division of the extinct order of Molluscs

known as Ammonites, distinguished by the shell being a
straight, elongated cone, not bent in any way.

Branchiae (Gr. bragchia
,
the gill of a fish).—Respiratory

organs adapted to breathe air dissolved in water. In respira-

tion by lungs, air is brought to the blood
; in respiration by

branchiae, the blood is brought to the air as it exists dissolved

in water.
Branchial Arches.—Chains of bones behind the head in

fishes, supporting the branchiae. These bones are extra-

ordinarily modified in the higher air-breathing back-boned
animals, and adapted to new functions.

C.

Canine Teeth (Lat. canis, a dog).—The ‘eye-tooth’ of

mammals, conspicuously long, sharp and pointed in flesh-

eating animals.

Carnivores (Lat. caro, flesh ;
voro, I devour).—Animals

adapted for living on flesh. This adaptation affects the

whole structure of the animal, its digestive system, skeleton,

teeth and claws.

Carnassial Teeth.—Teeth adapted for the cutting and
tearing of flesh, corresponding generally in position to our
‘ double teeth they may be well observed in the cat.
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<

A mass .°f protoplasm, surrounded by an external
wall, and containing a ‘ nucleus.’
Cell-wall.—The outer envelope of a cell formed by

chemical changes in the external layer of cell-contents. It isthm in -young cells, but grows thicker with age, and fulfils
specially important functions in plant life.

Cerebellum (Lat., dim. of cerebrum
, brain).—The ‘hind

brain, lying behind the cerebrum or ‘ great brain.’ Physio-
logically the cerebellum may be looked upon as the centre for
the co-ordination of movements and preservation of the
equilibrium of animals.

.

Cerebral Hemispheres.—The two halves of the ‘ cerebrum ’

rn
.l
ar

.£
est and highest of the four parts into which

the brain is divided, occupying the whole cavity of the skull
except the middle. and higher basal portions. It is the organ
concerned in 'all intellectual functions, and has aptly been
described as the central telegraphic station for the whole body.

.

Cephalic Mantle.—In Molluscs the ‘ mantle ’ is an expan-
sion of the dorsal skin, which may form a complete sac
enclosing all the most vital parts of the body. Sometimes it
is expanded

; m all cases it is the organ which secretes the
shell. Phe cephalic mantle is the portion of this organ
situated near the head of the animal.

Composite or Compound Eyes.—The large eyes of insects,made up of a great number of lenses united together, and each
supplied with a nerve filament. Insects also possess simple
eyes, ocelli, which resemble the single elements of thecompound eye.

Composite Organism.—In one sense all animals above the
lowest are composite organisms. The term is, however
usually applied to organisms like the corals and sponges’which are made up of numbers of feeding or reproductive
cells, supplied by a circulating medium in common, and kept
together by °ne common supporting mass. The ordinary
bath and Turkey sponges consist of the supporting mass,
‘sponge-flesh,’ which holds together the feeding and repro-
ductive one-celled animals which compose the living sponge
Coral is the supporting frame-work of the coral polyp.

Corpusclo (Lat. corpusculum
, a little body).—Usually

applied to the floating solid particles of the blood.
X

hndr
4 PP.lied in zoology to the crescent-shaped

hollows of the grinding teeth of Ruminants.
Crystalline Lens.—See Lens.

14
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Cornea.—That part of the eye which in mammals looks

like a watch-glass ;
an epidermal covering which forms

a strong outer support for the eye.

Connective -Tissue.

—

Forms enclosing sheaths for the

muscles, nerves and blood-vessels, forms ligaments and

tendons, envelops and binds together the muscles of different

regions, notably in the thigh and leg, and fulfils numberless

important functions.

Cusp.—Small pointed eminences on the teeth.

Cretaceous.

—

That period of geological time when great

deposits of chalk were laid down, of which examples may be

seen in the chalk hills north and south of London. These

deposits were laid down in comparatively shallow seas, and

consist largely of the shells, * tests,
5

of one-celled animals

known as Foraminifera.

D.

Deciduous (Lat. decido
,
I fall off).—Applied to parts which

fall off or are shed during the life of an animal, and to trees

which lose their leaves in the winter.

Deinosaurs.

—

The most highly organized reptiles that ever

existed. They became extinct during the cretaceous or chalk

period. Birds are probably descended from some form of

deinosaur.

Diastema (Gr. dia, apart ;
histemi,

I place).—A gap or

interval, especially between teeth.
_

Differentiation.—Applied to the changes which take

place in animals according to their mode of life.. A whale is

a mammal differentiated for a life in water, that is, profoundly

altered in outward shape so as superficially to resemble a fish.

In internal structure it is as purely mammalian as a cow or

Disintegration.

—

The breaking up of any body into its

component parts.

E.

Embryo (Gr. en, in ;
bruo ,

I swell).—The earliest stage at

which the young animal or plant is recognisable in the

impregnated ovum or ‘egg-cell.’ Applied in general to the

larva or young form of any animal.

Embryology.—The science which deals with the develop-

ment of unborn animals, and of all stages in animals or plants

preceding their complete development.
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Endothelial.—Cells lining some internal parts of the body,
such as the inner surfaces of the blood vessels and lymphatics.
Entomostraca.—Small crustaceans.
Epidermis.— Cells lining the outer surfaces of the body ; the

* scarf-skin.’ Nails and hairs are modified epidermal cells.

Epiglottis.—A lid of cartilage which protects the larynx or
passage leading to the lungs during the act of swallowing.
Environment.—An expression signifying those outward

circumstances which have such a profound effect in altering
animal and vegetable forms.

F.

Femur.—The thigh-bone, placed between the hip-bones
above and the shank-bones below.

Fibrin.—That part of the blood which is fluid in the living
animal, becomes, when drawn from the body, divided into
two substances : one, liquid, known as ‘ serum the other,
solid, known as fibrin. The fibrin together with the corpuscles
of the blood forms a red consistent mass or ‘ clot.’

Foramen (Lat. foramen
,
an aperture).—The minute open-

ings in the shells or ‘ tests ’ of some one-celled animals
; an

opening in the great blood-vessel near the heart in reptiles
and unborn mammals

; an opening generally.
Functional.—Applied to an organ which is in active use.

A cow has two ‘ functional ’ toes on each foot, and two which
are useless survivals.

G.

Genus.

—

A term applied to groups of species which agree
in essential details of structure. A genus may include a
single species only in cases where the combination of
characters which make up the species are so peculiar that no
other species includes similar structural characters. The
genus Canis (dog, wolf, etc.) contains many species; the
genus Rhinoceros contains but one living species.

Gills. Organsintended for breathing air dissolved in water.
See Branchiae.

Glands (Lat. glans, glandis
,
a nut-like fruit).—Soft granular

organs occurring in many parts of the body, consisting of
blood-vessels, nerves, and a peculiar tissue. They are
concerned in the production of special secretions, such as
saliva, milk, sweat, tears, etc.

14—2
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Glanders.— An incurable disease appearing in horses and
communicable to man. Its ravages are in all probability

caused by a special bacillus.

Gynaecium (Gr. gune
,
a female).—The female organs of a

flower.

H.

Habitat.—The natural abode of an animal ;
the locality

where we may expect to find it. The habitat of the camel is

in sandy deserts
;
of the Polar bear in Arctic regions, etc.

Hermaphrodite (Gr. Hermes
,
Mercury ;

Aphrodite
,
Venus).

—Animals which combine the two sexes in one individual, as

in some snails, in oysters, and great numbers of the lower
animals. Numerous organs, more or less in a rudimentary

condition, point to the descent of the highest mammals from
hermaphrodite ancestors.

I.

Inhibitory.—In physiology applied to nerves and nerve
centres which control, or even put a stop to, certain vital

functions. The great nerve known as the pneumogastric or

vagus controls the action of the breathing organs and of the

heart, and both respiration and beating of the heart can be
stopped by stimulation of the pneumogastric. To the action of
these inhibitory centres we may attribute sudden deaths from
nervous shocks.

L.

Labyrinthodont (Gr. laburinthos
, a labyrinth ; odoust

tooth).—An extinct order of Amphibia, whose remains are

first found in the Coal Period. They were the first (known) air-

breathing vertebrates, and somewhat resembled our modern
newts. Their name is derived from the complicated foldings

of the crowns of their teeth.

Larvae (Lat. a mask).—Insects in their first stage, after

emergence from the egg, when it is usually very different from
the adult. Applied in a general sense to the young form of

any invertebrate animal, especially if unlike the adult.

Lemur.—See Lemuroidea.
Lemuroidea.—The lowest of the three divisions in the

order of Primates, which latter includes the Simioidea

(•monkeys and apes) and Man. Living lemurs are exclusively

found in the Old World, but fossil forms exist in America.
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Leucocytes.—The colourless corpuscles of the blood, which
recent researches have revealed as playing a most important
part in the body, whether in health or in disease.

Lens.—That portion of the eye which is formed for the
refraction of light. It arises originally from the outer layer
(epiblast) in the embryo.

Lymphatics.—A system of vessels, carrying a colourless
fluid, which is made up of a fluid (plasma) and cells
(leucocytes). The sharp distinction between lymphatics and
blood-vessels only exist in vertebrate animals.

M.
Mammals.—Animals which suckle their young.
Marsupials. Animals in which there is no provision for

the nutrition of the unborn young from the blood of the
mother. See Placental Mammals.

Metabolism.—The chemical changes in protoplasm, by
which old and useless matter is got rid of, and new and fresh
matter taken in

; chemical changes during muscular activity,
etc.

Median Eye. An unpaired eye, situated below the trans-
parent skin in some low animals. The ‘ pineal gland ’ in the
higher animals was probably derived originally from the
median eye, and served in Mesozoic times as an organ of
vision.

Metacarpals.—Bones of the palm of the hand in men, and
the bones corresponding to those in the forefeet of other
animals.

Metatarsals. Bones of the sole of the foot in man, and
corresponding bones in the hind feet of other animals.

Micrococci.—A genus of Schizomycetes. Low fungi, con-
sisting of rounded cells, either isolated, or united in chains or
orming gelatinous masses. They are found in fresh lymph
from cow-pox or vaccination vesicles, on the mucous surfaces

°r i i

S '^roab etc.,in diphtheritic patients, and in various forms
of blood poisoning.

Micro-organisms.—A term applied to many different kinds
of animal and vegetable forms which are too small to be seen
without the aid of a microscope.

Miocene (Gr. melon, less; kainos, new).—The Middle
Tertiary period. Perhaps the time when both the animal
and vegetable kingdoms were in their palmiest days, and -a
rich vegetation flourished as far north as Greenland.
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Molars (Lat. mola
,
a mill).—The ‘ grinders ’ in man

; teeth
not preceded by ‘milk-teeth.’ They are very characteristic,
varying according to the special diet of their possessors,
formed for crushing in vegetable feeders ; with sharp cutting
edges in flesh-eating animals

; with tubercles in many mixed
feeders ; with crescent-shaped depressions in ruminants

; and
with permanent pulps and constantly renewed in elephants.

Molecular Changes.—All matter, whether in its gaseous,
liquid, or solid state, is assumed in modern chemistry to
consist of almost inconceivably small particles called atoms

,

which again are congregated into masses called molecules.
These molecules are liable to constant changes in the atoms
which compose them. More especially is this the case with
those complex molecules made up of a great number of atoms
which constitute organic matter (matter which forms, or has
formed, part of some living animal or plant). To give some
idea of the complexity of an organic as compared with an
inorganic substance, it may be stated that whilst the molecule
of water consists of two atoms of hydrogen to one of oxygen,
a molecule of albumen (a substance found in white of egg,
muscle, etc.) consists of 226 atoms. The more complex the
molecule, the more subject it is to changes, and the molecules
composing living bodies are constantly being ‘ built up ’ or
‘ broken down ’ by the processes of digestion, respiration, etc.

After the death of a living organism the process is one entirely
of ‘ breaking down ’ into simpler chemical compounds before
the ‘ building up ’ into fresh forms of life can begin.

Morphological (Gr. morphos, a shape
; logos, a discourse).

—Relating to form and structure, as opposed to function.
The hand of a monkey and the wing of a bird resemble one
another morphologically

, though their functions are completely
different.

Modification.—A term applied to changes in animals
caused by adaptation to their surroundings

; the fore limbs
or ‘ wings ’ of penguins are modified to act as fins

;
the fins

of flying fish are modified to act as wings
;
the gills of some

crabs are modified to act as lungs, etc.

N.

Nasal Septum.—The cartilage separating the nostrils. In
the rhinoceros the nasal septum becomes partially or com-
pletely converted into bone, so as to form a stronger support
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for the horn. In the extinct woolly rhinoceros of the
glacial period, the septum was completely bony, supporting
the two great horns.

1

1

s

Nauplius.—The egg-shaped larva of the lowest crustaceans
without segments, and possessing a median eye and three
pairs of appendages used in swimming.

Nautilus. —Molluscs very nearly related to the cuttle-fishes,
but dLstmguished by the possession of a very beautiful shell.

.Nucleus (Lat. a kernel).—In animal and vegetable cells
there is a special spot which appears to be the very centre of
active life, and which is particularly concerned in reproduc-
ion. Living protoplasm too low in organization to possess a
nucleus is, properly speaking, a 4

cytod,’ and not a cell.

O.

Olfactory Lobes,—The portion of the brain, enormously
developed in some low fishes, which is the conscious centre
of sense of smell. In the shark the olfactory lobes are
enormous : m man they are comparatively very small.
Omnivorous.—Applied to animals which feed on a mixed

animal and vegetable diet, as pigs and bears.
Optic Nerves. The nerves which communicate between

the optic lobes of the brain and the retina at the back of the
eye, the layers of the retina being the peripheral terminations
ot the optic nerves.

Optic Lobes.—That portion of the brain which is the
conscious centre for sight. In the highest animals the optic
lobes lie below the cerebrum, the centre for intellectual func-
tions, but originally they lie as the « mid-brain ’ at the back
ot the cerebrum and just beneath the skull.

°f1
der-~Group of Emilies of animals related to oneanother by structural, characters common to all, as lions and

cats of the family Felis, dogs and wolves of the familv Canis,and badgers and otters of the family Mustelidae are grouped
ogether in the great order of Carnivora, or flesh-eaters.

P.

Paleontology (Gr.palaios, ancient
;
onto,, being : and lo^osa discourse).—The science of organic remains or of extinct

organized beings.
1

(9 r * Pathos, rufifering
; logos

>

a discourse).

—

at branch of medicine which deals with the nature of
diseases, their causes and symptoms.
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Pathogenic.—Applied to organisms which are supposed to

be direct or indirect causes of disease.

Pachyderms (Gr. pachus
,
thick ;

derma
,
skin).—A name

applied to thick-skinned animals, as the elephant, rhinoceros

and hippopotamus, but abandoned as a description of any

particular order of mammals.
Parasites (Gr. parasitos

,
from para and sifeo, I feed).

—

Plants and animals deriving their nourishment wholly or in

part from other animals or plants to which they attach them-

selves, or into whose tissues they enter.

Peripheral Nerve-endings (Gr. peri, round or about

;

phero
,
I carry).—The fine terminations of sensory nerves as

they spread out in delicate fibrils in the dermis or true skin

and other parts of the body.

Persistent Pulps.—Teeth in which there is a wide passage

for the sensitive nutrient pulp, so that the tooth is richly

nourished and is capable of constant growth, as in the incisor

teeth of rats. In man the passage is narrowed so as only to

allow of the entrance of the nerve, and the tooth, though it

may be nourished and kept alive for an indefinite time, soon

ceases to grow.
Pelvis.—Applied to the basin-shaped structure formed by

the hip bones and lower part of the backbone. The two

halves of the pelvis
—

‘ ossa innominata ’—consist each of

three pieces in the embryo, viz., the ilium, ischium and
pubes. In almost all adult mammals (except the Monotremes)
these three bones are fused into one, and are firmly united to

the vertebral column.
Perissodactyls (Gr. perissos, uneven ;

daktulos
,
a finger).

—Applied to those hoofed animals in which the feet have an

uneven number of toes, as in the rhinoceros, the tapir and the

horse, and in numerous extinct forms.

Phthisis (Gr. from phthino
,
I waste away).—A wasting

malady, specially characterized by pathological changes in

the lungs
;
consumption.

Phylogeny (Gr. phulon,
race ;

genesis
,

origin).—The
development of the species or race, as opposed to that of the

individual.

Plasmodium.—A term applied to a number of united one-

celled organisms resembling the ‘ giant-cells ’ in the higher

animals. The union may be permanent or temporary.

Placenta.—The ‘after-birth,’ the organ by which blood is

constantly supplied by the mother to her unborn young in all

the higher orders of mammals.
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Plantigrade (Lat. planta
,
the sole of the foot

;
gradior

,
I

walk).—Applying the sole of the foot to the ground in walk-
ing, as in bears, instead of walking on the toes only, as in

cats.

Pneumonia.—Inflammation of the lungs.

Prehensile.—Fitted for taking hold of objects, as the hand
of man, trunk of elephant, and tail of monkey.

Proboscideans.—An order of mammals, of which elephants
are the only surviving representatives. The nose is prolonged
into the so-called ‘trunk,’ at the extremity of which the
nostrils are placed.

Proboscis.—Applied to the spiral trunk of butterflies and
moths, modified mouth-organs, by which these insects are
able to suck the juices of flowers.

Protoplasm (Gr. protos ; plasso, I mould).—The elementary
form of living matter ; the basis of life, both in animals and
plants. A single microscopic speck of protoplasm is capable
in the living state of performing all the great vital functions,
and thus, constituting an entire and independent organism.

Pyaemia.—Blood-poisoning from the introduction of some
morbid material into the body.

Q.

Quadrumana (Lat. qticitnor, four
; manus

, a hand).—An
order in which Cuvier and Owen placed the monkeys in

contradistinction to man, for whom they constituted the order
Bimana (two-handed). This distinction is not warranted by
any true anatomical differences, and monkeys and man are
now included in the order of Primates. The word is retained
only as a familiar expression.

R.

Reptile.—A cold-blooded, backboned animal, which
throughout its life breathes by lungs and never- by gills.

Retina.—The layers of nerve fibres and cells, with their

supporting tissue, which spread over the back of the eye.

These are continuations of the optic nerve, and in connection
with the optic lobes form the active agents of vision.

Ruminant.—The group of hoofed animals which ‘ chew
the cud.’ The food passes into the first stomach or ‘ paunch,’
where it soaks for some time, and then passes into the second
stomach, ‘ honey-comb bag.’ From this it is returned into

the mouth to be chewed a second time, and when swallowed
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passes into the third stomach, and from this into the fourth,
which secretes gastric juice.

S.

Selenodont.—Animals in which the double teeth have the
grinding surfaces of their crowns divided each into two
crescent-shaped lobes, as in sheep and deer.

Septicaemia.—A form of blood-poisoning due to the
presence of micro-organisms. In the septicaemia of mice,
such organisms are found within the corpuscles of the blood.

Sessile (Lat. sedeo, I sit).—Not supported upon a stalk or
peduncle

; attached by a base. Ex., sea anemones, florets of
the daisy.

Species.—A term arbitrarily used for convenience in classi-
fication. In nature there is a tendency for every ‘ species ’ to
shade off into some other, and the most skilled zoologists
could not agree in their definition of a ‘ true species and
when in existing animals we meet with species now absolutely
distinct, we can trace them back in geological time till they
shade oft into some other species. The term is, however,
necessary for classification, and useful so long as we clearly
remember that no hard and fast line is drawn in nature
between ‘ species ’ of animals.

Soliped.es (Lat. solidus ; pes
,

a foot). — A somewhat
Hibernian appellation for animals which walk upon the tip
of one toe of each foot, as the horse, ass and zebra.

Spirillum.—One of the low, one-celled fungi known as
Schizomycetes. The cells are cylindrical, sometimes spirally
twisted, usually with a flagellum (whip-like process) at each
end.

Spirochceta.— Schizomycetes, whose cells are united in
long slender threads, which present a considerable number of
close spiral turns. The threads are very actively mobile,
swimming backwards and forwards, rolling over and bending
in the most varied manner. Found in the blood of persons
suffering from ‘ relapsing fever,’ appearing during the recurring
fever periods, and disappearing in the intervals of freedom
from fever.

Spores (Gr. spora
,
a seed).—Germs of plants forming the

‘ resting stage ’ of vegetation. Spores are usually provided
with a thick envelope or cell-wall, and can usually endure
extremes of heat, cold, or drought, which would destroy the
parent plant. The spores of the common bacillus subtilis are
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not killed by a quarter of an hour’s boiling, and an hour’s
boiling will not destroy them all.

Synclinal.—In geology the point at which the strata con-
verge towards one another.

T.

Thyroid Cartilage.—One of the principal cartilages of the
larynx, having roughly the shape of a V in its front and upper
portion. It is one of the principal factors in the production
of vocal sounds, and the stretching of the vocal cords through
changes in the thyroid cartilage occasions the £ break ’ in the
voice of boys growing into manhood.

Tuberculate Teeth.—Teeth having prominences on the
crowns, as in the molar teeth of the pig and the hippopotamus.
Teeth of this kind are of a much older type than those of the
selenodont kind possessed by oxen, deer and sheep.

Tubercles.—Isolated roundish masses, which occur in
various parts of the body in phthisis and strumous diseases.
Prominences on the grinding teeth.

Typhoid.—A disease more correctly named enteric fever
(Gr. enteron, an intestine), as it specially affects the intestines,
notably the portion known as Peyer’s patches. It is probably
caused by a special bacillus, which, through contaminated
water or food, finds its way into the bowel. It is not
infectious.

Typhus.—A highly contagious fever, now, happily, becom-
ing rare in England. It is often known as ‘ famine fever,’ so
apt is it to appear amongst underfed and otherwise wretched
populations.

U.

Ungulata (Lat. ungula, a hoof).—The order of hoofed
quadrupeds, one of the largest and most important mammalian
orders, corresponding with Cuvier’s two orders of Pachyderms
and Ruminants.

V.

Vaso-motor Nerves.—Nerves which control the arteries,
causing constriction or expansion in these vessels. Division of
the nerve known as the cervical-sympathetic causes a dilation
of the minute arteries of the neck on the same side, whilst a
division of the sciatic nerve causes a similar dilation of the
small arteries of the foot and legs, and in both cases the
thermometer shows a rise in temperature. Blushing is caused
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by an impulse in the nervous centres transmitted to the vaso-

motor fibres of the sympathetic.
Virus.—A poisonous or infectious substance, as the poison

contained in special glands in some snakes, or the matter
from a small-pox pustule.

Z.

Zoea.—An early stage in the life of decayed crustaceans

(lobsters, shrimps, etc.), which is so different to the adult

form that it wTas originally described as a distinct animal.

Zoology (Gr. zoon
,
an animal

; logos, a discourse).—The
science which treats of animals, in contradistinction to

botany, which deals with plants, and biology, which is

concerned with both animals and plants.

Zymotic (Gr. ztime
,
ferment). — Applied to contagious

diseases, such as measles and whooping cough. Recent re-

searches show that these diseases are probably caused by
minute organisms, which gain access to the body and multiply

there.

THE END.

Elliot Stock, Paternoster Row, London.
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